
LOOSE FINDS
Introduction

Studies of the particular finds categories are grouped according to the materials with
some sub-division by date and artefact types. The Roman finds are reported in the first
section, the latter series of reports covering those material categories which include flnds
from both the Roman and later periods. In the case of the Roman wares, samian,
mortaria and coarse wares are reported on separately, lollowing a general discussion of
the local pottery industry, then the post-Roman wares are described.

During the excavation recovery of finds was by visual identification without sieving
and, although working over 6 winter months in conditions of damp soils and bad light,
careful hand excavation probably allowed recovery of most easily identified finds. There
was no use of metal detectors and the coin series thus represents only those identified
visually. In finds processing some material was discarded after brief examination and
quantification; details of these finds are contained in the archive. The main group ol
material subject to this process was the pottery, the material discarded comprising mainly
small body or base sherds of coarse ware, especially Derbyshire ware, and some body
sherds of mortaria. All samian and colour coated wares and Anglo-Saxon or medieval
sherds were retained.

A calcareous and usually aerated soil ensured that bone survival was good and metal
objects were not normally badly corroded. Conservation of the metal objects was carried
out originally at the Institute of Archaeology in London, although later remedial work
was carried out in Derby. Animal bone was readily identified and likewise the human
remains, but some skeletons had suffered later disturbance, in some cases of recent date.
Organic remains survived rarely, but burnt levels, in particular layer (168) beneath the
Period 2 rampart produced charred thatch and cereal remains, and two waterlogged
contexts, a well and a ditch, yielded waterlogged wood.

The method of dating the various materials and their significance or value as evidence
obviously varies according to the method by which past reference finds have been
themselves dated (Esmonde-Cleary and Ferris 1996, 219). Coins are dated primarily
according to the time of minting, the pottery and glass generally being dated from their
context to the time of their use and breakage.

The format of individual reports varies according to the structure or ordering of the
material. In the reports on the coarse pottery, samian and mortaria the finds are listed in
groups according to the phasing of the contexts from which they derived. Coins are listed
in date order ofissue. The glass, copper alloy, iron, stone and bone objects are reported
and listed in categories or classes of object. The opportunity has been taken to revise and
expand data on the Roman brooches which were first published in 1986 (Mackreth
1985). In the majority of these reports individual finds are described, followed by details
of context consisting of, in order, site code LC, context number, the original material
code and catalogue number followed by the site phasing. The pottery is discussed further
below.

The range of other material is probably typical of a Romano-British site in the
Midlands with some limited post-Roman activity. The Roman pottery and coins cover
the whole of the period from the Flavian/Trajanic period to the late fourth century,
allowing for some importation of old material at the beginning of the sequence and for
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difficulties in accurate dating at the end of the period. The pottery, discussed in detail

below, included significant groups of continental imports ol samian and Lezoux ware

and local flne wares from the Nene Valley and Oxfordshire. Mortaria from Midlands
sources were present throughout in some numbers. The coarse wares comprised products

from the adjacent Racecourse kilnfield but also much Derbyshire ware and local grey

and orange wares. There was also a significant amount of imported Dorset black

burnished ware. Amphorae were not commonly recovered except for Spanish amphorae

in the destruction levels of Period I .4.

Symonds (below p. 163) has commented on the variations in the proportions of wares

and vessel types over Periods 1-5, a feature also of the Pickford's Garage site. On the

present site this may be a function of the varying nature of the deposits from which the

groups were derived, those on Site A coming either from early settlement levels of Period

l.l-1.3 or from redeposited destruction levels of Periods 1.4,2 and 3 built into the

rampart and introduced into the filling of ditches. The remaining, largest groups were

derived from Site B, particularly the fill of Ditch 4 or the occupation levels within the

extra-mural structures. The quantities of large fresh sherds in the deposits on the eastern

side of Ditch 4 suggested they might have been discarded breakages during trading in the

adjacent building, the interior surface of which contained a similar range of finds but
more comminuted and trampled into its interior floors. The variability in the material

from the Pickford's Garage site, however, suggests this may be a more widespread

feature and could reflect changes in the nature of activity between, perhaps, a military
occupation in Period I and a civil occupation thereafter with a varying level of official or
military presence.

The coin series is discussed below and shows variations in coin loss over time consistent

with increasing activity from the first and second centuries into the third and early fourth
but a decline in the later fourth century. The glass finds were unremarkable and span the

period from the late first to mid third centuries although the absence of fourth century

material may be a significant indicator of a lower status occupation in the extra-mural

area at that date.
The Roman copper alloy objects, although few in number, include a significant

number of items derived from military equipment, mainly derived from contexts in
Periods 1,4 and 5 (copper alloy objects 8-ll and possibly 13-16). Few items of iron
deserve comment and none appears to be deflnitely of military origin. A knife from the

lower fill of Ditch 3 is significant as being of early post-Roman type and comparable to
those from the adjacent cemetery (iron object 39).

The fragmentary bone toggle and ivory buckle may derive from military equipment,
the former being recovered from the earliest, and potentially military, levels of the site

(bone objects l-2). The buckle, included in the flll of an Anglo-Saxon grave, could have

been a stray find or even a keepsake placed with the body. A significant number of
hairpins were recovered from the later Roman levels but one was stratified in the Period

I buildings. The plain tapered pins from the latest levels are suggested to have possibly

been used as eating implements or tools of some sort.
Notable amongst the stonework are fragments of lava querns of a small pattern,

possibly designed for carrying on a pack animal amongst the equipment of each

contubernia whilst on campaign (stone nos 1-2). Other large worked stones from the

wall foundation may be broken items derived from the quarry. Three whetstones derived
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from the early occupation levels on Site A while one small palette, the large palette and
the shallow palette or mortar all derived from the timber buildings on the northern edge
of the site (nos 19, 2l and22).The grouping of these finds, close to the findspot of the
complete jar (coarse ware 167) set in the floor levels of one building, gives some hint of
the trade activity or craft work that may have been conducted on the frontage to the
main road to the fort. The roof tiles of Charnwood slate are examples of the many
fragments from the area of the colonnaded building and presumably from its roof.

Other building materials were rare but the earliest structures on the site from Period I
had, in their flnal stages at least, comprised walls of wattle and daub, fragments of burnt
daub being recovered from the destruction levels of Period 1.4. Examples of the more
significant fragments are described below (Burnt Clay Daub, below p. 293). The
destruction levels also contained recognisable traces of burnt thatch, the only form of
roofing for which evidence survived in these levels (Archaeobotanical evidence for
Roman Thatch and Malt, below p. 300). No brick and tile was employed in any structure
on Sites A and B but some displaced fragments of brick and box tile were recovered from
the latest Roman levels. The high proportion of flue tile amongst this material suggests
the presence ofa heated building in the area, the nearest such structure being the traces
of a much damaged heating system in the later levels of the Pickford's Garage building
(Langley and Drage 2000,142).

Items of wood were recovered from the base of Wells I and2 and Ditch 2, south of the
fort corner. A shaped object from Well 2 is not identified but may have been part of a
yoke or the well head gear. A thin plank from the base of Ditch 2 seemed too slight to
have had any structural use but might have been prepared for incorporation in some
laminated wood structure such as a shield. A range olbranches and twigs from the same
contexts included species typical of the valley environment.

Industrial structures or debris were not present but the layers ofburnt debris beneath
the rampart did produce coal, perhaps used for domestic purposes in view of the lack of
slag or metal-working debris. No furnaces or domestic hearths were encountered. The
results of the analysis of a series of soil samples from the subsoil, the rampart and the fills
of ditches set out the limited evidence for the source of the rampart material and the
deliberate fllls of some ditches. A limited series of mortar samples are included to allow
comparison of material from the mortar-mixing area on the berm and the debris from
the wall itself.

The sample of mammal and bird bones from the site is not large but shows that the
ratio of ovi-caprid to cattle changed from the early to late Roman period, with a marked
increase in the latter in the late levels of the extra-mural area. The early post-Roman
period saw a return to a lower level of cattle but a slight increase in pig numbers.
Significant individual finds include apartial dog skeleton deposited in Well 1 at the time
of its dereliction in the late Roman period. The late Anglo-Saxon or early medieval cess
pit on Site B produced signiflcant remains of female sparrow-hawk, probably birds raised
for falconry. Such a find might suggest the settlement here, close to the later medieval
Manor Farm, may have already been of some status at this date. The most significant
remains of other food items were the charred cereals from the Period 1.4 destruction
which may have derived from malted grain prepared for brewing.

In the post-Roman Periods 6-9 the most significant groups of objects were the goods
of iron, copper alloy and other materials from the Anglo-Saxon graves. These flnds
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included weaponry such as spear-heads, shield-bosses and knives as well as female

jewellery such as brooches, a series of polychrome glass and amber beads and a bronze

bowl. This material has been the subject of a separate series of reports incorporated in

the descriptive text of the cemetery (above p. 109). The human bones from the early

Anglo-Saxon cemetery provide a small sample of the local population, too small for any

general conclusions.
No pottery was recovered from the early Anglo-Saxon cemetery but some later Anglo-

Saxon wares and early medieval pottery were associated with ditches and structures close

to and associated with the Roman defences. These important finds are complemented by

items such as the stone mould (stone object 29) and the ingot (copper alloy object 25)

from the same area, suggesting considerable activity here at this time. It should also be

noted that the bronze pin (copper alloy object 2), derived from the surface of a Late

Roman metalled area and was thus not securely stratified and could also belong to this
period on typological grounds. These, and previous finds within the walled area and in
the Chester Green area, support a significant presence at this stronghold, some distance

from the contemporary burh at Derby. The significance of this has been discussed in the

post-Roman phases of the site (above p.79).
Fuller details of some material, such as the mammal and bird bones, will be placed in

the archive in Derby Museum.

ROMAN POTTERY

General Introduction
by Christopher Sparey-Green

The Roman pottery from Little Chester has been studied in three main groups by

separate specialists. Coarse wares, samian and mortaria are reported on below, the finds

listed in groups set in sequence according to context date, the coarse ware report covering

all the major stratified groups, with a catalogue of the illustrated stratified groups. The

samian covers all those pieces from stratified Roman deposits, with the addition of the

unstratified stamps. A full report, including the unstratified finds, is included in the

archive. The mortaria report includes all finds, again set in sequence of dated contexts.

The policy on finds collection on site is described in the introduction to the finds reports

above.

The Roman Pottery from the 197 I -2 Site

The majority of the pottery was derived from two main areas of the site, firstly, on site A,
where buildings and destruction levels of Period 1 were sealed by the Period 2 rampart
and, secondly, on Site B where large quantities of pottery were derived from the fill of
Ditch 4 and the occupation levels of buildings outside the defences. The rampart of
Period 2 also contained much material derived from the earliest occupation.

No prehistoric material was recovered. The earliest groups of finds included samian

ware dateable to the Flavian period, suggesting an origin of settlement at a date similar

to that for the North-West Sector (Wheeler 1986,44). However, as in that area, a small

proportion of early second century material suggested a terminus post quem in the

Trajanic period for the earliest identified structures and their use.
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Samian imports show a decline in the Hadrianic period, as has been noted elsewhere.
Imported coarse pottery in the early phases included wares such as Dorset BBl, the
sourceconfirmedbyheavymineralanalysis(Figs29 30,nos6,15,16,40,44and45).A
wide range of forms is present from the earliest levels, including one flanged rim bowl
(Fig. 29, no. 16) of unusually early and distinctive form. Not surprisingly, the Period I
contexts produced examples of local kiln products, including grey wares, oxidised wares
and possibly mortaria from the Derby Racecourse. Some of the vessels were certainly
seconds, to judge from the distortion, which also suggests a local source (Fig. 30, nos
29 3l and 36). No examples of glazed products were recovered but the so-called pre-
Derbyshire ware can be recognised (Fig. 31, nos 46,50 and 5l). Small flanged dishes
with painted decoration (Fig. 32, no. 80) and beakers with roller stamped decoration
(Figs 32 33, nos 77,96 and.97) are also probably derived from the local kilns. Tazze
(Figs 30 and32, nos 43 and 69) were made in Racecourse kilns I and2, such vessels
being seen as not domestic but for use as incense cups in religious activity, as at
verulamium and Rocester (Brassington 1977, nos 262-263; wheeler 1936, l9l, no. 44;
Ferris, Bevan and Cuttler 2000,26-27, nos 58,59 and 69). These local products should
belong to the second quarter ofthe second century, on the evidence ofthe kiln sites, but,
in the case of contexts in Periods 1.3 and 1.4, they appear to be associated with samian of
the middle or third quarter of the century. This may suggest alater final date for the kiln
field or the residuality of these coarse ware sherds. The association of samian and coarse
ware, and thus the dating for the end of Period l, seems secure, some groups at least
having been sealed by the Period 2 rampart which also contained a large quantity of
redeposited material of the mid or late Antonine period. One sherd of Nene Valley colour
coat (Fig. 32,no.79),dated to the fourth century, was recovered from the uppermost
layer of the rampart, but this was very much an isolated find and almost certainly
represents contamination.

By Period 4 major changes in the local wares are apparent, the flrst securely stratified
examples of the classic Derbyshire ware occurring in the base of Ditch 4, dated to phase
4.1 (Fig. 34, nos 102-104). The major deposits derived from dumps into Ditch 4 during
Periods 4 and 5, apparently tipped from the external settlement into this outermost ditch.
These tips of soil contained much samian ware of the late second to mid third century
associated with colour coated wares such as Lezoux and Nene Valley wares, as well as a
range of coarse wares typical of the later third and early fourth century. Here the relative
dating of the imported fine products to the local coarse wares appeared to be reversed,
the samian apparently earlier than the latest coarse wares. In this case some contamina-
tion of layers (253) and (254) at their uppermost limit on the eastern lip is possible, as is
also the case with (222)-(224) in the centre of the hollow formed by the ditch, but the
quantity and sherd size ofthe late pot types suggests they are not intrusive. Possibly the
late forms are early examples of their type while the samian represents late examples or
long survival of vessels, although much of the late samian was not abraded or obviously
residual. The wear noted on the samian was often on areas of the interior, as if from the
vessels' use; in the case of the bowls score marks round the base of the interior walls
resulting from stirring a mixture of wine and water, the vessel serving as a krater,
according to classical custom. Coins of the late third or fourth century were noticeably
absent from Period 4 and 5 deposits in Ditch 4. Deposits of a similar date containing the
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late samian imports and third century coarse wares came from the trampled surfaces

within the colonnaded building and timber buildings to its north. Large quantities of
classic Derbyshire ware were recovered from deposits in Ditch 4 but other products of
the Hazelwood kilns can be recognised including the narrow necked jar (Fig. 38, 175)

paralleled by forms at that kiln site Qters. obs.;Kay 1962,fi9.12,4). This and other forms

of finer grey ware, as well as the small flanged dishes with painted decoration produced

at that site, suggest some continuity in pottery styles from the Racecourse kilnfield.
Isolated groups of pottery within the defensive system provide markers to its late

development in Period 5. A group of pottery from (29) and (55) in the top of Ditch 2a,

associated with coins of the early fourth century (coins 4l and 60), provides a stratified

group sealing earlier, third century deposits in this ditch (Fig. 37-38, no. 168-174).

Another group from (65) in the base of Ditch 3 was associated with a coin of Carausius,

the coin here obviously a rubbish survival, the mid to late fourth century pottery

suggesting that this wide shallow ditch was part of the latest, fourth century defences

which survived as a slowly silting feature over the succeeding centuries.

Amphorae were present in quantities only in one deposit ( 168) and ( 169), the majority

of sherds, much blackened and shattered, deriving from Spanish globular oil containers

lying on the floor of the burnt building and incorporated in the Phase 1.4 destruction.

Two re-deposited sherds of similar vessels from later levels bore grffiti (Figs 33 and 41,

95 and 231). Little amphora was present in later levels and there was no significant

presence of late Mediterranean imports.
The mortaria from the site covered the whole of the period from the later first century

up to the mid fourth century, the range of sources limited to central and south-east

Britain. The few early imports were products from the Verulamium area, while two later

examples were products of the Nene Valley. Another small group derived from the local

Racecourse kilns but by far the greatest number throughout the period (87%by number

of vessels) came from the Mancetter-Hartshill area. Wear on mortaria I and 11 shows

their use for the grinding of food.
Comparison with the nearest published group is hindered by differences in terminology

andvariationsinthephasingof thesitebuttables 4-9in Birss 1985suggestasimilar
range of products over the Roman period in the North-West Sector of the fort interior.
The basic percentages of wares can be compared on the basis of table 10. A relatively low
level of Dorset BBI imports seems apparent in the earliest levels in the North-West

Sector and the pre-Derbyshire ware from the Racecourse also seems absent. There was,

however, a far greater quantity of grey ware than on the present site. Material from the

Pickford's Garage site is addressed in discussion of the coarse ware (Symonds, below

p. l6s).

The Local Pottery Industry

Discussion about the site has attempted to include data about the pottery from other

relevant sites. Differences in methodology, however, impede attempts to carry out a

detailed comparison and correlation with previous statistical analyses of pottery from
the site, such as that by Birss (1985, tables 4-9). Some comment can be made on the

range of wares present, their sources and variation over time in the context of other

major groups.
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The most significant factor in the early phases is the growth of a locally-based pottery
industry in an area with little native tradition of pottery production (Brassington 1972
and l98l; Dool 1986). The high status kilns of Derby Racecourse mark a major
technological innovation, presumably under some form of military impetus, if not as a
direct introduction then as the response of civilian craftsmen to the growth of a military
market. The kilns are an introduction from the earlier industries to the south-east, the
range of wheel-thrown vessels derived ultimately from continental patterns and following
foreign technology (Swan 1984,124-26). The links between the named mortaria makers
here and at Mancetter-Hartshill hint at their origin or at least the movement of workers
between two or more inter-related centres.

Many vessel forms produced at Derby were not of a native character and were suited
to a Mediterranean diet or culinary methods. Mortaria denote the preparation of highly
flavoured sauces for meat, the flagons being suited to the decanting and mixing of wine
and other vinous products, as well as to use as simple water containers. The range of
bowls and dishes is less specific but some vessels, particularly the flanged dishes in an
oxidised ware, are copies of samian table ware and could also be associated with wine
drinking. The grey ware rusticated beakers are very distinctive and have links to other
products in the south-east Midlands. The decoration may ultimately derive from raised
designs on metal vessels, these larger containers being suitable for drinks such as beer.
The most distinctive and unusual product is the lead-glazed products of kiln I (Arthur
1978,339-45). These appear to be short lived in production and little marketed, none
having been recovered in the present excavations, but a few sherds were identified in the
early second century levels in the Pickford's Garage site and other vessels occurred at
Rocester and as a deposit at the Orton's Pasture Shrine (Martin 2000, 208; Ferris et al.
2000,25, nos 3l-39).This ware appears to have been short-lived, exploiting the locally
available lead ores to produce copies of the finer wares produced on a small scale in
Central Gaul. It is perhaps significant that the nearest parallel is at Holt where the
kilnfield was both legionary and close to lead mines (Grimes 1930, 228,fig.76). There
also both Tazze and glazed wares were produced in the same works.

Amongst the Racecourse products has been identified a form of coarse lid-seated jar
termed 'pre-Derbyshire' ware in view of its similarity to the later products of the
Holbrook kilns to the north. Although not in the later hard-fired fabric these vessels are
distinguished by their forms, thrown on a fast wheel with the use of the 'cheese-wire'
method of removal, denoted by the concentric oval marks on the bases of at least bowls
and jars (Brassington 1971,60;Kay 1962,31). This is a signiflcant feature and could
suggest the throwing of vessels 'off the hump', the sequential, and speedy, throwing of
numbers of vessels from a large mass of clay centred on the wheel. A comparison can be
drawn between this ware, distinctive in both fabric and form from any pre- or early
Roman insular wares, with wares from the German provinces, although the distribution
of the later does not seem to extend to the Midlands (J. Bird pers. comm.). Other
Racecourse products can also be seen as ultimately inspired by continental models, the
rusticated and roller-stamp vessels having links with early industries in south-east Britain
and beyond into the Rhineland.

Examples of the Racecourse wares occurred from Period I of the present site. Pre-
Derbyshire ware was present but not the glazed vessels which seem rare as site finds
(Brassington 197 l, 64-65).
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At the time of the major changes in the site in the mid second century the Derby
industry shilted northwards to the rich clay deposits at the junction of the Ecclesbourne

and Derwent valleys (Kay 1962). Here more extensive clay and timber supplies may
have been available close to water, perhaps by the mid second century suitable supplies
had been exhausted at Little Chester. Alternatively, this industry, specialised in the
production of lid-seated jars, had moved closer to the source of their contents, these

mass-produced vessels having been suggested as containers for some local food product
such as honey or dried beans (Kay 1962).

Thereafter the local pottery industry seems to concentrate on the production of this
limited range of containers, although limited numbers of dishes and bowls seem to be

represented at the kiln sites. The range of vessels other than the classic Derbyshire ware
jars suggests some continuity from the Racecourse works, the decorated grey ware bowls
and the oxidised flanged rim dishes with slip decoration from Hazelwood being strongly
reminiscent of the earlier products. These vessels may not have long continued in
production, the incidence of the latter dropping quickly at Little Chester (Birss 1985,

fig.40, 36 and table 6).
The later history of the Derbyshire ware industry is not well documented but the lid-

seatedjar production continued into the fourth century, from site finds ofthe products.
Some at least of the grey wares, common in Periods 4 and 5, could have derived from a

local source but much of the pottery in these later periods derived from the Colour-
coated industries of the south-east Midlands and the black-burnished ware industry in
south Britain (Graphs, Figs 42-45). The latter, however, dropped off at the end of the

fourth century, a reflection no doubt of the greater distance that it travelled at a time
when trade routes - especially by sea - might have been disrupted.

THE ROMAN COARSE WARES (Figs 29-49)
by Robin P. Symonds

Introduction

A total of 200643gms or 213.38 EVEs of Roman pottery is reported upon below. The
current report was written in mid 1989 by A.D. Services (a partnership, now defunct,
formed by R.P. Symonds, S.M. Wade, A. Roper and F. Buxton), and completed at the
Museum of London Archaeology Service. The processing and some analysis of the

material, along with the drawing of vessels for the type series, took place in 1989 and

early 1990, while the completion of the report took place in 1995, with relatively little
work on the material having taken place during the interim.

The particular interest of the pottery from Little Chester lies undoubtedly in the later
coarse wares. There was a flourishing local industry which produced considerable
quantities ofjars, mainly in a very coarse oxidised ware, some of whose forms bear a
remarkable resemblance to late Roman jars from the Eifel region of Germany. Equally
surprising, for a site so central and so far north in Britain, the importation of black-
burnished ware (BBl ) from Dorset reached remarkably high levels, both in the Antonine
period and in the fourth century. BBI being reasonably common throughout northern
Britain, with fewer wheel-made imitations/competitors than in southern Britain, there is

a tendency in some publications to treat its presence as unremarkable, and its relative
absence as indicative of the strength of local coarse ware productions (y' for example,
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Birss 1985, 116). But to reach as much as 30oh of the pottery in the late Roman period
(see Graphs l-4, Figs 42 45, below) seems a prodigious achievement. Although he
suggests the possibility of Rossington Bridge as the source of two sherds, Williams'
analysis of a series of BBI sherds from the North-West Sector excavations at Little
Chester (Williams 1985, 130-2) confirms that all of the other analysed BBI-like sherds
were likely to have been made in the Wareham-Poole Harbour area of Dorset.

The products of the local industry have previously been highlighted in a number of
publications, beginning with Gillam's 1939 paper, in which he notes that the fabric 'has
been mistaken for medieval at least four times recently' (1939, 429). That paper,
however, considers only the distinctive lid-seated jars, which are undoubtedly the most
recognisable local product, but which were only a part of a long-lived industry which
produced a considerable range of other oxidised wares and grey wares. There is a useful
summary of the chronology of the industry in Birss 1985, along with illustrations of most
of the important forms, both local and imported, presented, as here, by phases (1985,
90-133). The latter paper does not divide the local wares into as many fabrics as we felt
could be distinguished, although it could be argued that some of our distinctions are
rather too heavily dependent on such subjective aspects as fineness/coarseness and
colour. A more recent survey of the various known production sites is rather more
detailed on the specific products from each one (Martin, forthcoming), but this became
available well after we had processed the pottery from this site, and it has not been
possible to re-examine our pottery with a view to associating individual pieces to
individual sources.

Although various reports make it clear that the Derbyshire ware industry began some
time in the late first or early second century, the distinctive lid-seated jars are clearly a
relatively late development, beginning in the Antonine period. There is a curious
resemblance, however, between these jars and some jars from the Eifel region of
Germany, notably Gose 1950 (1976), Types 540-7. Although in Britain such jars are
normally thought to have been imported in the fourth century, and especially in the latter
half, Gose's Types 540-543 are all dated to the second century, and therefore the
connection may not be as tenuous as it might seem.

The flrst step towards the analysis of the Little Chester pottery was to process and date
the pottery context by context. In order to identify the types present it was necessary to
establish and encode a list offabrics form types likely to be present.

Fabrics

The list of fabrics and their codes was adapted from the current list (in 1989) used by the
'Roman Pottery Bibliography'in Journal of Roman Pottery Studies (Symonds 1986 and
1989). The list of fabrics, with their codes, which were identified in the Little Chester
material is as follows:

Fabric

l. Black-burnished-typewares

BBI
BB2
Other burnished

2. Grey wares

Black ware
Grey, red core, flne
Grey/black ware with red core

Code

BBI
BB2
OBB

BLK
BRF
BRG
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(2. Grey wares, continued)

Derbyshire
Derby Racecourse
Coarse grey
Fine grey
Grey ware
White, pale grey slip
White, pale grey slip, fine
Derby pale grey ware
Micaceous fine grey
Nene Valley grey
Terra nigra
West Stow/NE Essex/London

3. Oxidised wares

Buff/grey ware
Buff/pink ware
Buffware
Coarse redlorangelpink, grey core
Cream ware, painted decoration
Derby buffware
Derby coarse red/orange ware, grey
core
Derby coarse red/orange ware
Derby fine red/orange ware with
grey core
Derby flne red/orange ware
Fine red/orange/pink, grey core
Coarse oxidised
Pink/orange ware
Red ware
Ver region
White/cream slipped
White/fine buff
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White-slipped oxidised wsx
DRB
DRC
GRC
GRF
GRY
GWI

GWIF
GW2
MFG
NVG
TNG
WSE

BFG
BPW
BUF
COG
CRP
DCB

MHM
NVM
MRO
oxM

4. Mortaria

Mancetter/Harts mortaria
Nene Valley mortaria
Other mortaria
Oxford mortaria

DCG
DCR

5. Finef colour-coated wares

Central Gaulish colour coated ware CCC
Colchester colour coated ware CLC
Derby colour-coated ware DCC
Glazed ware GLZ
Hadham oxidised HAX
Cologne colour coated ware KWW
Lyon colour-coated ware LYC
Mica-dustedlglltlcoated MCA
Nene Valley cc (white core) NVCI
Nene Valley cc (pink core) NVC2
Nene Valley/Cologne cc NVK
Other colour-coated OCC
Oxford red/brown cc ORC
Rhenish RHN
Samian TSG

6. Shell-temperedwares

Abundant/moderate reduced shelly CGI A
Thin-walled oxidised shelly CG4
Large storage jar shelly CG5
Other gritted ogr

7. Amphorae

Amphorae (other) AMP
South Gaulish amphorae ASG
Spanish amphorae ASS

DFG
DFR
FOG
OSC

POW
RED
VRR
WCS
WHT

8. Miscellqneouspottery

The only fabrics/codes in the above list which are additional to the 1989'Roman Pottery
Bibliography' list are two additional categories for white/pale grey wares (GWl ) and for
fine white/pale grey wares (GWIF), and the division of Nene Valley colour-coated wares

into those with white core (NVCI ) and those with pink core (NVC2).
As can be seen in Tables I 5 and 16, these were essential additions, since together three

of these four categories (GWl, NVCI and NVC2) account for no less than 40-0oh of all
of the pottery by EVEs or 33.0o/o by weight. For various practical reasons, it is not
possible to present within this report a detailed description of each encoded fabric. The
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Fabric type

Total Total Total Total

Weight EVEs Sherds Records % Weight % EVEs % Sherds % Records

159

1 Black-burnished-type wares

2 Grey wares

3 Oxidised wares

4 Mortaria
5 Colour-coated wares

6 Tempered wares

7 Amphorae

8 Misc.7 unidentifiable wares

38020

68785

48247

929

I l38l
3545

27 137

2s99

1346

2233

1687

l8
1062

97

93

69

sl.9
66.3

67.8

0.7

24.2

1.5

0.5

0.5

4237

4670

4301

18

1652

200

210

180

18.9o1'

343%
24.0olt

0.5%

5.7'k

1.8%

13.5%

1.3%

24.3'1,

3l .l,Yn

31,8',1,

0.3,1,

ll.4"l,
0.7"1,

0.2"/u

0.3"1,

21 A%

30.2%,

21 .8%

0.1%

10.7%

1.3%

1.4%

1.2%

20.4'1,

33.8'1,

25.5'1,

0.3"1,

t6.t%,

1.5"1,

1.4,,1,

L\ol'

Total 200643 213.4 15468 6605 100.0%, 100.0'X, 100.0% 100.0'2,

Table 19: Little Chester: quantities und percentages offabric types Jrom the site as a whole.

form type series is, however, listed in order of fabrics, and these vessels, housed at Derby
Museum, should be consulted by readers wishing to examine the fabrics.

Forms

In order to identify pottery forms in the Little Chester material, a working type series of
forms was established based on the published drawings of pottery from a considerable
range of sites surrounding Little Chester. The sites, their publications, and the figures
used from them are as follows:

Castor, Cambrtdgeshire: Green and Dallas 1988, figs l0-l I on p.122-3.
Car Dyke, Cambridgeshire: Clark 1949, figs 4-8, p. l5l, 153, 155-6 and 158.

Dales Ware: Gillam 1951, fig. 1,p.157.
Derbyshire Ware: Glllam 1939, 429-437 , figs 2-4, p. 432 434.
East Midlands (Late Roman Coarse) Wares: Todd 1968, figs l-2, p. 195 and 197.

Irchester (Roman Town): Windell 1984, figs ll-12,p.44-5.
Kettering, Northqnts: Dix 1988, flgs 8 9, p. 103-4.
Rookery Lane, Lincoln'Webster 1960,214-220, fig. 3, p.218.
Nene Valley.' Howe, Perrin and Macreath 1980, figs 3 7.

Normangate Field, Castor.' Perrin and Webster 1990, figs 4-16.
Camp Hill, Northampton'Shaw 1979, figs 7 9,p.25,21 and29.
North Hykeham, Lincolnshire 'Rustic' ware: Thompson 1958, figs 3 5, p.20,27 and 29,

and plates VII, VII and IX.
Thorplands, Northampton' Hunter and Mynard 1977 , figs 8-18, p. 113, 111, ll9, l2l-2,
124,126-7 ,129 and 131-2.
Ringstead, Northants: Jackson 1980, figs 7-9,p.23,25 and21.
Stanground: Perrin 1988, figs 1 13.

Stibbington: Perrin 1988, flgs 3-14 and l7 20.
Swanpool, Lincoln: Webster and Booth 1947,figs 3-5, p. 65,73 and76, and pl. XIV.
Alcester Road, Tovtcester, Northanls.'Brown and Woodfield 1983, figs l8-32, p.73,82,
84 6, 88-9, 9l-3, 95 and 97 -9.
Grammar School Site, Towcester, Northants: Brown and Alexander 1982, figs 8-15, p. 34,

31 ,39-43 and 46.
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Handley, Towcester, Northamptonshire: Green and Draper 1978, figs 7-10, p. 50, 53, 55

and 57.
Park Street, Tbwcester, Northants: Lambrick 1980, figs 20 and22-29, p. 78,85,87, 89,

91,93-5 and97.
Weekley, Northants: Jackson and Dix 1988, figs 39-40, p. 88 and 90.
Hardwick Park, Wellingborough, Northamptonsfrfue.' Foster, Harper and Watkins 1977,

figs I l-18, p.74,76,78-9, 81, 83, 85 and 87.

The relevant drawings were photocopied from all of the above publications and arranged
in the order which follows. (The listing below includes only the forms which were
represented in the Little Chester material; a considerable number of further possible
form types was included in the working type series, but were not used).

Form classes

I l-99,550-568 platters/dishes (099 : unidentifiable platters/dishes)
2 100-299,570-585 bowls (299: unidentifiable bowls)
3 300-349 bowls/jars (349: unidentifiable bowls/jars)
4 350-499,586-598jars (499 : unidentifiablejars)
5 500-549 beakers/jars (549 : unidentifiable beakers/jars)
6 600-699 beakers (699 : unidentifiable beakers)
7 7 00 -7 99 fl agons/carafes/jugs (7 99 : unidentifiable fl agons/carafes/jugs)
8 800-899lids/Castor boxes (899 : unidentifiable lids/Castor boxes)
9 900-999 miscellaneous forms (999 : unidentifiable miscellaneous forms)

Form types

1. Platters/dishes:

39 otherTN/TR-typeplatters/dishes
40 broadly-curved-rimmedplatters/dishes, plain
50 plain-rimmedplatters/dishes, incurving
53 plain-rimmed platters/dishes, plain/slightly sagging (BBl/cc-type)
56 plain-rimmed platters/dishes, plain or slightly incurving (cc-type)
62 plain-rimmedplatters/dishes, plain, straight-walled(BB-type)
553 plain-rimmed platters/dishes, plain, straight-walled (BB-type) (:062)(G329)
551 62 or 553, with uneven wall
554 062 or 553, with scribed lattice
557 other plain-rimmed BB-type platters/dishes with straight wall
560 other plain-rimmed BB-type platters/dishes with curved wall/base
65 plain-rimmedplatters/dishes,veryshallow
69 otherplain-rimmed platters/dishes
7 5 bead-rimmed platters/dishes
562 bead-rimmed platters/dishes, plain (:075) (G316)
563 bead-rimmed platters/dishes, with burnished/scribed line/lattice (:975; (G316)
564 bead-rimmed platters/dishes, with double or broad bead
565 other variations of BB-type bead-rimmed platters/dishes
85 almond-rimmedplatters/dishes
99 otherorindistinguishableplatters/dishes
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2. Bowls:

16r

l0l
l1l
111

122
139
148

lsl
l6l
168

178

570

571

572
580
l8l
183

190

193

195

198

203
222

225
229
231
247
249
2s3
259
261
263
26s
267
271

273
275

278
s84
279

280
283
286
287

Drag37-type hemispherical bowls, with applied ribs
Drag 37 -type hemispherical bowls, with pronounced shoulder-bulge
Drag37-type hemispherical bowls, late bead-rimmed type
other Drag 37-type hemispherical bowls
reeded-rimmed bowls, with rounded rim
other reeded-rimmed bowls
small hemispherical bowls, plain Drag 40-type
campanulate bowls, various
other campanulate bowls
other bead-rimmed bowls
flat-rimmed straight-walled dishes/bowls, plain or with curving burnished/scribed
lattice
as 570, with widely spread burnished/scribed lattice
as 570, with closely overlapping burnished/scribed lattice (G221)
flat/grooved-rimmed dishes/bowls, plain or with curving burnished/scribed lines
almond-rimmed bowls, straight-walled with pointed rim
almond-rimmed bowls, straight-walled with rounded rim
other straight-walled almond-rimmed bowls
curved-walled Drag 3l-type bowls, bead-rimmed
curved-walled Drag 31 type bowls, bead/almond-rimmed
other curved-walled Drag 3 I -type bowls
almond-rimmed curved-walled bowls, with normal rim
small rounded (curved-walled), carinated bowls
broad-rimmed, curved-walled bowls, with grooved rims
broad-rimmed, curved-walled bowls, with thick grooved/plain rims
broad-rimmed, curved-walled bowls, with rims grooved on outside
curved-walled flanged bowls, with broad curving flange
curved-walled flanged bowls, with thick, slightly hooked flange
curved-walled flanged bowls, with short thick flange (HD-like)
straight-walled flanged bowls, with short flange rising above rim
straight-walled flanged bowls, with short level flange
straight-walled flanged bowls, with slightly hooked flange and short rim
straight-walled flanged bowls, with level flange and short rim
straight-walled flanged bowls, with deep groove between short flange and short rim
straight-walled flanged bowls, with normal flange and rim
straight-walled flanged bowls, with shallow groove between flange and rim
straight-walled flanged bowls, with hooked flange
other straight-walled flanged bowls
583, with curving burnished/scribed lines (Gillam 228)
other BB-type bowls
other BB-type dishes/bowls with curved wall
Drag 3S-type flanged bowls
other Drag 3S-type flanged bowls
bowls with low-set flangefcarination (Birss 1985,94, no. 3l)
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290 other flanged bowls
299 other or indistinguishable bowls

3. Bowls/jars:

305 other variations of carinated bowls/jars similar to CAM 120

311 CAM2l2B, sharply carinated bowls/jars, normally decorated
325 other carinated bowls/jars
333 CAM227, open bowls/jars with sharp carination
336 S-shaped bowls/jars, with short necks, usually grooved at shoulder
342 S-shaped bowls/jars, with tall burnished necks (North Gaulish-type)
346 S-shaped bowls/jars, with medium necks, various
349 other or indistinguishable bowls/jars

4. Jars:

353 wide-mouthed jars (jars/bowls), various
355 wide-mouthed jars, with medium necks (often burnished/decorated)
361 narrow-neckedjars (wide-mouthed carafes)
363 narrow-necked jars, with thickened rims
369 narrow-necked jars, with rims grooved at the outside
371 narrow-necked jars, with frilled rims/necks
373 narrow-necked jars, with lug handle(s)
376 narrow-necked jars, lid seated
378 othernarrow-neckedjars
381 BB-type bead-rimmed mugs/jars, with handle
383 BB-type bead-rimmed short jars, handleless

593 BB-type bead-rimmed short jars, handleless (:3831592)
594 other BB-type bead-rimmed jars
385 BB-type jars, with thin flaring cornice rims
389 early BBI-type jars, with short everted rounded rims
586 early BBI-type jars, with short everted rounded rims (:389)
587 as 586, with curving burnished lines under rim
589 other BBI-type early jars with acute lattice
590 late BBI-type jars, with broad flaring everted rims (:391;
391 late BBI type jars, with broad flaring everted rims
394 other BB-type jars
398 lid-seated jars, with short, straight, slightly grooved rims
401 lid-seated jars, tall-rimmed Derbyshire ware-type
403 lid-seated jars, tall-rimmed, inward-turned Dales ware-type
406 other tall-rimmed lid-seated jars
4ll lid-seated jars, with short grooved, rounded rims, various
413 lid-seated jars, with short rims, not grooved
415 lid-seated jars, with medium flaring everted rims
419 lid-seated jars, with broad, flaring, almost bead-rims
598 BBI-type lid-seated jars/bowls (unusual)
426 jars, with very short rounded rims (may be slightly everted)
431 jars, with short everted rims, variant group I
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435 jars, with short everted rims, variant group 3

440 other jars with short everted rims
443 necked jars, CARI0 GX l5l and variants
447 neckedjars, with cordon atjoin ofneck and shoulder
449 necked jars, with cordon under rim
451 necked jars, with grooved shoulder
454 other neckedjars
457 plain jars, squat jar/bowl versions
459 plain jars, CARI0 GX 156, with plain or somewhat hooked rims
463 plain jars, with rounded carination (almost jars/bowls)
465 plain jars, with flaring everted rim (includes Dales ware-type)
467 plain jars, with rim grooved at outside
487 medium-sized wide-mouthed storage jars, with short necks
490 other medium-sized storage jars
496 other large storagejars
499 other or indistinguishable jars

5. Beakers/jars:

505 other butt beakers
51 5 London-type poppy beakers with short everted rim, group I
522 London-type poppy beakers with tall everted rim
525 other London-type poppy beakers
532 beakers/jars with short everted rim more globular body
534 beakers/jars with medium everted rim pronounced shoulder
539 rusticatedjar-type beaker/jars
549 other or indistinguishable beakers/jars

6. Beakers:

602 early globular beakers with short everted/cornice rim
605 other early beakers
610 straight-shouldered cornice-rimmed beakers, group 1 (rouletted)
614 straight-shouldered cornice-rimmed beakers, group I (with barbotine)
619 other straight-shouldered cornice-rimmed beakers
624 straight-shouldered bead-rimmed beakers, with pedestal base

627 other straight-shouldered bead-rimmed beakers
630 straight-shouldered plain-rimmed beakers, various
633 other straight-shouldered plain-rimmed beakers
636 shoulderedbeakers, Rhenish-type, various
640 other globularjars, notfolded
644 beakers with short rounded everted rim, folded, group I (plain)
654 other beakers with short rounded everted rim
657 beakers with plain, upright rim, folded, group 1 (plain)
662 other beakers with plain, upright rim, folded
663 other folded beakers

665 pentice-mouldedbeakers,various

163
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668 other pentice-moulded beakers
699 other or indistinguishable beakers
700 otherorindistinguishablebeakers/flagons

7. Flagons/jugs/carafes:

701 narrow-necked flagons, tall spindle-type
709 narrow-necked flagons, variations of mini-Hofheim-type
720 other narrow-necked flagons
727 ring-necked flagons, various
732 otherflagons
740 othercylindrical-neckedflagons/jugs
745 medium-sized two-handled flagons, with rounded rim
747 medium-sized two-handled flagons/jugs
750 othermedium-sized two-handled flagons/jugs
755 medium-sizedpinched-mouthedjugsvarious
766 otherjugs
771 narrow-neckedcarafes, various
775 othercarafes
780 CAM2031204-typepedestal beakers/flagons
799 other or indistinguishable flagons/carafes/jugs

8. Lids/Castor boxes:

805 flat/slightly domed lids, with various rims
830 other flat/slightly domed lids
845 flanged lids for narrow-necked jars, with thin down-turned rims
857 lids for Castor boxes, with normal footring
860 other lids for Castor boxes
865 Castor box bases, bowl-type with plain upright rim
867 Castor box bases, bowlfiar-type, with globular body
870 other Castor box bases

875 other lids for Castor boxes/Castor box bases

899 unidentifiablelids/Castorboxes

9. Miscellaneous:

901 unguentaria/miniature beakers/jars, various
905 tazze
915 strainers
921 cheese presses

970 other hand-made vessels

999 other or indistinguishable miscellaneous vessels

Notes on the tables and graphs, and conclusions

The tables and graphs show the quantities and percentages using four methods of
quantification, weight, estimated vessel equivalents (EVEs), sherd count and records.
EVEs have been fully described by Orton (1975). The number of records is, in this
instance, simply the number of lines for a given fabric or form occurrence in the database
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Form type

165

Total Total Total Total
Weight EVEs Sherds Records % Weight % EVEs % Sherds o/o Records

I platters/dishes

2 bowls
3 bowls/jars

4jars
5 beakers/jars

6 beakers

7 flagons/carafes/jugs

8 lids/Castor boxes

9 miscellaneous forms

l0 amphorae
1 I mortaria

1 3633

26965

9087

991'.71

5474

6390

7911

759

3187

27 137

929

26.6

31.4

9.1

104. I

t0.2

14.7

13.7

t.8

0.6

0.5

o.7

1 83s

1 835

650

8362
420

t23l
650

77

180

210

l8

453

895

368

3005

397

846

424

34
'12

93

l8

6.8%

13.4%,

4.501,

49.4'1,

2.701,

3.2"1,

3.9%'

0.4o1'

1.6%,

13.5%

0.5,'1,

12.5%

14.7%

4.3%

48.8%

4.8%

6.9%

6.4%

0.8,,/o

0.3%

0.2%

0.3,

11.91'l'

11,9,'1,

4.2"1,

54.1"1,

2.7'.t,

8.O,Yu

4.2'1,

0.5,'1,

1.2,'1,

I .4"/u

0.1"1'

6.901,

13.6%

5.6%

45.5o/"

6.0,'h

12.8%

6.4%

0.s%

1.1%

1.4%

0.3%,

Total 200643 213.4 15468 6605 100.0%1 100.0% 100.0,2, 100.0,%

Table 20: Little Chester: quantities and percentages of the Jbrm types from the site as a whole.

(the recording of the Little Chester pottery in 1989-90 pre-dated by some years the
development at the Museum of London of quantification by rows using the MoLAS/
MoLSS Oracle database).

Tables 15 to 18 show the progression of the fabric types in terms of percentages
through the periods. Graphs, Figs42 to 45, show the same progression - fabric types
occurring in small quantities have been omitted from the graphs, but are mentioned in
the captions. Tables 2l to 24 and Graphs, Figs 46 to 49, show the same progression for
form types. Tables 19 and 20 show the total quantities of the fabric and form types for
the entire assemblage of pottery.

This report was very largely completed long before the pottery from the 1986 90
adjacent excavations was published (Langley and Drage 2000). That report (Martin
2000), also contains tables which show quantification of pottery fabric types (percentage
of sherd count) and form types (numbers of EVEs), as well as amphorae by weight and
sherd count (Williams 2000). Here percentages and the total quantities are shown for
four quantification methods, and it is important to note that the total quantities of
material vary considerably from one period to the next.

It is, however, more difficult to compare the two datasets from adjacent sites than it
might at flrst appear, perhaps as much because of problems of definition of pottery types,
as because of differing methods of quantification. To give just one example, in his general
fabrics table (2000, 208), Martin separates White Wares (WW), White Slipped Wares
(WS), Oxidised Wares (OW) and Derbyshire Ware (DBY), whereas here in Tables l5 to
18 all of these are grouped together as Oxidised wares. In fact the latter grouping
comprises some l7 individually identified fabrics, most of which were probably made in
the vicinity of Little Chester or its hinterland, but some of which are represented only in
quantities which are too small to be meaningfully represented in publishable tables and
graphs.

The chronological phasing of the two sites covers roughly the same time-span, but the
seven ceramic periods delineated by Martin (based on site phasing) correspond to eleven
periods identified here. It is a normal occurrence throughout Britain that different
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excavators in the same towns or even on adjacent sites define different phasing systems

which arise naturally from the stratigraphy which has been observed and recorded. But
such freedom in stratigraphical systems always complicates the interpretation of pottery
assemblages. Another immediate problem is that the samian and mortaria from the
present site were studied separately and not included in the original pottery processing

but data on the mortaria has as far as possible been included in the statistical analysis.
The pottery assemblages from the adjacent sites are, not surprisingly, very similar. In

broad terms, there is a similar mix of a limited number of imported wares, a heavy
presence ofblack-burnished wares and local oxidised and reduced wares. But the above-
described variations in methods of quantification, definition of ceramic types and site
phasing mean that it is extremely difficult to look at the two series of percentages of
wares and occurrences of form types and identify differences which unequivocally
represent significant variations in the activities which occurred at the two (or three)
excavated areas. What does seem clear is that both bodies of pottery change considerably,
and rapidly, over the identiflable periods. Quantification by records (Tables 18 and 24

and Figs 45 and 49) shows the smoothest evolution over time, but all the tables and
graphs show some types rising and falling across time, rather than exhibiting smooth
progressions, by contrast with, for example, the few sites in London where there is

apparently comparable data available (c/ Symonds and Tomber l99l). The variability
shown at the Little Chester sites is an interesting phenomenon, difficult to interpret, and
in need of further research as new data appears.

In spite of the above complications, it is important to observe the fundamental aspects

of the Little Chester pottery. For example, while grey wares and oxidised wares (mainly
Derbyshire ware) make up roughly one-third of the pottery, respectively, black-
burnished wares also reach between l8.3oh (by weight) and27.4o/o (by sherds) for the site

as a whole. Such high percentages ofBlack-burnished ware do not seem to be unusual at
urban sites in the Midlands - at a recently-published Wroxeter site the percentages

range from 18.5% (by base EVEs) to 26.5oh (by rim EVEs) although in that large
assemblage the oxidised wares consist mainly of Severn Valley ware rather than
Derbyshire ware (Symonds 1997, 273, table l9). In London, the black-burnished-type
wares currently amount to l3.l'h of the pottery (by sherd count) from contexts dated
AD 100 or later (information from Museum of London Specialist Services). Although is
can be difficult to extrapolate data relating only to contexts of the second to fourth
century, it is probable that the percentage at Colchester is similar to that at London (the
percentage of black-burnished-type wares in all of the pottery is about 8% at both
cities - c/ Symonds and Wade 1999,table 1.3), and one can see a similar picture at
many towns across southern and eastern Britain. Clearly this Little Chester pottery is

comparable to other pottery from the town, and also fits in well with the general trend
that towns in the Midlands and western Britain, as well as in northern Britain, were well
supplied with black-burnished-type wares, especially BBl, and tended to have a
predominant complementary oxidised ware (Derbyshire ware, Severn Valley ware, etc),
along with locally-produced grey/reduced wares and tempered wares.

The Coarse Ware: Catalogue of Illustrated Sherds

The catalogue of the illustrated coarse ware sherds is arranged by dated contexts, and
comprises groups of material from significant stratified contexts and individual
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unstratified flnds of intrinsic interest. The drawings of the material from Periods l-4.2
were largely made by Lucia Vinciguerra, the remainder were done by Robin Symonds.
Burnishing on the earlier finds is shown by widely-spaced, discontinuous horizontal
lines, on the later pieces it is indicated by areas of close discontinuous horizontal lines.

Fig.29

Period l.l, Site A, Trajanic Occupation layers

l. (l7aa) Fragment of pipeclay figurine, miscellaneous form 999. Part of two-piece
moulded figure, showing face only, fractured along join with rear section. Fabric 3

WHT, trace of red paint over right eye. (Jenkins, below p. 225).Wt.l0gms.
2. (174b) Body sherd of 'poppy-head' beaker form 525 in fabric 2 GRY, with

decoration of grouped red dots. Wt. 7gms.
3. (l7aa) Jar form 539. Fabric 2GW2,rusticated ware, burnished on rim and shoulder.

Wt. 29gms, diam. l50mm, EVE 0.1 l.
4. ( 105) Rim of large jar form 496 in fabric 6 CG5. Wt. l82gms, diam. 360mm, EVE

0.05.
5. ( 163) Rusticated body sherd from jar form 539 in fabric 2 BRG. Wt. l4gms.

Period 1.2 Site A, Hadrianicl Early Antonine occupation layers

6. (97) Flat-rimmed bowl rim 572 in fabric I BBl. Burnished surface and burnished
lattice decoration. Wt. 48gms, 220 diam. mm, EVE 0.09.

7 . ( 177) Bowl lorm 178 in fabric 3 BUF, externally turned. Wt. 49gms, diam. l70mm,
EVE 0.26.

8. (97) Shoulder and neck from flagon form732 in fabric 2GW1. Wt. 36gms.
9. ( 104) Flagon neck form 732with two-ribbed handle in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. 52gms.
10. (97) Rim of (?) flagon form 750 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. l8gms, diam. l20mm, EVE

0.1 5.

11. (104) Fragmentary rim of beaker form 605 in fabric 5 MCA. Wt.3gms, diam.
90mm, EVE 0.1.

12. (104) Rim of small beaker form 602 in labric 5 MCA. Wt. 6gms, diam. l20mm,
EVE 0.12.

Period 1.3 Site A, Mid Antonine occupation layers

13. (l7l)Platterbaseform99infabric2GRY. cf.Derby Racecourseware.Wt. S4gms.

14. (69) Dish in hard fine grey ware, slightly irregular and lumpy fabric, burnished on
lower surface and base. Reconstructed vessel not examined by RPS; Derby Museum
display.

15. (69), (83) and (136) Dish in BBI ware, with burnished lattice decoration.
Reconstructed vessel not examined by RPS; Derby Museum display.

16. (136) and (145) Unusual flanged-rim jar form 598 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 82gms,
diam. l80mm, EVE 0.1.

l7 . ( 136) Basal sherd from bowl form 299 infabric I BBl, with burnished internal lines
and circular motif. Wt. I lgms.

18. (136) Two body sherd from a beaker form 525 in fabric 3 WHT with barbotine
decoration. Wt.4gms.

19. (69) Lid Sherd form 830 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 42gms, diam. 180mm. EVE 0.2.
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Fig.29: Little Chester: coarse ware pottery, nos 1-23. Scale l:4.
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20. (69) Body sherd from beaker form 549 in fabric 2 GRY, with band of rouletted
decoration. Wt. 12gms.

21. (69) Body sherd from beaker form 549 in fabric 2GW2 with bands of rouletted
decoration. Wt. l8gms.

22. (40), (69), (84), (136) and (I45)Beaker form 619 in fabric 5 OCC with rough-cast
decoration. From Argonne or ?Sinzig. Wt. 94gms, diam. 70mm,EYE 0.77 .

23. (140) and (158) Small beaker form 901 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 68gms, diam.40mm,
EVE 0.14.

Fig.30

24. (108) Jarform 593 infabric I BB1. Wt. llgms, diam. 120mm, EVE0.l.
25. (l7l) Iar form 593 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 27gms, diam. l50mm, EVE 0.13.
26. (69) and (136) Jar form 586 in fabric I BBl, partly oxidised after breakage. Wt.

64gms, diam. 100mm, EVE 0.2.
27. (69) Jar form 586 with burnished neck and zone ofburnished decoration in fabric I

BB1. Wt. 33gms, diam. l00mm, EVE 0.02.
28. (69) Jar or beaker form 525 in fabric 2 GRY, externally burnished and with zone of

rouletted decoration. Wt. l6gms, diam. 85 mm, EVE 0.24.
29. (136) Jar or beaker form 539 in fabric 2 GRC with rusticated decoration and

burnished rim and shoulder. Distorted - a waster or second ? Wt. 2lgms, diam.
60mm, EVE 0.16.

30. (160) Jar or beaker form 539 in fabric 2 GRY with zone of rusticated ornament.
Distorted - a waster or second? Wt. l22gms, diam. 100mm, EVE 0.21.

31. (69) Jar form 539 in fabric 2 GRY with zone of rusticated ornament. Wt. 29gms,

diam. llOmm, EVE0.2l.
32. (69) Jar rim form 413 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. l6gms, diam. l05mm, EVE 0.15.
33. (69) Jar rim form 361 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 20gms, diam. 1l0mm, EVE 0.2.
34. (69) Beaker or jar rim form 534 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 26gms, diam. l20mm, EVE

0.09.
35. (136) Jar rim form457 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 23gms, diam. 90mm, EVE 0.15.

36. (69) Everted-rim jar in fine grey ware with double cordoned decoration on girth.
Distorted, a slight second. Not examined by RPS.

37. ( 136) Jar rim form 378 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. 18gms, diam. 90mm, EVE 0.17.
38. (137) Bowl or jar rim form342 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. l0gms, diam. 100mm, EVE

0.14.

39. (69) Beaker orjar form 534 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. l3gms, diam. l20mm, EVE 0.15.
40. (171) Base ofjar form 389 in fabric I BBl, decorated with lattice decoration and

burnished surface below. The external surface has been abraded externally in one
place as if used as a rubber. Wt. 92gms.

41. (171) Base of beaker or jar form 549 in fabric 2 GRY, perforated and re-used as ?

spindle whorl. Wt. 28gms.
42. (69), (84), (86), ( I 36) and ( 145) Flask or narrow necked jar, apparantly without

handle, in a fine orange-brown ware with grey core. Not examined by RPS.
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Fig. 30: Little Chester: coarse ware pottery, nos24-45. Scale 1:4.
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Period 1.4 Site A, Mid Antonine destruction levels

43. (168) Rim of form 905 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. 19gms, diam. l70mm, EVE 0.08.
44. ( 169 ) Bowl of form 572 in fabric I BB I with external lattice decoration and interior

burnishing. Wt. l42gms, diam. 165mm, EVE 0.33.
45. (84) Bowl of form 571in fabric I BBI ware with external lattice decoration. Wt.

l36gms, diam. 290mm, EVE 0.15.

Fig.31

Period 2 Site A, Late Antonine defences

46. ( 165) Jar rim form 406 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 40gms, diam. 90mm, EVE 0.46.
47. ( 165) Jar rim form 401 in fabric 2 DRC. Wt. 24gms, diam. l60mm, EVE 0.1L
48. (40) Jar rim form 406 in fabric 2 DRC. Wt. 10gms, diam. 190mm, EVE 0.05.
49. ( 165) Jar rim form 406 in fabric 2 DRC. Wt. 7gms, diam. 95mm, EVE 0.07.

50. ( 165) Jar rim form 401 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. l6gms, diam. l50mm, EVE 0.06.
51. ( 165) Jar rim form 401 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 46gms, diam. l90mm, EVE 0.1.

52. ( 165) Jar base form 499 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 84gms.
53. ( 165) Jar rim form 378 in fabric 3DCR. Wt. 20gms, diam. l40mm, EVE 0.1.
54. (40) Beaker or jar rim form 534 in fabric 3 BRG. Wt.9gms, diam. l50mm, EVE

0.08.
55. (165) Jar or beaker rim form 593 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 13gms, diam. 65mm, EVE

0.14. ?Notches on rim.
56. (40) Jar rim form 586 in burnished fabric I BBl. Wt. 32gms, diam. l50mm, EVE

0.1 8.

57. (40) Jar or bowl rim form 336 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 27gms, diam. 180mm, EVE
0.11.

58. (165) Beaker rim form 610 in fabric 3 DFR with rouletted decoration. Wt. 12gms,

diam. I l0mm, EVE 0.13.
59. (165) Jar rim form 389 in fabric I BBl, the rim burnished, the body decorated with

burnished lattice. Wt. l50gms, diam. l20mm, EVE 0.43.
60. ( 165) Beaker or jar form 515 in fabric 3 DFR with rouletted decoration. Wt. 82gms,

diam. 140mm,BVF.0.29.
61. (40) Base of bowl form279 in fabric I BB1 with burnished decoration of swirling

lines on underside of base and trace of external lattice. Wt. 48gms.

62. ( 165) Body sherd of beaker form 663 in fabric 3 DFR with ?stamped decoration.
Wt.6gms.

63. (40) Rim of platter or dish form 50 in fabric 3 OSC. Wt. 2lgms, diam. 220mm,
EVE 0.05.

64. (165) Platter or dish form 565 in fabric I BBI with external burnished lattice
decoration. Wt. 260gms, diam. 180mm, EVE 0.68.

65. (40) Bowl form 580 in fabric I BBI with external irregular burnished lattice
decoration. Wt. 106gms, diam.240 mm, EVE 0.18.

66. (40) Bead-rim bowl in fabric I BBI with burnished lattice decoration. Wt. 84gms,

diam.200mm, EVE0.05.
67. (a0) Rim of bowl form 572 in fabric I BB1 with burnished lattice decoration. Wt.

370gms, diam.240mm, EVE 0.55.
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68. (165) Rim of bowl with broken flange form 283 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. l22gms,
diam. 200 mm, EVE 0.18.

Fig.32

69 . ( 1 76 ) Base of Tazza form 905 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. 250gms.

10. (40) Base ofbowl form287 in fabric2 BRG. Wt. l26gms.
71. (40) Flagon neck with trace of single handle form727 in form T20infabric 3 BUF.

Wt. 6gms, diam. 40mm, EVE 0.32.
72. (165) Bowl form 168 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. l74gms, diam. l60mm, EVE 0.33.

73. (40) Rim flagon form720 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. 6gms, diam.40mm,EYE0.32.
74. (40) Body sherd of bowl or beaker form 305 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 9gms.

75. (40) Flagon rim form 199 infabric 3 DCR. Wt. l3gms, diam. 80mm, EVE 0.1.

76. (165) Body sherd of beaker or jar form 534 in fabric 3DFR, decorated with
herringbone rouletting. Wt. 8gms.

77. (165) Body sherd of beaker or jar form 549 in fabric 3DFR, with uneven
herringbone rouletting. Wt. l0gms.

78. (40) Body sherd of beaker or jar form 505 in fabric 2 GRY with rouletted
decoration bounded by cordons. Wt. 20gms.

79. (23) Base of box lid form 857 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. 62gms. From surface of
surviving rampart, probably intrusive.

80. (22) Bowl form 286 in fabric 3 DFR, with painted barbotine decoration on flange.

Wt. 68gms, diam. 260mm, EVE 0.13.

81. (22) Jar rim form 586 in fabric I BB1 with external burnishing and lattice
decoration. Wt. 2lgms, diam. 1l0mm, EVE 0.1.

82. (22) Jar rim form 587 in fabric I BBI with external burnishing and burnished wavy
line on rim. Wt. 78gms, diam. 220mm, EVE 0.17.

83. (4), (8) and (22) Two-handled bowl cf. form l1l but closer to Drag29 in profile.
Fabric 2 GRC with vertical burnishing on neck; horizontal impressed dots. Wt.
176gms, diam. 140mm, EVE 0.2.

84. (22) Rim of beaker form 610 in fabric 2 GRF, rouletted. Wt. 30gms, diam. 140mm,

EVE 0.05.
85. (22) Rim of beaker form 633 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. 34gms, diam. l60mm, EVE 0.15.

Fig.33

Period 3 Site A, Early-Mid third century, fill of Ditch I and primary sih of Ditch 2

86. (l3l) Rim of bowl form 183 in fabric 2 GWIF. Wt. 38gms, diam. 200mm, EVE
0.09.

87. (85) Rim of amphora, fabric 7 ASS. Traces of burnt organic material on surface.

Wt. 442gms, diam. 160mm, EVE 0.3 1.

88. (85) Body sherd of bowl form 311 in fabric 2 GRY with bands of rouletted
decoration. Wt. 32gms.

89. (68) Rim of bowl form247 in fabric 3DFR with painted barbotine ornament. Wt.
l0gms, diam. l30mm, EVE 0.15.

90. (46) Base of beaker form 699 in fabric 5 DCC with trace of rouletted band. Wt.
l9gms.
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(46) Rim of bowl form 572 in fabric I BBl, with burnished lattice and scroll
ornament. Wt. l40gms, diam. 260mm, EVE 0. 19.

(39) Rim of bowl form 139 in fabric 2 GWl. Wt.47gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.08.
(68) Rim of bowl form 336 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 22gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.1.
(l3l) Profile of bowl form 178 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 66gms, diam. l20mm, EVE
0.14.
(85) Rim of 2 handled flagon form747 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 68gms, diam. 120mm,
8Y8 0.22.
(l3l) Rim of beaker form 610 in fabric 3 DFR, decorated with roller-stamp
ornament. Wt. 36gms, diam. l60mm, EVE 0.07.
(68) Rim of beaker form 610 in fabric 5 DCC, with rouletted decoration. Wt.
40gms, diam. 110mm, EVE 0.15.
(123) Body sherd of amphora in fabricT ASS, with traces of graffito (For reading
see Wright and Hassell 1973,330; Collingwood and Wright 1994,no.2493,73).Wt.
394gms.

95.

96.

97.

98.

Period 4.1, Site B, Late third century metalled layers

99. (217) Rim ofjar form 406 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 8gms, diam. 90 mm, EYE 0.1.
100. (217) Rim of flagon form727 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt. 8gms, diam. 50mm,8Y80.29.
l0l. (217) Rim ofjar form 586 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 9gms, diam. 100mm, EVE 0.11.

Fig.34

Period 4. I , Site B, Late third century, lower fill of Ditch 4

102. (253) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 3 DCB. Wt. 82gms, diam. l40mm, EVE 0.51.

103. (253) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. 59gms, diam. l20mm, EVE 0.3.

104. (253) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. 78gms, diam. l60mm, EVE 0.16.

105. (255) Neck of jug form 755 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 52gms, Rim not measurable,
EVE 0.99.

106. (253) Rim of bowl form 333 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 108gms, diam. 200mm, EVE
0.3.

107. (204) and (253) Base of beaker form 636 in fabric 5 RHN. Wt. 35gms. Multiple
indentations and double band of rouletting.

108. (241) and (253) Jug form 755 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. l62gms, diam. not
measurable, EVE 0.75.

109. (253) Rim of Castor Box form 867 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt.424gms, diam.220mm,
EVE 0.7. Rouletted decoration.

110. (221) and (255) Rim of dish form62 in fabric I BBI with external burnished
scrolled line decoration. Wt. 82gms, diam. 220mm, EVE 0.3.

l1l. (241) and (253) Indented beaker form 657 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. l40gms, diam.
60 mm, EVE 0.45.

ll2. (241) and (253) Rim of beaker form 630 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 33gms, diam. 75

mm, EVE 0.24.
113. (204) Rim of beaker form 630 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 11gms, diam. 60mm, EVE

0. 16. Rouletted decoration.
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Period 4. l, Site A, Late third century deposits on berm of defences

ll4. (14) Rim of jar form 406 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. 88gms, diam. l40mm, EVE 0.3.

Deformed rim; ?waster or second.
115. (67) Rim ofjar form 385 in fabric I BB2. Wt. 25gms, diam. 90mm,EyE0.27.

Period 4.2, Site B, early fourth century, midfill of Ditch 4

l16. (221) Rim of bowl form 580 in fabric I BBl. Wt. l34gms, diam.240mm, EVE
0.23. Decoration of burnished arcing lines.

ll7. (221),(241) and (255) Base of small carafe form 780 in fabric 2 TNG. Wt. 98gms.
Band of rouletting at girth.

l18. (241) and (255) Rim of beaker form 630 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt.49gms, diam.
80mm, EVE 0.31. Underslip barbotine decoration.

Fig.35

I19. (254) Base of beaker form 610 in fabric 5 OCC. Wt. l6gms. ?New Forest Ware.
120. (254) Rim of bowl form 231 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 24gms, diam. l90mm, EVE

0. l. Underslip barbotine decoration.
l2l. (221),(253) and (254) Rim of beaker form 630 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt.66gms,

diam. 90mm, EVE 0.2. Underslip barbotine decoration of scrolls and dots.
122. (221) and (241) Rim of beaker form627 in fabric 5 RHN. Wt. 15gms. Three

bands of rouletted decoration.
123. (221) Rim ofjar form 355 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 70gms, diam. 300mm, EVE 0.07.
124. (241) Rim ofjar form 435 in fabric 3 BPW. Wt. I l6gms, diam. 120mm, EVE 0.1.
125. (221) Rim of bowl form 195 in fabric 5 ORC. Wt.49gms, diam. 250mm, EVE

0.1 3.

126. (221) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRC. Wt. l52gms, diam. l70mm,EYE0.26.
127. (221) Rim ofjar form 363 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. l40gms, diam. 180mm,8y80.22.
I 28. (241 ) Rim ofjar form 467 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 45gms, diam. I 80mm, EVE 0. l.
129. (241) Rim ofjar form 443 infabric 2 DRB. Wt. lO8gms, diam. l55mm, EVE 0.28.
130. (221) Rim ofjar form 454 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 75gms, diam. I l0mm, 8Y80.42.
I 31. (221 ) Rim of bowlfar form 346 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. l02gms, diam. l70mm, EVE

0.28.
132. (221) Rim ofjar form 406 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. 58gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.1 l.
133. (221) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRB. Wt. l96gms, diam. l45mm,EYE0.27.
134. (221) Base of jar form 499 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. l10gms. Graffito on base before

firing.
135. (221) Rim of platter form 53 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 70gms, diam. 240mm, EVE 0.09.

Decoration of burnished arcing lines.
I 36. (22 I ) Rim ofjar form 389 in fabric I BBl. Wt. I l2gms, diam. I 50mm, EYE 0.27 .

Fig.36

137. (221) Rim of bowl form 261 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 48gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.1l.
138. (221) Rim of bowl form 584 in fabric I BBl. Wt.43gms, diam. 200mm, EVE 0.1.
139. (221) Rim of flagon form 750 in fabric 3 BUF. Wt.26gms, diam. ll0mm, EVE

0.22. Unusual cupped-mouth flagon : LTCB 241-32.
140. (221) Rim ofjar form 361 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. l00gms, diam. I lOmm, EVE 0.23.
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Period 4.2, Site A, early fourth century deposits, upper fill of Ditches 2a and 7

141. (37) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRB. Wt. 98gms, diam. 2l0mm, EVE 0.12.

142. (35) Rim ofjar form 353 in labric 2 GRY. Wt. 78gms, diam. 2l0mm, EVE 0.08.
143. (35) Rim ofjar form 361 in fabric 2 BRF. Wt. 5lgms, diam. 130 mm, EVE 0.19.

144. (35) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRC. Wt. 70gms, diam. 190 mm, EVE 0.11.

145. ( 103) Rim ofjar form 454 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 2l gms, diam. l40mm, EVE 0. I 7.

146. (103) Rim of bowl form 249 in fabric 2 GWl. Wt. 6lgms, diam. 220mm, EVE
0.1 l.

147. (59) Rim ofjar form 487 in fabric 6 CG5. Wt. 120gms, diam. 490mm, EVE 0.06
148. (59) Rim ofjar form 419 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 3lgms, diam. 160mm, EVE 0.16.

Period 4.2, Site B, early fourth century occupation deposits in extra-mural settlement

149. (216) Rim of platter form62 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 148gms, diam. l80mm, EVE
0.43. Decoration of burnished arcing lines.

150. (305) Rim of bowl form l8l in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 25gms, diam. l80mm, EVE
0.1.

151. (226) Rim of bowl or jar form 346 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 256gms, diam. 330mm,
EVE 0.29.

152. (303) Profile of bowl form 290 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 332gms, diam. l20mm, EVE
0.75. Misshapen, heavy lid?

153. (303) Rim of beaker form624 in fabric 5 CCC. Wt. 37gms, diam.75mm, EVE
0.35. Rouletted decoration.

Fig.37

154. (219) Rim of beaker form 630 in fabric 5 NVC1. Wt. 46gms, diam. 90mm, EVE
0.2. Underslip barbotine and rouletted decoration.

155. (403) Rim of beaker form 619 in fabric 2OCC. Wt. l90gms, diam. 100mm, EVE
0.58. Underslip, hairpin barbotine.

156. (403) Rim ofjar form 406 in fabric 2 DRB. Wt. lO2gms, diam. l40mm, EVE 0.15.

157. (403a) Rim ofjar form 391 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt.40gms, diam. l20mm, EVE 0.3.
158. (403) Rim ofjar form 443 infabric 2 DRB. Wt. 78gms, diam. 200mm, EVE 0.15.

159. (404) Rim of bowl form 572 in fabric I BBl. Wt. l34gms, diam. l70mm, EVE
0,48. Decoration of arcing burnished lines.

160. (404) Rim of platter form 553 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 70gms, diam. 200mm, EVE
0. 16. Decoration of irregular arcing burnished lines on wall and base.

161. (404) Rim of bowl form 183 in fabric 6 CGIA. Wt. 33gms, diam. l90mm, EVE
0.1 l.

162. (404) Neck of flask form 709 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. 59gms, diam. 65mm, EVE 0.1.

163. (414) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRB. Wt. 92gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.17.
164. (416) Rim of bowl form 580 in fabric I BBl. Wt. l4Ogms, diam. 220mm, EVE

0.24.Decoration of arcing burnished lines on wall and base.

165. (225) Rim of carafe form 771 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. l9gms, diam. 70mm, EVE
0.21. Taller than usual neck for NVCC.

166. (403) Rim of bowl form 290 in fabric 5 MCA. Wt. 8gms, diam. l00mm, EVE 0.14.

167. (404) Complete grey ware jar with burnished line decoration. Not available for
study, identified by CSG. Inserted below floor level, set in context (422).
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Fig. 37: Little Chester: coarse ware pottery, nos 154-172. Scale l:4.
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Period 5.1, Site A, early fourth century deposits, upper fill of Ditch 2a and lower fill of
Ditch 3

168. (29) Rim of bowl form 193 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 64gms, diam. l70mm, EVE 0.2.
169. (55) Rim of bowl or jar form 336 in fabric 3 BRG. Wt. 56gms, diam. l45mm, EVE

0.34.
170. (55) Rim of bowl form273 in fabric 3 BRG. Wt. 59gms, diam. 2l0mm, EVE 0.13.

Flange chipped.
lll. (55) Rim of bowl form267 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt.92gms, diam. l90mm, EVE

0.1 9.

172. (55) Rim of flagon forml2} in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. l9gms, diam. 40mm, EVE 1.0

Fig.38

173. (65) Profile of bowl form 271 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 96gms, diam. 240mm, EVE
0.07. Horizontal burnished lines.

174. (65) Rim of bowl form 253 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 4lgms, diam.220mm, EVE 0.13.

Period 5.I , Sile B, early fourth century occupation deposits, fill of Well I and Ditch 4

175. (a0l) Rim ofjar form 361 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 98gms, diam. l30mm, EVE 0.21.
Burnished lines on neck.

176. (401) Rim ofjar form 451 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 54gms, diam. l70mm, EVE 0.12.
117. (401) Rim ofjar form 467 infabric 2 DRC. Wt. 82gms, diam. l70mm, EVE 0.2.
178. (401) Rim of bowl form l5l in fabric 5 CCC. Wt. l6gms, diam. 80mm, EVE 0.3.
179. (401) Rim of bowl form 580 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 220gms, diam. 230mm, EVE

0.26. Irregular burnished lines on wall.
180. (401) Rim of bowl form247 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt.29gms, diam. l80mm, EVE

0.2. Painted dots on flange.
18l. (242)Rim ofjar form 355 in fabric 2 GW2. Wt. 346gms, diam. 320mm,F'yE0.27.
182. (242) Profile of beaker or jar form 549 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. 203gms. Inscribed

notches and wavy line on shoulder; badly burnt after breakage.
183. (222)Rim of bowl form249 in fabric I OBB. Wt.24gms, diam. l30mm, EVE 0.1.
184. (222)Rimof bowl form275 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 54gms, diam.220mm, EVE 0.1.
185. (222)P.im of bowl form275 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 12gms, diam. l70mm, EVE

0.15.
186. (222)Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRB. Wt. 68gms, diam. 170mm, EVE 0.18.
187. (222)Rim ofjar form 406 in fabric 2 GRC. Wt. 45gms, diam. l90mm, EVE 0.13.
188. (222)P.im ofjarform 454infabric 2 DRC. Wt.63gms, diam. 125mm,FYE0.29.

Warped,? waster or second.
189. (222)Rimofjar form 443 infabric 2 DRB. Wt. 80gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.12.
190. (222)Rim ofjar form 451 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 48gms, diam. l80mm, EVE 0.17.

Fig.39

l9l. (222)Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRC. Wt. 55gms, diam. l90mm, EVE 0.1.
192. (223 ) Rim of bowl or jar form 346 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 1 60gms, diam. 270mm,

8Y80.22.
193. (223) Rim of bowl form 584 in fabric I BB2. Wt. 364gms, diam. 280mm, EVE

0.24.
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Fig. 38: Little Chester: coarse ware pottery, nos 173-190. Scale 1:4.
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194. (223) Rim of bowl form 584 in fabric I BB2. Wt. 46gms, diam. 2l0mm, EVE 0.18.
195. (223) Rim of bowl form 584 in fabric I OBB. Wt. 31gms, diam. 300mm, EVE

0.06.
196. (222)Rim ofjar form 361 in fabric 3 BRG. Wt. 59gms, diam. 200mm, EVE 0.25.
197. (223) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 2 DRB. Wt. I60gms, diam. 140mm,EVE0.29.

Period5.2, Site B,latefourthcenturydestructionlevels,fillof Wells I and2 andDitch3

198. (3 14) Rim of Castor box lid form 857 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. l7gms, diam. l90mm,
EVE 0.1. Rouletted decoration.

199. (317) Rim of bowl form249 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. 37gms, diam. 260mm, EVE
0.07.

200. (317) Rim of dish form 85 in fabric 5 NVK. Wt.42gms, diam. 300mm, EVE 0.07.

201. (317) Rim of bowl form265 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt.76gms, diam.210mm, EVE
0.22.

202. (317) Base of jar form 499 in fabric 3 BRG. Wt. 58gms. Scored lines on lower
body.

203. (317) Body sherd from jar form 371 in fabric 3 BRG. Wt. 46gms. Notched cordon
and wavy scored lines on neck.

204. (200) Profile of bowl form 151 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. 76gms, diam. l20mm, EVE
0.1 1.

205. (200) Fragment of pierced base of cheese press in fabric2 GRY. Wt. l42gms.
206. (200) Rim of bowl form 283 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 98gms, diam. 240mm, EVE

0.1 5.

Fig.40

207. (314) Rim of bowl form ll7 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. l36gms, diam. 240mm, EVE
0.26. Painted barbotine decoration. Large version (: LTCB 300-17).

208. (314) Rim of dish form 65 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. 25gms, diam. 170mm, EVE 0.06.
209. (314) Rim of bowl form275 in fabric I OBB. Wt. 98gms, diam. 240mm, EVE 0.2.

210. (314) Profile of dish form 53 in fabric 5 NVCI. Irregular form. Wt. l26gms, diam.
160mm, EVE 0.17.

2ll. (261) Rim of bowl form 336 in fabric 2 GRY. Wt. l22gms, diam. 300mm, EVE
0.06.

212. (252) Rim of dish form 56 in fabric 5 NVCI. Wt. 53gms, diam. l50mm, EVE 0.15.
213. (214) Profile of dish form 62 in fabric I OBB. Irregular form. Wt. l74gms, diam.

l65mm, EVE 0.4.
214. (214) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. 300gms, diam. l50mm,EVE0.24.
215. (214) Body sherd from bowl form 122 in fabric 3 BFG. Wt. 32gms. Combed

decoration.
216. (215) Rim of bowl form 195 in fabric 5 ORC. Wt.264gms, diam.2l0mm, EVE

0.35.
217. (215) Rim of bowl form 195 in fabric 3 DFR. Wt. l28gms, diam. 230mm, EVE

0.17.
218. (215) Base ofjar form 499 in fabric 3 DCR. Wt. 462gms.
219. (215) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. 220gms, diam. l65mm, EVE 0.4.

Warped, a second, but sooted.
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Fig.4l: Little Chester: coarse ware pottery, nos223-234. Scale 1:4.

(215) Rim ofjar form 449 infabric 2 GRY. Wt. l0Sgms, diam. l90mm,EYE0.24.
(215) Profile of dish form 62 in fabric I BB2. Wt. 528gms, diam. 2l0mm, EVE
0.24.
(215) Rim of bowl form275 in fabric I BB2. Wt. 137gms, diam. 280mm, EVE
0.1 5.

Fig.41
Periods 6-9, Sites A and B, post-Roman contexts

223. (407) Rim ofjar form 459 in fabric 6 CGIA. Wt. 4lgms, diam. l70mm, EVE 0.19.

224. (409) Rim of bowl form 151 in fabric 5 CCC. Wt. l2gms, diam. l00mm, EVE
0.18. Period 6.

,l, j
t ril'..'
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225. (315) Handle from flagon fotm799 in fabric I BBl. Wt. 104gms. Period 6.
226. (400) Rim ofjar form 443 infabric 3 DCG. Wt. 160gms, diam. 220mm,8V80.24.

Period 9.

227. (8 +) Rim ofjar form 401 in fabric 3 DCG. Wt. l52gms, diam. 2lOmm, EVE 0.17.
Period 9.

228. (228) Rim of bowl form 290 in fabric 5 MCA. Unusual flanged form. Wt. 5gms,
diam. l60mm, EVE 0.04. Period 6.

229. ( 18) Rim of bowl form247 in fabric 3 DFG. Wt. 55gms, diam. l60mm, EVE 0.2.
Period 8.

230. (243) Body sherd of beaker form 636 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. 45gms. Over-slip
barbotine and rouletted decoration. Period 7-8.

231. (20) Body sherd of amphora in fabric 7 ASS. Wt. l70gms. Graffito scored on
exterior before firing. Period 9.

232. (304) Rim ofjar form 454infabric 3 DCR. Wt. 56gms, diam. l50mm, EVE 0.15.
Period 6.

233. ( Ui S ) Rim of beaker in a dark colour-coated ware on a pale fabric with under-slip
barbotine. Probably Nene Valley ware. Identified by CJSG.

234. (142) Rim of bowl form ll7 in fabric 5 NVC2. Wt. 34gms, diam. l30mm, EVE
0. I 5. Painted barbotine decoration.
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Fig.42: Little Chester: graph l. The main fabric groups by periods, by percentage weight. The
other fabric group, Miscellaneous fabrics, amounted to 1.3%o of all the pottery. (*) The
mortaria in this graph only include some 67079 (3.7% in all) which were recorded
separately from the rest of the material by weight only.
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Fig. 43: Little Chester: graph 2. The main fabric groups by periods, by percentage EVEs
(estimated vessel equivalents). The other fabric groups, Mortarium fabrics, Tempered
wares, Amphorae and Miscellaneous fabrics, amounted to 1.5% of all the pottery.
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Fig.44:. Little Chester: graph 3. The main fabric groups by periods, by percentage sherd count.
The other fabric groups, Mortarium fabrics, Tempered wares and Miscellaneous fabrics,
amounted to 2.6oh of all the pottery.
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Fig. 45: Little Chester: graph 4. The main fabric groups by periods, by percentage of records.
The other fabric groups, Mortarium fabrics and Miscellaneous fabrics, amounted to
1.3%o of all the pottery.
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Fig. 46:. Little Chester: graph 5. The main form groups by periods, by percentage weight. The
other form groups, beakers/jars, beakers, lids/Castor boxes and miscellaneous forms,
amounted to 7.6oh of all the pottery. (*) The mortaria in this graph only include some
67079 (3.7% in all) which were recorded separately from the rest of the material by
weight only.
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+ 5 beakers/jars --.- 6 beakers 
- 

7 flagons etc.

Fig. 47: Little Chester: graph 6. The main form groups by periods, by percentage EVEs
(estimated vessel equivalents). The other form groups, lids/Castor boxes, miscellaneous
forms, amphorae and mortaria, amounted to l.lYo of all the pottery.
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Little Chester: the main form groups by periods, by percentage sherd count. The other
form groups, lids/Castor boxes, miscellaneous forms, amphorae and mortaria, amounted
to 3.loh of all the pottery.
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60%
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*1 platters/dishes -G2 bowls --r-3 bowls/jars +4 jars
-+Sbeakers/jars +6beakers 

-Tflagonsetc.Fig. 49: Little Chester: graph 8. The main form groups by periods, by percentage records. The
other form groups, lids/Castor boxes, miscellaneous forms, amphorae and mortaria,
amounted to 3.3% of all the pottery.

THE SAMIAN WARE (Figs 50, 5l)
by Joanna Bird and Geoff Marsh with information on the stamps by Brenda
Dickinson and Brian Hartley.

The samian ware from the l97l-2 excavations at Little Chester, Derby, fits well with
that recovered from both earlier and subsequent excavations of the fort area, discussed
by Hartley (l96la), Hartley and Dickinson (1967) and Dickinson (1985), and with the
general pattern of British sites first occupied in the Flavian period (Marsh l98l). The
dating is illustrated on a graph (Fig. 50), based on the 114 decorated and l9 stamped
vessels recovered. The decorated ware from this site was plotted with that from the four
previous excavations which produced samian in quantity (Webster 1961; Todd 1967;
Brassington 1967; Brassington 1969a) and illustrated by Marsh in his study of samian
supply (Marsh 1981, fig. 11.16, graph 3). The catalogues of the stamps and of the other
samian from the present site were completed in 1975.

As with the other excavations of the fort, there was a very small amount of pre-Flavian
samian, but not enough to postulate activity on the site before c. AD 70, while the bulk
of the South Gaulish wares found - decorated, plain forms and the single identifiable
stamp - is of Flavian to Flavian-Trajanic date. Early second century products of Les
Martres-de-Veyre are scarce, as is usual on British sites in comparison with other wares,
and the rather high percentage noted by Dickinson ( 1985, 79) is not reflected here. There
are no stamps, flve attributable decorated sherds (including one of the Hadrianic-Anton-
ine potter Cettus) and a mainly Trajanic range of plain forms.
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15

50 100 150 200 25OYearsAD

Fig.50: Little Chester: distribution of samian by date based on 114 decorated and 19

stamped vessels.

The Antonine peak falls c. AD 165, a little later than that found by Dickinson (1985,

79) but not significantly so, in what is not a very large sample. There are several stamps

of mid to late Antonine potters, a number of decorated bowls by the Paternus II and

Doeccus groups, and examples of such late forms as Dr 3lR, Dr 45 and Walters 79*81.
There is at least one more bowl of Geminus, not one of the commonest potters, to add to
the four noted by Dickinson ( I 985, nos 32, 45, 66 and 7 0).

The small amount of East Gaulish ware takes the samian into the third century. The

decorated pottery is mostly fragmentary, but probably all comes from Rheinzabern, and

includes a bowl in the style of Julius I-Lupus. Several Julius l-Lupus bowls were present

in the late group from the St Magnus waterfront in London, dated c. AD 235-245,
together with a stamp of Dessius ii of Trier, who is also represented here (Bird 1986,

142-5). Late forms, such as Dr 32, Dr 3l variants and unstamped examples of Dr 33,ate
present too.

Catalogue
The sherds are listed below in finds groups in order of the date of stratified contexts. The

entries consist of identification and dating followed by context number, original finds
catalogue number and brief description of the context. Only three sherds are illustrated,
they are indicated in the catalogue ( Fig. 5 I ).

Period 1, phase 7: Trajantc

l. Dr l8/31, Les Martres, early C2.
LC (105) Sa40: occupation soil.

2. Dr 30, South Gaul. The figure is probably a Victory. Nero-Flavian (Fig. 51.2)
Dr 29, South Gaul, with fragment of scroll. Pre- to early Flavian.
2 x Dr 18, South Gaul. Pre- to early Flavian.
As no l: Sa89.
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Fig. 5l: Little Chester: samian, nos I 3. Scale l:2.

3. DEch6l , South Gaul. Alternate groups of vertical beadrows and wavy lines, with
an arrow motif round the top. Flavian ({rajanic).
LC (162) Sa36: slot, timber buildings.

4. Dr 37, South Gaul. Scroll with leaves (used by Severus: Knorr 1952,Taf.83, A)
winding over hares (Oswald 21 13 and probably 20554) above tendril arrangements.
Four-pronged ovolo tongue. c. AD 80-95. (?Also from no. 5 below).
Dr l8/31R, Les Martres, early C2.
LC ( 163) Sa5l: soil spread.

5. Dr 33, Les Martres. F.arly C2; burnt.
Dr 36, Les Martres. Early C2; burnt.
Dr 33, Central Gaul. C2; burnt.
Dr 27, South Gaul. Later Cl.
Dr 37 , South Gaul. Ovolo as no. 4 aboveo probably the same bowl; slightly burnt.
c. AD 80-95.
LC (174A^) Sa49: occupation level.

6. Dr 15ll7, probably R, South Gaul. Nero-early Flavian.
2 South Gaulish sherds.
LC (1748) Sa76: occupation level.

Period I, phase 2: HadrianiclEarly Antonine

7. Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2.
LC (97) Sa90: occupation level.

2

3
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8. Dr 27, South Gaul, Flavian.
LC (98) Sa4l: gravel surface : (104)

9. Dr 33, Les Martres, early C2.
South Gaulish sherd.
LC ( 104) Sa86: gravel surface : (98)

Period 1, phase 3: Mid-Late Antonine

10. Dr 37, South Gaul. Double-bordered trident ovolo, wavy line border. Below is a

small scroll with rosette terminal. c. AD 75-95. Burnt. (Also from nos 50 and 138,

below).
Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2; burnt.
Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2.
Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 37, South Gaul. Hunting scene with deer (Hermet 1934, pl. 27, 18) and dog
(Hermet 1934, pl. 26, 46) separated by formal foliage motifs (Hermet 1934, pl. 14,

87 and ?pl. 10, 47) with scrolls. The lower frieze has a small goose (Hermet 1934,

pl. 28, 68 to left). The ovolo has a trident tongue. Two closely similar bowls from
Ovilava are attributed to Mercato (Karnitsch 1959, Taf. 14, I and 4). c. AD
80-100.
(Also from nos. 12, 23,50 and 126).

Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr27, South Gaul, Flavian.
1 South, 2Central Gaulish sherds.

LC (69) Sa8l: occupation debris.
I l. Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.

LC (95) Sa35: post-hole/slot.
12. Dr 37: see no l0 above.

LC ( 120) Sa80: post-hole.
13. D6ch 68 or 72, Central Gaul, Antonine.

Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian.
Central Gaulish sherd.
LC ( 136) Sa84: foundation slot, timber building.

14. Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, Hadrianic.
Dr 27, South Gaul, later Cl; burnt.
As no 13, Sa9l.

15. Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2.

LC (160) Sa82: post-hole.
16. Dr l8/31, stamped BIRACAV(TVSF). Die la, Biracautus of Lezoux; a rare potter.

The die has been found at the kiln-site. Hadrianic-Antonine.
LC ( l7l ) Sa30: occupation level.

17. Dr 37, South Gaul. Double festoons round base, containing a bird (similar to
Oswald 2231). c. AD75-95.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Large heavy beads in the style of Doeccus: c/ S&S pl. 150,45,

with what may be the same ovolo. c. AD 165-200.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Freestyle bowl with two panthers (Oswald l5l2 and 1542)

and a dog (c/ Oswald 2006), and what is probably a stag. The ovolo is smudged,
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and appears to have a chip on the right-hand corner; it is apparently double-
bordered with a plain tongue ending in a rosette. There is no exact parallel for the
leaf used in the field, but it is similar to Rogers 1974, J.100, used by Avitus;
alternatively it may be the tip of a larger leaf similar to Rogers 1974, J.169. While
the form, ovolo and footring indicate a Martres potter, the fabric is that of Lezoux;
a bowl from Northwich (Wild 1972,fig.12,7)isclosely similar, and the comments
on that vessel are probably valid for this.
c. AD 120-140. Worn. (Fig.5l.1).
Dr l8/31R, South Gaul,late Flavian-Trajanic.
Dr 18/31, Central Gaul, early-mid C2.
I South, I Central Gaulish sherd.
As no. 16, Sa79.

Period 1, phase 4: Mid-Late Antonine

I 8. Dr 27 , South Gaul, Cl; slightly burnt.
Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.
Dr 36, Central Gaul, C2.
LC (84) Sa 39: destruction level.

I 9. Dr 37 , Central Gaul. Figure not identifiable. Hadrianic -early Antonine.
Knorr 78, South Gaul. Pendant scroll. Flavian; burnt.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Heavy line round base, ?animal above. Mid-late Antonine.
Dr 27, South Gaul, Flavian.
Asno. 18, Sa50.

20. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo attributed to X-1 I Ioenalis (S&S pl. 37,436) and X-13
Donnaucus (S&S pl. 44,513) of Les Martres. c. AD 100-125; burnt.
Dr 30, South Gaul. Incomplete double-bordered ovolo; Panels with small animal,
leaf tips and a saltire. For a similar bowl, cf. Knorr l9l9,Taf .98, B. c. AD 70-90.
(Also from no. 58).
Dr 29, South Gaul, early Flavian.
Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 3J, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-early Antonine.
As no. 18, Sa83.

21. Dr 2T,CentralGaul, early mid C2.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2; burnt.
Asno. 18, Sa70.

22. Dr 27, Central Gaul, early C2.
LC (133) Sa78: destruction level.

23. Dr 37, South Gaul. Small bird (c/ Oswald 2295)in a scroll. Flavian.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, in the style of the Cinnamus group. Ovolo 2 above panel
decorated with a boar (Oswald 1666). c. AD 150-170.
Dr 30, South Gaul. Panel arrangement with i) corded column (Hermet 1934,pL.16,
46) beside satyr (Hermet 1934, pL. 18, 42) on an altar (Hermet 1934, pl. 16, 6l ); ii)
unidentified figure, probably a booted cupid; iii) small goose (Hermet 1934, pL.28,
68 to right) and bird (Hermet 1934, pl. 28, 40) beside foliage (probably Hermet
1934, pl. 14,82). The coarse wavy lines and general style suggest a later Flavian-
Trajanic date. The satyr occurs on three of the bowls in the Flavian-Trajanic
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consignment at Northwich (Wild 1972,fig.15, A, C and D). c. AD 80-100. (Also
from no. 126, below).
Dr 37: (See no. 10 above).
2 xDr 18, South Gaul, pre- to early Flavian (1 burnt).
Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian.
3 South Gaulish sherds.

LC ( 145) Sa87: destruction level.

24. Dr 27g, stamped CSILU. Die l7d, C. Silvius Patricius of La Graufesenque, where

other of his dies have been found. c. AD 7 5-95.
As no. 23, Sa88.

25. Dr 37, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Central Gaulish sherd.

Dr 37, Central Gaul. Cinnamus ovolo 3a; the leaf is probably that on S&S pl.162,

61, with the ovolo, astragalus and circles. c. AD 150-170.
(Also from no. 35 below).
LC (168) Sa74: destruction level.

26. 3 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine (2 burnt).
Dr 27, Central Gaul, early-midC2; burnt.
Dr 18/31, Central Gaul, mid C2; burnt.
LC ( 169) Sa64: destruction level.

Period 2: Late Antonine

27. Dr 37, Central Gaul. The ovolo has been almost completely removed in finishing.
There are links with Butrio and X-6, who both used similar beads (S&S pl. 58, 659;

pL.74,12). Butrio used a guideline, at least in the field (S&S pl. 60, 678), and the

tier of cups (S&S pl. 60, 679). The arcade may be similar to S&S pl. 58, 658. Very
micaceous fabric. c. AD 120-145. (Also from no. 34).

LC (6) Sa75: burnt debris/make-up below rampart.
28. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo blurred, but probably one used by X-6 (S&S pl. 75, 19

c. AD 130-150.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Horse (Oswald 1911). Antonine.
Dr 30, Central Gaul. Ring-tongued ovolo, used by several Lezoux potters: here

with fine beads and a scroll. c. AD 150-180.
Dr 30, Central Gaul. Narrow beads, foot of flgure. Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, in the style of Paternus II. Typical large astragalus borders
(S&S pl. 105, 15); the ovolo, Apollo (Oswald 84), and double circle are shown on

S&S pl. 108,37, the leaf terminal and small beadrow on S&S pl. 105, ll. The

second figure is probably the nude (Oswald 9 I 3 ) on S&S pl. I 07, 32. c. AD I 60- I 90.

Dr 31R, Central Gaul, mid-late Antonine.
2 xDr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 36 probably, Central Gaul,C2; burnt.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, Antonine.
LC (22) Sa65: burnt make-up in rampart.
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29. Walters 80, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.
LC (23) Sa72: clay layer in rampart.

30. Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, early-mid C2.
LC (40) Sa22: occupation debris on berm.

31. Walters 81, stamped M-itRfIaI-tS. Die la, Martialis ii of Lezoux, where other of
his dies have been found. c. AD 125-150, on the forms made.
Asno.30, Sa. 120.

32. Dr 37, Central Gaul. The triple leaf was used by Geminus (S&S pl. 66, 22) and
Attianus (S&S pl. 81,25). The animal is probably a deer. c. AD 125-150.
Dr 37, South Gaul. Scrollery, small leaves. Flavian. Slightly burnt.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Wavy line, ?lion. Antonine.
Dr 37, Les Martres. Fragment of decoration .Early C2.
Dr 37, Les Martres. Rosette-tongued ovolo, perhaps one used by X-l (S&S pl. 2,
17). Traces of a cream coating between slip and body. c. AD 100-125.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Part of winding scroll with a large leaf, probably Rogers 1974,
H.29, used by Paternus II and Laxtucissa; the fragmentary small leaf is probably
Rogers 1974, J.153, again used by Paternus II and other potters. c. AD 155 190.
Rivetted.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Cinnamus ovolo 3b (shared by several Lezoux potters) above
a scroll with large, rather smudged, leaf and small circles. Very orange slip. c. AD
145-115.
(Also from no. 33, below).
Dech 68 or 72, Central Gaul, Antonine.
2 x Dr 3T,Central Gaul, Antonine.
2 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
3 x Dr 18/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.
Dr 29, South Gaul, Cl; burnt.
2 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2 ( 1 burnt).
Dr 27, Central Gaul, mid C2; unstamped.
2 x Dr 27, Central Gaul, early-mid C2 ( I burnt).
Dr 21 , South Gaul, Flavian.
Asno.30,Sal3l.

33. Dr 37: see no. 32,above.
LC (41) Sa 18: metalling on berm.

34. Dr 37: see no. 27 above.
LC (132) Sa77: destruction/make-up below rampart.

35. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo Cinnamus 3a or b, used by several potters; smudged.
c. ADl45 175.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Wavy line, corded terminal. Antonine; burnt.
Dr 37, East Gaul. Ovolo Ricken and Fischer 1963,8.69, shown with the same
corded line beneath; the ovolo was used by Janu(arius) I at Heiligenberg and
Rheinzabern but this border seems only to have been used at Rheinzabern. c. AD
I 50-190; slightly burnt.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Cinnamus ovolo 3a; he also used the ornament, Rogers 1974,

Q.43. The large double medallion contains an inner smaller one, with ahare (cf.
Oswald 2120). c. AD 150-170.
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Dr 37, probably East Gaul. Broken ovolo. Later C2-early C3.

Dr 37, East Gaul. Leaf probably Ricken and Fischer 1963,P.25, shared by several

Rheinzabern potters. Later C2-mid C3.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Cinnamus ovolo I (S&S pl 159, 28) with a small bird (cl S&S

pl. l6l, 47). c. AD 155-175.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. The flgure is not identifiable. The rosette was used by
Laxtucissa (S&S pl. 98, l5) and Paternus II (S&S pl. 108, 37). c. AD 155-190.

Dr 37, Central Gaul. Panels of small squarish beads with double medallion or
festoon. Antonine.
Dr 37: See no. 25, above.
2 xDr 2T,Central Gaul, early-mid C2.

Dr 37, Central Gaul, Antonine; burnt.
Bowl foot, Central Gaul, Antonine.
2 x Walters 80, Central Gaul, later C2 ( I burnt).
3 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Dr 38, East Gaul, later C2-early C3.

Dr l8R, South Gaul, Flavian-Trajanic.
Dr 3J, Central Gaul, Antonine.
3 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2 ( I burnt).
Dr 3lR, Central Gaul, mid-late Antonine.
3 x Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.

Central Gaulish sherd, cut to make counter.
I South, 5 Central, 2East Gaulish sherds.

LC ( 165) Sa55: destruction/make-up below rampart.
36. Dr 37, Central Gaul, in the style of the Sacer-Attianus group. Sacer's small ovolo

(S&S pl. 82, I ) with a large lion (Oswald 1450) used by both potters (S&S pl. 82, 1;

pl. 86, 12) and the snake and rocks (Oswald 2155) used frequently by Attianus
(S&S pl. 86,12,14,15). c. AD 125-150; heavily burnt.
Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, early C2.
LC (176) Sa73: destruction/make-up below rampart.

Period 3: Early to Mid third century

37. Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2.
LC (39) SalT: base of Ditch 2.

38. Dr 37, Central Gaul, from Les Martres-de-Veyre. The winding scroll and motifs
(Rogers 1974,LJ.129,U.243,U.244 and K.2) occur on similar bowls attributed to
X-13 Donnaucus (S&S pl. 47,557), X-8 Medetus-Ranto (S&S pl.28,343) and X-
I I Ioenalis (S&S pl. 35,412). c. AD 100-125.
Dr l8/31R, Les Martres, early C2.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31, East Gaul,later C2-mid C3.
Dr 18/31R or 3lR, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Burnt sherd.
As no. 37, Sa. I 18.
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39. Dr 18, South Gaul, pre- or early Flavian.
LC (46) Sa85: gravel metalling over Ditch L

40. Dr 37 , central Gaul. Legs of flgure (?oswald 660) over a scroll, below which is a
rosette (Rogers 1974,C.53). Apart from Sacer, the potters who used this rosette
are of Antonine date, notably the Cinnamus group, but the fabric suggests a date
c. AD 125-145.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.
Dr l8/31, probably from one of the early East Gaulish factories, Hadrianic-early
Antonine.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr l8/31, Les Martres, early C2.
LC (61) Sa37: top flll, Ditch l.

4l . Dr29, SouthGaul. Gadroonsinlower frieze;asimilarbasalwreathwasapparently
stamped by Cabucatus (Knorr 1919, Taf. 16,3). c. AD 50-65.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
As no. 40, Sal08.

42. Dr 27, Les Martres, early C2.
Dr 27, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
South Gaulish sherd.
LC (68) SaTl: mid fill, Ditch l.

43. Dr 37, South Gaul. Short gadroons round base, below arrows. c. AD 70-85.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Medium-sized narrow beads, figure not identifiable. Hadrian-
ic-early Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo too abraded to identify. Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ring-tongued ovolo with fine beads above a half-medallion
containing a dolphin (Oswald 2392). Similar bowls with these motifs were made by
Paternus II (S&S pl. 105, 12) and Albucius (S&S pl. l2l, 10). c. AD 150-190.
Dr 37, Les Martres, chipped to form counter; early C2.
Dr 18R, South Gaul,late Flavian{rajanic.
2 xDr 33, Central Galul,C2 (l burnt).
3 x Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.
Dr 36, South Gaul, Flavian.
As no. 42, Sa. I I l.

44. Dr 33, unstamped; probably East Gaul, early-mid C3.
Dr 30, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, Antonine.
LC (70) Sa.38: top fill, Ditch l.

45. Dr 15ll7, probably R, South Gaul, pre- to early Flavian.
LC (7 6) Sa.32: upper flll of Ditch I .

46. Dr 37, South Gaul. Saltires, chevrons round base: general style of Pompeii Hoard
(Atkinson l9l4). c. AD 70-90.
Curle I l, Central Gaul, C2.
Dr 27, South Gaul, later Cl; worn and burnt.
As no. 45, Sa.33.
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47. Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Central Gaulish sherd.

As no. 45, Sa. I 15.

48. Dr 33, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-Antonine.
LC (80) Sa.l24: lower fill Ditch l.

49. 2 xDr 31, Central Gaul, Antonine.
2 xDr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
D6ch 68 or 72, Central Gaul, Antonine.
LC (85) Sa.3l: lower layer in Ditch l.

50. Dr 30, Central Gaul; the figure may be Actaeon, Oswald l2l. Narrow beads.

Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Grass-tuft (Rogers 1974, L.l9) used by Sacer, Attianus,
Drusus II and Sacirio (S&S pl.82,l; pl. 85, 9; pl. 89, l1; Terrisse 1968, fig. 19,294).

c. AD 125-150.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, in the style of Quintilianus. The wreath between guidelines is

shown on S&S pt.68,2,3, 5 and 7. c. AD 125-150.

Dr 37, Central Gaul, large scroll; c/ S&S pl. 162. Mid-late Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Broken ovolo. Mid late Antonine.
Dr 37 , Central Gaul, in the style of Paternus II. Ring-tongued ovolo (S&S pl. 105,

I I ) with astralagus border (S&S pl. 105, 15), a Mercury (smaller variant of Oswald

538), goat (Oswald 1843; S&S pl. 106, 22) and leaf (S&S pl. 106, 24) in panels, and

fine bead borders with rosette terminals (S&S pl. 104,4). c. AD 160-190'

Dr 33, East Gaul, unstamped; early-mid C3.
Dr 37, See no. 10, above.
Dr 37, See no. 10, above.
Dr 27, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 33, Central Gaul,C2.
2 x Dr 31, Central Galul,later C2.

As no. 49,5a.112.
51. Curle I l, South Gaul, Flavian-Trajanic.

Dr 18/31, Central Gaul, C2.

LC (99) Sa.l29: lower fill of Ditch l.
52. Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2.

Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 30, Central Gaul, Trajanic Hadrianic.
South Gaulish sherd.

LC ( 106) Sa.l 16: upper fill Ditch 1.

53. Ddch67 probably, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-early Antonine.
Central Gaulish sherd.

LC (107) Sa.l09: mid fill Ditch l.
54. Dr 29, South Gaul. Upper frieze scroll with poppy heads (c/ Hartley 1972,D10);

the lower frieze has an exact parallel at Holt (Grimes 1930, fig. 34,1). The figure is

probably a cupid. c. AD 70-85. (AIso from no. 55, below).
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Dr 18, South Gaul, early Flavian.
LC (123) Sa.54: metalling over Ditch I fill.

55. Dr 29: (see no. 54, above).
Dr 18, South Gaul, pre- to early Flavian.
Dr l5l17 probably, South Gaul, pre-Flavian.
LC(127) Sa.67: upperfill Ditch l.

56. Dr 37, Les Martres. No exact parallel for the seated figure. c. AD 100-125.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Broken ovolo, probably Cinnamus 3a or b. Antonine.
Flat platter with broad foot: cf. Oswald and Pryce 1920,pl.lxvi, 13. Central Gaul
Dr 33, Central Gaul,C2.
2 South Gaulish sherds.
LC (131 ) Sa.1 l3: mid flll Ditch 1.

57 . 2 x Dr 37, Central Gaul, Antonine.
LC ( 134) Sa.69: lower fill Ditch l.

Period 4, phase 1: Mid third century

58. Dr 29, South Gaul. Panels round base with lobed leaves (Hermet 1934, pl. 10, 4)
on tendrils and a large pointed triple leaf. c. AD 65-85.
Dr 37 , Les Martres, in the style of Satus/Cettus (Small S Potter). He used the hare
(Oswald 2061)andvine-tendril (S&S pl. 144,55;pl.143,42). c. AD 135 165.
Dr 30: see no. 20, above.
LC ( 14) Sa.l 14: soil on berm in front ofwall.

59. Dr 37, Central Gaul. The ovolo is probably one used by Sacer (S&S fig. 22,|),but
is too smudged to be certain; he also used the bear, Oswald 1595 (S&S pl. 82, 5).
The fabric is unusually coarse and thick for a Sacer product. c. AD 125-150.
Dr 27, Les Martres, early C2.
Dr 27, burnt, Cl or early C2.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
Dr 37, South Gaul, Flavian; rivetted.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
Central Gaulish sherd.
LC (67 ) Sa. l2l : metalling on berm of wall.

60. Dr 38, Central or East Gaul, late C2.
Walters 80, Central Gaul, late C2.
Dr 37, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
5 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
2 x Dr 3l , East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2.
LC (205) Sa.l44: metalling of Ryknield Street?

6l . Dr 38, Central or East Gaul,late C2.
Dr 31R, Central Gaul, mid late Antonine.
At least 3 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
As no. 60, Sa.148.
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62. Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Central or East Gaulish sherd.
LC (217) Sa.151: metalling below (216).

63. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Large scroll design (c/ S&S, pl. 162). Mid-late Antonine.
2 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
6 x Dr 31, Central Gatl,later C2.

LC (253) Sa.l02: lower fill Ditch 4.

64. 3 x Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.
LC (255) Sa.103: silt, east side Ditch 4.

65. Central Gaulish sherd, burnt.
LC(417) Sa.l88: floor of earlier timber building.

Period 4, phase 2: Third to fourth century

66. Dr 37, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.

LC (35) Sa. 20: upper fill in Ditch 2a.

67. Dr 37, South Gaul. Small scroll, ?foot of animal, coarse borders. c. AD 85*l l0;
burnt.
As no. 66,5a.29.

68. Dr 18, stamped [ ]NI. Unidentifiable. South Gaul, later C1.
LC (37) Sa.43: layer in Ditch 2a.

69. Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian.
LC (55) Sa.28: top fill, Ditch 2a.

70. Dr 37, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-early Antonine.
LC ( 103) Sa.117: filI of Ditch 2a.

71. Dr 31, Central Gaul, Antonine.
LC (59) Sa.26: fill of Ditch 7.

72. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Squared beads, as used by Casurius and Doeccus. Small
foliage motif. Mid-late Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Broken ovolo. Antonine.
At least l1 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.

LC (202) Sa.l32: floor ofcolonnaded building.
73. Dr 46, Central Gaul, Antonine.

3 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
LC (212) Sa.58: floor in colonnaded building.

74. Dr 45 with lion's head spout, Central Gaul, later Antonine.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, Antonine.
LC(216) Sa.57:make-up of Ryknield Street.

75. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Heavy wavy line. Antonine.
5 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 36, Central Garil,C2; burnt.
LC (219) Sa.100: surface in colonnaded building.

76. Dr 31, stamped (VIC)TORF. Die 5d, Victor v of Rheinzabern, where the die has

been found. Post AD 170, probably first half C3.
As no. 75,5a.134.

77. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo too abraded to identify certainly, but perhaps (squarish

beads) one of Doeccus (S&S pl.147,5). Mid-late Antonine.
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Dr 37, Central Gaul. Cinnamus ovolo 3a,large leaf in scroll: cf S&S pl. 162, 57.
c. AD 150-170.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Broken figure, narrow beads. Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul; double medallion with ?Triton, and rosette. Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo Rogers 1974,8.227 or 8.235, both used by Doeccus
andOllognatus. c. AD 165-200.
Dr 3J, Central Gaul, Antonine.
2 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.
Walters 80, Central Gaul, late C2.
Dr 36, Central Gaul,C2.
Dr 36, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
Dr 38, Central Gaul, Antonine.
At least 6 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
2 x Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
As no. 75, Sa.135.

78. Dr 37, Central Gaul, in the style of Casurius. He used the ramshorn, corded
medallion and double verticals of beads separated by a wavy line (S&S pl. 134, 30;
pl. 133, 17; pl. 135, 32). c. AD 165-200. Burnt.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31R, Central Gaul, mid-later Antonine.
At least 3 x Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
I Central, I East Gaulish sherd.
LC (225) Sa. I 38: occupation level.

19. 3 Central Gaulish sherds.
LC (229) Sa.137: make-up for colonnaded building.

80. Dr 38, Central or East Gaul, late C2.
Dr 36, Central Gaul, C2.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 3lR, Central Gaul, mid-later Antonine.
Dr 45, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3; unworn.
LC (244) Sa. 154: construction level of colonnaded building.

81. Atleast4 x Dr31, CentralGaul,laterC2 (1 burnt).
Dr 37, Central Gaul, Antonine.
East Gaulish sherd.
LC (260) Sa.l59: make-up below colonnaded building.

82. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Ovolo probably Rogers 1974,8.228, used by several Lezoux
potters. Very fine beads, palm-leaf, double medallion. Hadrianic-early Antonine.
Dr36,Central Gaul,C2.
Dr 38, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
3 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.
At least 5 x Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.
At least 3 x Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
Foot, probably closed form, Central Gaul, Antonine.
East Gaulish sherd.
LC (303) Sa.160: occupation level.
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83. Dr 3l probably, cut to make counter; Central Gaul,later C2.

LC (305) Sa.44: gravel surface in building.
84. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Narrow beads, broken figure. Antonine.

Dr 37, Central Gaul, style of Paternus II. Panel decoration with Mercury (Oswald
538) and the dolphin (similar to Oswald 2393) is shown on S&S pl. 105, 17. The

border ends in a triple leaf (S&S pl. 105, I I ); the corded motif is shown on S&S pl.
l04,3,the small astragalus on S&S pl. 104, 4. c. AD 160-190.
As no. 83, Sa.46.

85. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Leaf motif (Rogers 1974, K.37) used by Paternus II and

Laxtucissa (S&S pl.106, 20). Mid-late Antonine.
Curle I l, Les Martres, early C2.
Dr 38, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.

East Gaulish sherd.
As no. 83, Sa.l62.

86. Dr 30, style of Casurius of Lezoux. The ovolo is probably that on S&S pl. 135,41;
the beads, foliage motif and double festoon are shown on S&S pl. 136,47. The bird
is Oswald 2251. c. AD 165-200.
Walters 80, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 45, East Gaul,late C2-mid C3.

2 xDr 45, Central Gaul,later C2 (l burnt).
Dr 27, Central Gaul, early C2; worn and burnt.
Dr 37, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
4 x Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
At least 12 x Dr 3l , Central Gaul, later C2.

Walters T9,Central Gaul, late C2; burnt.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Dr 33, East Gaul, later C2-early C3.
Dr 38, East Gaul, later C2.
2 xDr 36, 3ast Gaul,later C2-mid C3.
Dr 36 with very wide flanges, Central Gaul, probably Antonine.
Several Central and East Gaulish sherds.
LC (221) Sa.56: mid fiIl Ditch 4.

87. Dr 31R, stamped VITALISF. Die 2a, Vitalis ix, who worked at Trier where his

stamps have been found. There is no dating evidence for this stamp but his two
other stamps occur at Niederbieber. Late C2 or early C3.
As no. 86, Sa. 60.

88. Dr 33, stamped MARTIM. Die lb, Martius iv of Lezoux, where the die has been

found. c. AD 160-190.
As no. 86, Sa. 61.

89. Dr 31, stamped. Illegible. Central Gaul,later C2.
As no. 86, Sa.62.

90. Dr 31, stamped PAM.[.III. Die 8c', Paullus v of Lezoux, where the die has been

found. c. AD 160-190.
LC (241) Sa.63: mid fill Ditch 4.
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91. At least 4 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 36, Central or East Gaul,later C2-early C3.
Dr 33, East Gaul,later C2-mid C3.
6 Central 2East Gaulish sherds.
As no. 90, Sa.104.

92. Dr 33, stamped (ALAV)CIM-A. Die la, Alaucus of Lezoux, where the die has been
found. Mid-late Antonine.
LC (254) Sa.l05: mid fiIl Ditch 4.

93. 2 xDr45, CentralGaul, laterC2(l burnt).
2 x Dr 3lR, Central Gaul, mid-later Antonine.
2 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
At least 8 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 37, Central Gaul, Hadrianic-early Antonine.
10 Central Gaulish sherds.
As no. 92, Sa. I 06.

94. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Leaf scroll. Antonine.
Dr 37, Central Gaul. Style of Doeccus; the motif in the medallion is probably the
vase on S&S pl. 149,35. c. AD 165-200.
2 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine .

2 xDr 31, Central Gaul, Antonine.
3 Central Gaulish sherds.
LC (403) Sa.ll4: occupation deposit below timber building.

95. Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.
LC (403a) Sa.l75: occupation deposit below timber building.

96. Central Gaulish sherd cut to make counter.
LC (404) Sa.l76: occupation deposit below timber building.

97. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Large leaf, probably from scroll (c/ S&S pl. 162). Mid-late
Antonine.
At least 3 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31, East Gaul,later C2-mid C3.
3 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Bowl foot, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
I South, I Central Gaulish sherd,
As no. 96,5a.111.

98. Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
LC (405) Sa.l78: occupation deposit below timber building.

99. Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.
Dr 31, Central or East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.
LC (410) Sa.18l: metalled surface west of timber building.

100. Dr 38 or 44,stamped (PAT)TOF. Die la, Patto of Lezoux. c. AD I 60-190. Burnt.
Dr 38, Central Gaul, later C2.
LC (414) Sa.l85: foundation trench, timber building.

101 . Dr 37 , Central or East Gaul, later C2-early C3.
Dr 31, Central or East Gaul, later C2-early C3.
LC (416) Sa.187: foundation trench, timber building.
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102. Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2; burnt.
LC (421) CCW 176: occupation layer in floor of timber building.

Period 5, phase 1: Early fourth century

103. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Cinnamus ovolo 4, which was also used by Carantinus (S&S

pl. 158, 16;pl.129,1 and2); both used similar beads. c. AD 150-180.

Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.
LC (65) Sa.66: lower fill, Ditch 3.

104. Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.

As no. 103,5a.122.
105. Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.

I South, I Central Gaulish sherd.

LC (205) Sa. 150: clay packing round Well 1.

106. Dr 3lR, stamped DESSI. Die2a, Dessius ii, who may have worked at Trier. c. AD
160-260.
LC (222) Sa.92: upper fill Ditch 4.

107. Ludowici Tx, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.

Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2; little worn.
3 x Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.

2 xDr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.

Dr 38, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Dr 36, Central Gaul, C2.
As no. 106, Sa.93.

108. Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2.

2 xDr 31, Central Gaul later C2-mid C3.

As no. 106, Sa.97.

109, Walters 79, Central Gaul, late C2.

Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.

Dr 31, Central Gaul,later C2-mid C3.

LC (223) Sa.107: upper fill Ditch 4.

I10. Dr 32,EastGaul, later C2-mid C3.

LC (224) Sa. I l9: upper fill Ditch 4.

I I l. Dr 3lR, Central Gaul, mid-later Antonine.
LC (242) Sa. 153: waterlogged fill Well L

ll2. Dr 37, Central Gaul. Antonine.
Dr 37, East Gaul. Ovolo Ricken and Fischer 1963,8.23. Later C2-mid C3.

Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2. Apparently filed offat junction of body and wall.
Dr 36, Central Gaul,C2.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 37, East Gaul, later C2.

LC (257) Sa.157: construction pit for Well l.
113. Dr 37, Central Gaul, early-mid Antonine.

Central Gaulish sherd.

LC (259) Sa.158: metalling east of Well 1.
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ll4. Dr 36, South Gaul, Flavian.
Dr 18, South Gaul, Flavian; burnt.
LC (330) Sa.l69: waterlogged filI of Well 2.

115. Dr 30 stamped DIVI(x.F) in the mould. Die 9d, Divixtus i of Lezoux, where the
die has been found. The Abondantia (Oswald 801), Venus (Oswald 305) and seated
Bacchus (Oswald 571) are all shown on S&S pl. I15, 3; for similar saltires, c/ S&S
pl. 115, 1,2 and 5. (Also from no. 179: Post-Roman, below). c. AD 150-180.
(Fig. sl.3).
LC (401 ) Sa. 17 I : occupation deposit, timber building.

1 16. Dr 3 I , Central Gaul, later C2; burnt.
Walters 79, Central Gaul, later C2.
3 Central, I East Gaulish sherd.
As no. ll5,Sa.l72.

117. D6ch 68 or 72, Central Gaul, Antonine; burnt.
As no I15, Sa.173.

I18. Dr 33, Central Gaul,C2; burnt.
Dr 3lR, Central Gaul, mid-later Antonine.
Walters T9,Central Gaul, later C2.
Central Gaulish sherd.
LC (412) Sa.182: occupation level, timber building and metalled surface.

I19. Dr 33, stamped GEMINIF on form Dr 33. Die 6a', Geminus vi of Lezoux, where
the die has been found. c. AD 160-200+. Burnt.
As no. I18, Sa.l83.

Period 5, phase 2: Micl-Late fourth century

120. Dr 37, in the style of Julius I and Lupus of Rheinzabern. Similar schemes of
decoration are shown on Ricken l948,Taf .154, 157-160, and the Hercules (Ricken
and Fischer 1963, M.87a) on Ricken 1948, Taf. 153, 4F. The other flgure may be
the hare (Ricken and Fischer 1963,T.154d) regularly used by them. Late c2-mid
c3.
Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 36, Central or East Gaul, later C2-early C3; slightly burnt.
East Gaulish sherd.
LC (200) Sa.48: destruction debris.

l2l. Dr 46, Central Gaul, C2.
Dr l8/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31, East Gaul,later C2-mid C3.
East Gaulish sherd.
As no. 120, Sa.139.

122. Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.
Walters 79, Central Gaul, late C2.
2 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 3lR, Central Gaul, mid-later Antonine.
Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2.
As no. 120, Sa.147.
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123. 2 x Dr 31, Central Galul,later C2.

LC (209) Sa.59: ?metalling over Ditch 4.

124. Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2.

Dr 36, Central or East Gaul, later C2.
Dr l8/31, Central Gaul,C2.
Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2 probably.
As no. 123,5a.94.

125. Dr 36, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.

LC (214) Sa.45: mid fiIl of Well l.
126. Dr 3T,Central Gaul. Fragment of scroll. Antonine.

Dr 37: see no. 10, above.
Dr 30: see no. 23, above.
Dr 3lR, East Gaul,late C2-mid C3.

LC (215) Sa.99: mid fill of Well l.
127. 2 x Dr 37, Central or East Gaul, late C2.

2 Central Gaulish sherds.
LC (218) Sa.l49: robber trench ofcolonnaded building.

128. 2 x Dr 33, Central Gaul, Antonine.
Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
Dr 31, East Gaul, later C2-mid C3.

Dr 36, Central Gatl,C2.
LC (226) Sa.96: ?disturbed metalling east olcolonnaded building.

129. Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.
Dr 18/31, Central Gaul, mid C2.
As no. 128, Sa.l43.

130. Dr 45, Central or East Gaul, later C2-mid C3; little worn.
Dr 33, Central Gaul, C2.

2 Centr al Gaulish sherds.
LC (314) Sa.l64: rubble in colonnaded building.

131. Dr 37, Les Martres, early C2.
3 x Dr 31, Central Gaul, later C2.
LC (317) Sa.l66: upper fill of Well2.

132. Dr 45, Central Gaul, later C2.
LC (318) Sa.167: robbed foundation.

Periods 6-9
Details of finds from post-Roman contexts are included in the archive; here only details

of unstratified stamps are given.
133. Dr 18/31 or 31, stamped (CE)RIALI.M. Die 2a, Cerialis ii of Lezoux, where the

die has been found. c. AD 135-155 Sa. 52.

134. Dr 31, stamped (M)A CCA(LIM). Die 3a, Maccalus of Lezoux, where the die has

been found. c. AD 165-195.
Dr 31, stamped (O[OGI,I)ATO. Die la, Olognato of Lezoux, where the die has

been found. Mid-late Antonine.
Dr 31, stamped IOPIL( M(?). Probably an illiterate stamp; Central Gaul, Antonine.
Sa 101.
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135. Dr 38 probably, stamped (ALBV)CIANI. Die 6f (a rare stamp), Albucianus of
Lezoux; other of his dies have been found at the kiln site. c. AD 160-190.
U/S.

THE MORTARIA (Figs 52-5s)
by Kay Hartley

All major sherds are included in this report, other than 88 small sherds, mainly body
sherds, which are noted in the archive. The catalogued finds are separated into stamped
and unstamped sherds, the former derived from contexts in periods 1.2,2 and 3, lhe
latter from LI to 5.2 and from post-Roman contexts. As with the other pottery the order
of the vessels as catalogued and illustrated conforms with the site phasing sequence. All
are illustrated except nos 3l-35, 49 52 and 59-65. This report represents a revision in
October 200lofa report first producedin 1977.

Apart from three mortaria from the Verulamium region dating to the first and second
centuries and two colour-coated mortaria from the lower Nene Valley of the third and
fourth centuries, all of the sherds can be attributed to the Mancetter-Hartshill potteries
or to a workshop at Little Chester. All mortaria are attributed to the Mancetter-Hartshill
potteries unless otherwise stated.

Stamped mortaria (Fig. 52)

Periods I, 2 and 3: Trajanic to micl third century

1. Diameter 34 cms; 100% rim; weight estimated at c. l.5kg. A heavily worn, almost
complete mortarium in granular, cream fabric. Both of the potter's stamps survive
giving MORICAfVLYII FECIII for Moricamulu fecit. These stamps are from
one of at least three dies used by Moricamulus. More than fifty of his mortaria
have now been recorded from England and Wales. The fabric and rims used are
typical of those produced in the extensive potteries in the Verulamium region at
such sites as Bricket Wood and Brockley Hill, Middlesex. The use of a separate
counterstamp reading fecit was also common here in the Flavian and Trajanic
periods. A stamp from Richborough was found in a pit whose filling was dated AD
80*90 by the excavator (Bushe-Fox,7949,249,no.264). The rims are comparable
to those of Doinus and a date within the period AD 70-l l0 is certain.
LC ( 104): Period 1.2.

2. Diameter 30cms; l4oh rim1' wt. l70gms. A mortarium in hard, fine-textured cream
fabric perhaps with self-coloured cream slip. Inclusions: moderate and random, ill-
sorted qurartz and orange-brown material. Trituration grits: mostly dark brown,
some red-brown and rareq\artz. The incomplete, retrograde stamp reads IVN[.
LC (165): Period 2. (Joins a sherd inLC22.)

3. Diameter c.27cms; lDokrim; wt 90gms. A mortarium in very hard-fired, cream
fabric with self-coloured slip fired to orangey buff and grey in places. Inclusions:
quartz with some orange-brown and black inclusions, the grains mostly moderate,
tiny but ill-sorted. No trituration grit survives. Two attempts have been made to
impress this stamp which in normal circumstances reads IVffiVS, with S reversed
and NI ligatured.
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4.

Stamps nos 2 and 3 are from two of the twenty-three dies of Iunius who had kilns
at Mancetter and Hartshill. He shared one kiln at Hartshill with Bruscius, and
there are numerous mortaria of his elsewhere on the kiln-sites at Hartshill and
Mancetter. Over a hundred mortaria of Iunius are known and his work is
widespread, but its extreme rarity in Scotland contrasts so sharply with the
distribution for many Warwickshire potters that most of his activity is likely to
have been at a time when the Antonine Wall was not in use. There are other well-
known Warwickshire potters, notably Sennius, Carita and Maurus, whose work is
totally absent from Scotland. Sennius, who used only one die, is flrmly dated by the
presence of stacks of his mortaria in the gutter of the Wroxeter Forum. This deposit
is dated by associated samian to AD 165-175 by B.R. Hartley (1972,27). These
factors suggests a date in the second half of the Antonine period, c. AD I 50- I 75 + .

The spout types and some of the rim-profiles used by Iunius fit with a date within
the period AD 150 170-l: Iunius and the above named potters were among the
latest potters stamping mortaria in the Mancetter-Hartshill potteries.
LC ( 165): Period 2.
Diameter 26cms; 2 joining sherds, lTohrim; wt. 145 gms. A mortarium in hard,
cream fabric. Inclusions: moderate, random, ill-sorted, mostly quartz, some
orange-brown and rare black material. Trituration grit: dark brown and red-brown
material. The stamp is from a die which gives E,{,flO[, with lambda Ls, but a
mortarium lrom Leicester has a second, very poor impression beginning M{SCI,
with dashed A, and a second die-type is known giving ISCELLIO, leaving little
doubt that his name was Mascellio. Although using Mascellio on one die, he
appears to have used a pair of dies to produce this second die-type, one giving
MASC, the other ELLIO. There is little doubt that he worked in the Mancetter-
Hartshill potteries where two of his mortaria have been found. There is no site-
dating evidence for his work but his rim-profiles would best fit a date within the
period AD 130-170.
LC(22): Period 2.
Diameter 26 cms; lSoh rim; wt. 160gms. A mortarium in hard, cream fabric with
fairly frequent inclusions, ill-sorted, but mostly tiny quartz with some orange-
brown and rare balck material. It may have had a cream slip. The stamp can be
read as MAI[..], the A has a tiny vertical bar.
LC (85): Period 3.
Diameter 25 cms; lloh rim; wt. 80gms. A mortarium in hard, cream fabric with a
slightly pinkish tinge in the core. Inclusions: fairly frequent and ill-sorted, but
mostly liny quartz with some orange brown and rare black material; rare large red-
brown inclusions. This stamp can be read as [..] INVS, with NV ligatured.
The incomplete stamps, nos 5 and 6, could be impressions from the two ends of the
same die. The completed stamp could be read as M{INVZ, with dashed A and
reversed S, possibly even for Maenus which is recorded (Holder 1986, s.v.), but any
interpretation has to be regarded as uncertain. Another stamp certainly from the
same die as no. 5 has previously been found at Little Chester, and two are known
from a kiln-site at Hartshill, Warwickshire. There is little doubt that he worked at
Hartshill but it is surprising that his only known stamps away from the kilns at
Hartshill have been found at Little Chester. There is no evidence of mortarium
production at Little Chester in the Antonine period but it is of course possible; the

6.

5.
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fabric could fit either source. His rim profiles would best fit a date in the Antonine
period.
LC(22): Period 2.

Unstamped mortaria

Period 1: Trajanic-Late Antonine

7. Diameter est. 30cms; 8% rim; wt. 65gms. A rim-fragment from a mortarium in
granular, cream fabric which has been heavily reduced almost throughout to dark
blue-grey. It can be attributed to the workshops centering around Brockley Hill,
Middlesex and Radlett, Hertfordshire. Flavian or Trajanic.
LC(174a):Period l.l.

8. Body sherd wt. 20gms. A flake of similar fabric and origin, burnt to grey

throughout. AD 65-150.
LC(174a):Period 1.1.

Period2: Late Antonine

9. Two body fragments, one probably made at Mancetter-Hartshill potteries, the
other perhaps at Little Chester.
a. wt. 30gms. A base/body sherd.
b. wt. 45gms. Base sherd, heavily worn AD 100-150. Mancetter or Little Chester.
c.40hrim; wt. 30gms. Incomplete rim-section, joins stamped mortarium 2.

LC (22): Period 2.

10. a. Diameter est. 29cms; 60Yorim;wt. 60gms. Antonine.
b.wt. l95gms. Three indeterminate fragments from one or more mortaria. Probably
Antonine.
LC ( 165): Period 2.

Period 3: Early-Mid third century

I l. Diameter c. 33cms; 5 o/o rim; wt. 60gms. Two fragments from a worn mortarium
(incomplete rim section) in unusual, hard, pink-brown fabric with ochre and grey

sandwich core. Inclusions: moderate, ill-sorted, red-brown material and quartz.
Trituration grit: probably sandstone and quartz. The fabric cannot be identified
with certainty, but it is likely to be a local product. The surviving part of the rim-
section would flt well with a date in the early second century when the local
workshops are known to have been producing mortaria (Brassington 1971; 1980).

LC(71): Period 3.

12. Diameter est. 34cms; 8 o/o fim; wt. 95gms. Slightly granular cream fabric with
pinkish core and buff-brown slip. Inclusions: fairly frequent, ill-sorted, mostly
quartz with a little opaque black and orange-brown material. Trituration grit: all
surviving fragments are transparent and pinkish qtJartz. Probably a local product
though Mancetter-Hartshill is not impossible. Optimum date AD 100-190. A base

sherd from LC (26) could be from the same vessel.

LC(127): Period 3.

13. Wt. 2lOgms. Body/base fragment from a very thick-walled mortarium in very
dense fabric, overfired or burnt throughout to dark grey. The trituration grit
consists of qtartz, red-brown, ?sandstone and black material. Probably Little
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Chester. Date uncertain but on present dating of Little Chester production it would
be flrst halfofthe second century.
LC (68): Period 3.

Period 4: Mid-Lqte third century (Fig. 53)

14. Diameter c. 35cms; 20o/o rim; wt. 3l0gms. An early example of a convex four-
reeded hammerhead mortarium. Optimum date AD 190-230.
LC (204): Period 4.1.

15. Diameter c.29cms;l2okrim;wt. 75 gms. Two joining fragments from a five reeded-
rim mortarium. c. AD 220-280.
LC (253): Period 4. I .

16. Wt. l40gms. Two joining body fragments in hard, cream fabric with buff slip fired
to grey in parts on the surviving sherds. Inclusions: moderate, very ill-sorted and
random quartz and orange-brown. Trituration grit: very mixed brown, red-brown,
grey and white (including sandstone and white and pink qtartz). Little Chester is

the most likely source and the early second century the most likely date. Possibly
from same vessel as no. 12 above.
LC(26): Period 4.1.

17. Diameter c. 25cms; ll oh rim1' wt. 70gms. A triple reeded hammerhead mortarium
with wide central zone. AD 180-2201250.
LC (221):Period 4.2.

18. Diameter c. 27cms; 16 nh rim1, wt. lO0gms. A very hard fired, faintly multi-reeded
rim mortarium of slightly unusual type, with finger depression for spout.
AD 240-350.
LC (221): Period 4.2.

19. Diameter c.27cms;8 % rim; wt. 52gms. A five reeded mortarium of slightly unusual
type. Probably third century.
LC (241): Period 4.2.

20. Diameter c. 27cms; 13 oh rim; wt. l30gms. An unreeded hammerhead mortarium
decorated on the collar with closely spaced red-brown stripes. Slightly burnt. AD
230-3s0.
LC (35): Period 4.2.

21. Diameter c. 28cms; ll o/o rim wt. 90gms. A smooth almost wall-sided hammerhead
mortarium with intricate decoration in red-brown paint round the collar. Slightly
burnt. AD 250-350 +.
LC (55):Period 5.1.

22. Diameter c. 24cms;25o/, rim; wt. l50gms. A smooth hammerhead mortarium with
closely spaced vertical stripes of red-brown paint all round the collar. Slightly
burnt. AD 250-350 +.
LC (55):Period 5.1.

23. Diameter c. 32cms; lTohrim; wt. l70gms. A smooth hammerhead with part of one
group of bars in red-brown paint on the collar. AD 250-350 +.
LC (55): Period 5.1.
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Fig.54

24. Diameter c. 33cms; ll.5% rim; wt. l65gms. A flanged mortarium with decoration
red-brown paint on the flange. No stamped mortaria are known with flanges
decorated in this way and the technique developed after the practice of stamping
ceased. This rim profile, however, can be compared to mortaria certainly made in
the second century by such late Antonine potters as Carita. AD 170-230.
LC Qaa):Period 4.2.

25. Diameter c. 30cms; 7 oh rim; wt. 45gms. A smooth hammerhead mortarium of third
century date.
LC (212):Period4.2.

26. Diameter c. 25cms; 13 Yo rim; wt. 80gms. Hammerhead rim faintly divided into
three zones; finger depression spout. Third century.
LC (219): Period 4.2.

27. Diameter c. 25cms;9 oh rim; wt. 30gms. This mortarium is typical ol forms which
came into use after c. AD 150 in the workshops of Maurus and Sennius (Hemsley,
1961, fig. 4, c. AD 160-185), but the form continued with little change after the
cessation of stamping, possibly until as late as AD 190. Closely similar mortaria are
recorded from Antonine II and Severan deposits at Bainbridge (Hartley 1961,122,
fig. 7). I would expect this example to have been made within the period AD
I 50-190.
LC (303): Period 4.2.

28. Diameter c. 28cms; 12 '/o rim; wt. 50gms. An almost smooth hammerhead
mortarium, slightly concave in rim section. AD 240-350.
LC (303): Period 4.2.

29. Diameter c. 3lcms; 19 o/o rim; wt. l90gms. A somewhat overfired flanged
mortarium, similar to one found in the sacellum at Bewcastle (AD 200-297),
(Richmond, Hodgson and St Joseph, 1938, flg. 22. no. 12), and closely similar
mortaria have been found at Carpow. A third century date is probable but the type
could well have continued in use in the fourth century.
LC@04):Period4.2.

30. Diameter c. 39cms; 7 Yo rim; wt. 70gms. A triple reeded hammerhead mortarium
with wide central zone and flnger depression spout; basically the same type as 17.

Probably AD 190-250.
LC (416): Period 4.2.

31. Diameter c. 24cms;7 o/o rim; wt. 30gms. A four reeded-rim mortarium with deep
finger depression for spout. AD 190-250.
LC (221): Period 4.2.

32. Diameter 24cms; 7 oh rim1' wt. 25gms. Fragment from a multi-reeded mortarium.
p^D240-3s0.

LC (221):Period 4.2.
33. Diameter 20cms; 12 o/, rim; wt. 40gms. A multi-reeded mortarium with finger

depression spout. c. AD 230 300.
LC(221): Period 4.2.

34. Diameter est. 22cms; 6 ok rim; wt. 40gms. Fragment probably from a four-reeded,
near wall-sided mortarium. AD 190-2301250.
LC (221): Period 4.2.
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35. Wt. 10gms. Fragment from collar of reeded mortarium with stripe decoration in
red-brown paint. Mancetter-Hartshill. Probably third century.
LC (221):Period4.2.

Period 5: Fourth century

36. Diameter c.24cms;8.5 % rim; wt. 70gms. A well-fired, multi-reeded hammerhead
mortarium with finger depression for spout. c. AD 230-300.
LC (223): Period 5. I .

37 . Diameter c. 26cms;6 0k rim; wt. 20gms. Multi-reeded mortarium generally similar
to 18. AD 240 350.
LC (222): Period 5.1.

38. Diameter c. 28cms; 5 %o rim; wt. 15gms. An unreeded hammerhead mortarium of
generally similar type to 4l below, with diagonal stripes of red-brown paint on the
collar. Probably third century.
LC(223): Period 5.1.

39. Diameter c. 25cms; 7 ohrim; wt.40gms. A very heavily burnt fragment from a

smooth hammerhead mortarium with collar decorated with diagonal brown stripes.
Third or fourth century. Mancetter-Hartshill.
LC (65): Period 5. l.

40. Diameter 50cms; 9 n/o rim; wt. 185gms. Flange fragment from a mortarium. AD
180-220.
LC(222): Period 5.1.

41. Diameter 25cms; 5 "h rim1' wt. 20gms. Smooth hammerhead with projecting distal
bead. Probably third century.
LC(223): Period 5.1.

42. Diameter l4cms; 6ukrim; wt. 5gms. A fragment from an unusually small probably
multi-reeded mortarium, of same general type as 18. AD 240-350.
LC(224): Period 5.1.

43. Diameter c. 33cms; 9 oh rim1' wt. l20gms. Multi-reeded mortarium with upright
bead. Probably third century.
LC (214): Period 5.2.

44. Diameter c. 23cms;20 oh rim; wt. 150gms. Three joining fragments from a very
hard-fired unreeded hammerhead mortarium with motifs in red-brown paint on
the collar. This is technically a waster but it may have been usable as a second,
though the fresh state of the grit indicates that it was, in fact, never used. Late third
or fourth century.
LC(215): Period 5.2.

45. Diameter c. 28cms; 13 oh rim; wt. l25gms. A multi-reeded mortarium with deep

collar. 4D200 260.
LC (226): Period 5.2.

Fig.55

46. Diameter c. 3lcms; 12 oh rim wt. 75gms. An unreeded hammerhead mortarium
with two slight finger depressions to represent the spout, and with the collar
decorated with red-brown stripes. AD 230-300 +.
LC (314): Period 5.2.
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Fig. 55: Little Chester: mortaria, nos 46, 48, 53-58. Scale 1:4.

47. Diameter 33cms; 9 oh rim; wt. 80gms. A hammerhead mortarium with faint multi-
reeds. Collar decorated with repeated motifs in red-brown paint c. AD 240-350.
LC (200): Period 5.2.

48. Diameter 25cms; 9 oh rim; wt. 55gms. A near wall-sided mortarium with distal
bead, and scroll decoration in red-brown paint. c. AD 240-350+.
LC (200): Period 5.2.

49. Diameter 28cms; 3 0h rim; wt. 20gms. A fragment from a hard-fired, smooth,
hammerhead mortarium of unusual form with decoration in brown paint on the
collar. 4D250-340.
LC (218): Period 5.2.
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Periods 6-9: Unstratified Finds

50. Diameter 25cms; 6ohrim; wt. 20gms. A small rim fragment (incomplete in section),
from a reeded hammerhead in unusual, fine textured, pale brown fabric with few
random inclusions (orange-brown and quartz), which may be from a local source,
though Mancetter-Hartshill is a possibility. Unusual external groove on body.
Third century, more likely than fourth.
LC (209): Period 8.

51. Diameter 28cms; 5ohrim; wt. 30gms. A rim fragment from a smooth hammerhead
mortarium with red-brown stripes painted at right angles to the collar. AD
230-350 +.
LC(209): Period 8.

52. Diameter 28cms; 5 o/o rim; wt. 20gms. A rim fragment from a reeded hammerhead
mortarium with concave rim-section. Probably AD 230-300.
LC (209): Period 8.

53. Diameter c. 26cms; 8 'k rim1' wt. 30gms. A smooth hammerhead mortarium of
probably third century date.
LC (210): Period 7-8.

54. Diameter c. 25cms; 7 o/orim;wt. 30gms. Mortarium with convex, triple-zoned collar
with wide central zone. This is an early variant of the new forms which became
popular in the third and fourth centuries. Second-century potters like Iunius,
Carita, Maurus and Sarrius experimented with it as early as AD 160 but it was not
fully established until the late second and early third century. This is an early
example of the form which can be paralleled among stamped examples though it
continued after the cessation of stamping. Stamped examples are, however, so rare
that it is likely to be later in date than AD 180. Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. AD
t55lt80 220.

LC (9): Period 8.

55. Diameter c. 27cms; l0 ok rim; wt. 65gms. A smooth hammerhead mortarium with
concave rim-section, decorated with groups of triangles of red-brown paint. A date
within the period AD 240-350 is likely.
LC (9): Period 8.

56. Diameter c. 24cms;8 ok rim; wt. 80gms. A multi-reeded hammerhead mortarium
probably made within the period AD 230-300 +.
LC (400): Period 9.

57 . Diameter c. 29cms; 9 oh rim; wt. 60gms. A hard-fired, multi-reeded hammerhead
mortarium with collar crudely decorated with red-brown paint. Probably late third
or fourth century.
LC(220): Period 8.

58. Diameter c. 24cms;5 nh rim; wt. 70gms. Wall-sided mortarium in cream ware with
brownish-pink core almost to surface and thick brown colour-coat. There is alarge
quantity of ill-sorted inclusions for a fine ware fabric. Trituration grit consisted of
small fragments of iron slag. Lower Nene valley. AD 240-400, perhaps not earlier
than late third century. The trituration grit is worn but most of the slip survives.
Symonds coarse ware type series sherd 214.

LC (408): Period 6.
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59. Diameter 28cms; 6oh rim; wt. 25gms. An incomplete rim section from a multi-
reeded hammerhead mortarium. AD 220-350. Mancetter-Hartshill.
LC (42): Period 7.

60. Diameter 28cms; ll oh rim; wt. 50gms. A multi-reeded hammerhead mortarium.
AD 240-350.
LC (220): Period 8.

61. Diameter 20cms; 13 oh rim; wt. 45gms. A multi-reeded hammerhead mortarium
with decoration in red-brown paint on the collar. c. AD 240-350.
LC(220): Period 8.

62. Diameter 27cms; 12 0/o rim; wt. 55gms. A triple reeded rim mortarium with wide
central zone. Probably third century.
LC (315): Period 7-8.

63. Diameter 25cms; 6 0h rim; wt. 35gms. An incomplete rim section from a smooth
hammerhead mortarium. AD 240-340.
LC (315): Period 7-8.

64. Wt. 75gms. A fragment from a flanged hammerhead mortarium with slightly
convex rim section. This basic rim form was used in the latter part of the second
century, especially by the potter Carita (AD 150-170), but it continued in use

throughout the third and fourth centuries. This example could well have been made
within the period AD 160-230.
LC (400): Period 9.

65. Wt. 50gms. Body/base fragment which can be attributed to a second mortarium
similar to 58 in every way except that the fabric is cream throughout and somewhat
finer textured. AD 240-400, Lower Nene Valley.
LC (56): Period 7.

Fabrics pr oduced at the M ancetter- Hartshill potteries, Warwickshire
Usually fine-textured, creamy white fabric, varying in hardness, and sometimes
with pink core, moderate inclusions consisting of smallish quartz (transparent and
pinkish), sparse red-brown and blackish inclusions; sometimes also opaque white
(?clay pellets). The range in fabric is quite wide, from that with scarcely any
inclusions to fabric with a fair quantity and that with ill sorted black inclusions.
Mortaria earlier than c. AD 150 usually have mixed trituration grit in which qtartz
and sandstone are normal components and some early second century mortaria
have entirely quartz trituration grit. After c. AD 150 trituration grit consisted of
hard red-brown or/and blackish, re-flred pottery fragments (D. Peacock and
D. Williams pers. comm.); occasionally a few quartz grits are included (as in no.
29),but these are so rare that they only emphasise the rule. When a slip has been
used it appears to have been made from the same clay, as the body though it
becomes darker on firing. In the second century a few potters sometimes covered
their stamps with red-brown slip. After the practice of stamping mortaria ceased in
AD 170-180, red-brown slip was sometimes used to decorate the flange or collar.

Comments

Seventy-one sherds (mostly rims) have been examined from at least sixty-three mortaria.
Of these, three could be first century, ten are AD 100-170/180, forty-nine (77.8oh) are
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later (one indeterminate sherd is probably second century); none necessitates a date after
c. AD 350. Probably only four sources are represented by this sample. The three mortaria
which may be the earliest are from the Verulamium region; two within the period AD
240-400 are from the lower Nene Valley; up to four may be from local sources at Little
Chester. Up to fifty-four are from the Mancetter-Hartshill potteries. None of these are
pre-Antonine, eight are c. AD 150-180; the remaining forty-six are later with quite a
strong bias to the late third and fourth centuries.
The total of fifty-four is given with a little reservation. There are three noteworthy facts
arising from the mortaria in this sample.
i) The only three mortaria of ?Mainus found away from his kiln site at Cherry Tree

Farm, Hartshill (Frere 1984,295,3(ii)) have all been found at Little Chester.
ii) No.44 above (LC (215)) is overfired and is at least technically a waster and has not

been used.
iii) An unusual feature of this group is the high proportion of Mancetter-Hartshill

mortaria later than AD 180 (46) with rim or collar decorated with red-brown paint
(at least 16 or 34.8%); in fact most of the decorated ones are likely to be later than
AD 240. This could mean that many of them came from the same workshop and are
of similar date, possibly fourth century.
This could all be coincidence and all the mortaria could well be from the potteries at
Mancetter-Hartshill. These potteries were amongst the most important for the
production and wide marketing of mortaria between the second and early fourth
century. Up to a handful of potters in the early second century had either moved
between the Mancetter/Hartshill area and Little Chester or had a small satellite
workshop at Little Chester (Brassington 1971 ). There is no clear evidence to indicate
any later production of mortaria at Little Chester, but the presence of a technical,
but unused, waster and the proportion of normal mortaria of similar type to no. 44
are suspicious. It would be well worthwhile to include no. 44 in any future
programme of analysis.

ROMANO-GAULISH PIPE-CLAY STATUETTE (Fig. 29. I )
by Frank Jenkins

This piece is from a statuette which when complete portrayed a terrier-like dog which has
pointed, pricked up ears and a pointed m:uzzle. It was seated in the pose of an alert
watch-dog, on its haunches with its forelegs fully extended. Its forehead is puckered, the
brows are prominent, as are also the eyes which are disproportionately large. It wears a
collar in the form of a triple cord, to which is attached a small bell, or perhaps an amulet.
Only the face of the animal now survives, and it is 3.5cms high, the original height when
complete having been c. 9.8cms.

The statuette was made by the mould technique, separate moulds being used for the
back and the front halves, while the forelegs and the flat rectangular base on which it was
mounted were made separately, then all these elements were joined together by luting. It
is made of fine white clay which is characteristic of the Allier region of central Gaul
where it occurs as natural deposits which were exploited for the manufacture of clay
statuettes in the Roman period. It is virtually certain that this statuette was made in that
region, as a mould for a figure of this type was found probably at Vichy (Allier) and
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another definitely at Autun (Saone et Loire) (Tudot 1860, pl. 57,top and right; Rouvier-
Jeanlin 1972, no. l05l; Vertet & Vuillemot 1973,41, no.206, pl. l9f ). A very similar
statuette was found at Clermont-Ferrand (Puy-de-Dome) (Rouvier-Jeanlin 1972, no.
r054).

Statuettes of this type have occurred as grave offerings, as, for example, Lisieux
(Calvados), Rheinzabern, and Salzburg (Austria) ( Congres arch. 1870, 62; Ludowici
1908-12, fig. 46, grave 347 ; Noll 1949, 17, Abb.2l). Other unpublished examples occur
at Rognee (Belgium), now in the Mus6e Arch6ologique at Namur, and in cemeteries,
including that at St Matthias, at Trier (Landesmuseum, Trier). In Britain an almost
complete statuette comes from Southwark, London, and a few very small pieces are
known from Alcester (Warwickshire), Wroxeter (Shropshire) and Mark Lane, London
(Jenkins 1969, tome lll,312-27; Jenkins 1978).

The present example occurred in the primary occupation levels of Trajanic date. On
the basis of present knowledge the statuette was made in Central Gaul and was exported
to Britain in the first half of the second century.

The significance of the dog in Romano-Gaulish religious ritual has been discussed by
Jenkins and, more recently, by Green (Jenkins 1957, fasc. 1,60-76; Green 1986, 86-90
and 175-6).

ROMAN COINS (Fig. s6)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

A relatively small number (68) of coins was recovered, the sample size limiting any
conclusions that can be drawn from them. Few of the coins were derived from stratified
contexts, the main significant groups occurring in the burnt structures of Period 1.3 and
from the construction deposits on the berm loosely associated with the construction of
the wall in Period 4. The majority were apparently casual losses, apart from the first
mentioned group, Coins 6-9, I I and 20, which derived from three closely related deposits
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( 133), ( 145) and ( 169) and which probably derived from a hoard hidden in the Period
1.3 structure and then scattered on its collapse. These coins have, nevertheless, been
included in the histogram. Of the five identifiable coins one being assigned to Issue Period
III and four to Period IV; the unreadable coin being probably of similar date. The extent
of wear on this group suggested their currency over one or two decades but with a closing
date for the possible hoard earlier than the two hoards of denarii found in the building to
the north which closed in the mid second century (Davies 2000, 230-l ).

The pattern of coin loss seems unexceptional and is similar to other recently published
series from Little Chester (Casey 1985; Davies 2000). After a small peak in the early
second century, partly accounted for by the putative scattered hoard, there is a declining
number of coins from the late second and early third century. The lack of Hadrianic
coins is surprising and presumably a chance feature not apparent on the neighbouring
Pickford's site. The wear on the second century coins was usually considerable and it is
likely that they had continued in circulation for some time and had then been lost or
discarded in the early to mid third century. There is the usual peak of Gallic Empire and
barbarous copies, a decline in the early fourth century and a slight peak in the later
Constantinian period.

When the coins from the 2l Issue Periods are separated into four phases A-D, as done
with the Pickford's Garage series, the present site would give figures of 37oh in Phase A,
5l0hin Phase B, 2(%inPhase C and l0%in Phase D (Davies 2000,229-30, table 17).
These results are broadly similar to those for the Pickford's and North-West Sector but
the present site has produced a higher proportion of coins in Phase D. In relation to the
Pickford's site, the numbers seem similar, although that site produced a greater number
of site losses in the mid second and late third century.

A slightly different picture is gained by comparing the site with a list of 359 coins, a
total derived from the major series published from Little Chester since 1888 (Thompson
Watkins 1888; Bailey 1891; Knight 19261' Brassington 1969a,1970,1982; Casey 1985;

Davies 2000). This total excludes finds from Strutt's Park which has yielded a distinctive
pre-Flavian and Flavian series and identifles that site as the primary military foundation
in the Derby region. A major element in this total is the significant group of 101 from the
work in 1926 on the line of Ryknield Street to the north-east (Knight 1926). The average
for Little Chester shows the first peak in coin loss amongst Flavian to Antonine issues,

numbers then declining to the Severan period when there seems to be a rise almost to the
levels of the Flavian period. After the normal peak in the late third century there is then
a signiflcant peak in the later Constantinian period and a decline into the Valentinianic
period. The peaks in the Severan, Constantinian and Valentinianic period depend on
finds from the 1926 work, suggesting perhaps that there was signiflcant continuity of
activity in the extra-mural settlement north of Little Chester from the third through to
the later fourth century.

By comparison with the average for Little Chester the present site accords with the
general pattern for the site but with slightly lower numbers than average in the early
third and fourth centuries, but slightly higher numbers in the later first and early second

century and the later third century. The latter may derive from activity connected with
the wall, since a significant number of these finds came from the construction levels on
the berm.
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Comparison with other sites in the region shows that Little Chester has a broadly
similar pattern of coin loss to Wall and Rocester, although both the latter have produced
slightly higher numbers of coins in the later first and early second centuries (Gould 1992;

Round 1992; Esmond Cleary and Ferris 1996,129). Thereafter, numbers at these sites

are generally lower than at Little Chester, although Rocester has a marked peak in the
later third century. In comparison with Manchester, Little Chester again has a lower
number of early finds but a slightly greater loss to the middle of the third century (Casey

1974; Higginbottom 1974). ln the late third century Little Chester produces far higher
numbers than Manchester, but thereafter the latter site is markedly different to Little
Chester and its neighbours, with a significant peak in the mid and late fourth century.

This very crude analysis of the pattern of loss might support the view that the defended
road stations such as Little Chester, originating as campaign and garrison forts, saw
considerable use of coin in the military phases of the first to third century but that
thereafter they suffered a change to civilian status and perhaps a lower level of monetary
activity, especially in the fourth century. The evidence for an enhanced coin loss at Little
Chester in the later second, third century and early fourth centuries may suggest a slightly
higher level of activity than at Wall and Rocester but, as at those sites, a decline in
activity and, perhaps, official status in the later fourth.

The Catalogue

The coins are listed as follows: issuer and denomination, description of obverse and
reverse (type and reference where known), date, condition and context.
l. Vespasian, As. Obverse: . . ..SPASIAN.. Reverse: Pax type. AD 69-79. Corroded.

(30s)
2. Vespasian, As. Obverse: . . .SIAN.. Reverse: illegible. AD 69-79. Corroded. (258)
3. ?Vespasian, Plated Denarius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 69-79.

Corroded. (304)
4. ?Vespasian, Plated Denarius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: clasped hands type. AD

69-79. Corroded. (404)
5. Titus, Denarius. Obverse: ..VESPASIAN.. Reverse: Salus type. AD 79-81. Very

worn. (74)
6. Domitian, Sestertius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 8l-96. Worn. (169)
7. Nerva, As. Obverse: IMP NERVA CAES..TRP.. Reverse: LIBERTAS..-SC (as

RIC 86-AD 97) AD 96-98. Worn. (145)
8. Trajan, Dupondius. Obverse:..NO AVG GER DAC PM/ TR P COS VI PP.

Reverse: SPQR OPTIMO PRINCIPI -SC (RIC 590 AD ll2-17). AD 98-117.
Worn. (133)

9. Trajan, Sestertius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 98-117. Worn. ( 145)

10. Trajan, Sestertius. Obverse: ..AVG GER.. Reverse: illegible. AD 98-117. Cor-
roded. (413)

I l. Trajan, As. Obverse: IMP CAES NERVA TRAIN AVG.. Reverse: Victory (type
as RIC 395). AD 98-117. Worn. (145)

12. Trajan, As. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 98-117. Corroded. (200)
13. Antoninus Pius, Denarius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 138-61. Very

worn. (404)
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Antoninus Pius, Sestertius. Obverse: .. PIVS PP.. Reverse: illegible. AD 138-61.
Corroded. (417)
Faustina I, Sestertius. Obverse: DIVA FAVSTINA. Reverse: AETERNITAS SC
(as RIC ll03). AD l4l-161. Veryworn. (13)
Faustina I, As. Obverse: DIVA FAV STINA. Reverse: illegible. AD 14l-161.
Corroded ( 165)
Faustina II, Dupondius. Obverse: FAVSTINA . . . Reverse: Hilaritas (RIC 1643)
AD 160-75. Worn. (404)
Lucius Verus, Dupondius. Obverse: A. . ..VERVS AVG AR.. Reverse: illegible
(Mars RIC 1387). AD 163-69. Worn. (254)
Illegible, As. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. lst-2nd century. Very worn.
(300)
Illegible, Dupondius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. 2nd century. Burnt.
( l4s)
Illegible, Plated Denarius. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. 2nd-3rd century.
Very worn. (404)
Caracalla, Denarius. Obverse: ANTONINVS PIVS AVG. Reverse: SECURIT
IMPERII (RIC 168). AD2ll-17. Unworn. (14)
Severus Alexander, Denarius. Obverse: ..AVR. . .EXAND AVG. Reverse:
AEQVITAS AVG (as RIC I 27 ). AD 222-3 5. Corroded. (40 I )
Gallienus, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP GALLIEN.. ..GERM. Reverse: VIC-
TORIA A. . . (RIC 169). AD 253-58. Slightly worn. (37)
Gallienus, Antoninianus. Obverse: GALLIENVS AVG. Reverse: APOLLINI
CONS AVG (RIC 164). AD 258-68. Slightly worn. ( l8)
Gallienus, Antoninianus. Obverse: GALLIENVS AVG. Reverse: FIDES MIL-
ITVM (RIC l92a). AD 258-68. Slightly worn. (78)
Gallienus, Antoninianus. Obverse: GAL. . .. ..AVG. Reverse: FORTUNA.. .

(RIC 193). AD 253-58. Slightly worn. (42)
Gallienus, Antoninianus. Obverse: ..GALLI.. Reverse: AS AVG (Felicitas type, as

RIC 565). AD 258-68. Corroded. ( l8)
?Salonina, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 258-68. Cor-
roded. (401 )
30. Victorinus, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP C VICTORINVS PF AVG. Reverse:
PAX AVG V / * (RIC I l8). AD 268-70. Slightly worn. (43)
Victorinus, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: Pax type (as RIC ll8). AD
268-70. Corroded. (3)
Claudius II, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP C CLAVDIVS AVG. Reverse: SALVS
AVG (RIC 98). AD 268-70. Slightly worn. ( l8)
Claudius II, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP C . . .. . .. . . Reverse: Concordia type,
single standard. AD 268-70. Corroded. ( 129)
Claudius II, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. AD 268-70.
Corroded. (309)
Tetricus I, Antoninianus. Obverse: ..TETRICVS P. . ... Reverse: PAX. . . (as RIC
100). AD 270-3. Slightly worn. ( l8)
Tetricus I, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: pax type (as RIC 100). AD
270-3. Corroded. ( l8)
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Tetricus I, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: victory type (as RIC 141).
4D270 3. Slightlyworn. (54)
Tetricus I, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: Invictus type. AD 270-3.
Corroded. (304)
Tetricus II, Antoninianus. Obverse: C. . .TETRICVS CAES. Reverse: SPES. . ..
(RIC 270). AD 270-3. Slightly worn. (43)
Tetricus II, Antoninianus. Obverse: ..IV ESV TETRICVS CAES. Reverse: SPES
AVGG (RIC 270). AD 270-3. Slightly worn. (42)
'Tetricus I', Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (29)
'Tetricus I', Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: Salus type. Copy. AD 273 + .

Slightly worn. (7)
'Tetricus I', Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: Salus type. Copy. AD 273 + .

Corroded. (219)
'?Tetricus I', Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273 + .

Corroded. (419)
Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (15)
Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Worn. (35)
Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Slightly worn. (42b)
Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (242)
Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (312)
Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273 + .

Corroded. (329)
?Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Worn. (3)
?Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (8)
?Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (42b)
?Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (46)
?Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273+.
Corroded. (300)
?Radiate, Antoninianus. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible. Copy. AD 273 + .

Corroded. (u/s)
Carausius, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP CARAVSIVS PF AUG. Reverse:
FORTVNA AVG (as RIC 791). AD 287 93. Unworn. (42)
Carausius, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP CARAVSIVS PF AUG. Reverse:
AEQUITAS AVG. AD 287-93. Corroded. (65)
Carausius, Antoninianus. Obverse: IMP CARAVSIVS .. ... Reverse: PAX AVG
(as RIC 878). AD 287-93. Unworn. (45)
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60. Constantius [I. Obverse: FLA CONSTANTIVS NOB C. Reverse: PROVID-
ENTIAE CAESS/PLON (LRBC 7). AD 324-30. Unworn. (29)

61. Constantius II. Obverse: CONSTANTM PF AVG. Reverse: VICTORIAE DD
AVGG Q NN/E /TRS (LRBC 152). AD 345 48. Unworn. (317)

62. Constantius II. Obverse: CONSTANTI VS PF AVG. Reverse: VICTORIAE DD
AVGG Q NN/ E I . . . (LRBC ls2). AD 345-48. Unworn. (325)

63. Constantinopolis. Obverse: CONSTANTINOPOLIS. Reverse: Victory /T..
(LRBC 86). AD 330-35. Unworn. (42b)

64. House of Constantine. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible (? soldiers and
standard(s)). AD 330-350. Fragment. (328)

65. House of Constantine. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: illegible (? soldiers and
standard(s)). AD 330-350. Very worn. (401)

66. Helena. Obverse: illegible. Reverse: PAX PUBLICA. AD 331-41. Corroded, (420)
67. Valentinian. Reverse: Gloria Romanorum (No details; lost). AD 364-78. Slightly

worn. (329)
68. Illegible. Copy C3 4. Corroded. ( l7)

THE ROMAN GLASS (Fig. s7)
by Jennifer Price and Sally Worrell

The excavations at Little Chester produced 125 fragments of Roman glass, l14 from
vessels, one window fragment, six glass objects and four melted, unidentiflable fragments.
The range of vessel forms in use demonstrates that glass was used for a variety of
functions, including the consumption of liquids, the serving of liquids and foods, storage
and transport offoodstuffs, window glazing and as objects for personal adornment and
recreation.

The assemblage indicates glass deposition at the site in at least two periods between
the mid late first century to the early-mid third century. No particularly unusual vessels
are represented in the assemblage, although the flask with opaque yellow trails and the
semi-opaque fragment of unidentified form are noteworthy. There is a group of late flrst
to second century blown tablewares representing at least eleven vessels. It is interesting
that no cast vessels were present in this phase of activity. The second phase of glass use is
represented by at least five late second or third century tableware vessels, which include a

colourless cylindrical cup, a flask or jug with coloured trailed decoration, a convex ribbed
cup and a small blue/green bowl. No vessel fragments characteristic of the fourth century
have been identified. The bottle glass is more difficult to assign to a specific period,
though the cylindrical bottles could have been in use in the late first century and the
prismatic bottles would have gone out of production by the end of the second century.

The tablewares, which are the cups, bowls, jugs and jars form 55'% of the assemblage,
the house-hold containers, which were exclusively bottles in this assemblage, accounted
for 40o/o and the objects made up 5%.

Later first-mid second century vessels

The earliest drinking vessels are the three colourless wheel-cut cups (nos 9-l l; Fig. 57.9).
Good quality colourless glass vessels first appeared in Roman Britain in significant
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Fig. 57: Little Chester: Roman glass nos 8,9,12,15,22,25 and 35. Scale 1:2.

numbers in the last third of the first century, and colourless cups with horizontal wheel-
cut lines have been recorded on sites throughout Roman Britain. They first occurred in
the last years ofthe first century and continued in circulation until the third quarter of
the second century, and were the most common drinking vessels of this period.

Chronological distinctions can be made between the thin-walled cups which are

generally dated to the late first and early second century and the sturdier, thicker-walled
cups which are generally dated to the second and third quarters of the second century.
Both have curved rims, with carefully ground edges, but there are numerous variations
in the shape of the body and of the base form. The fragments from Little Chester are all
from the thin-walled, earlier cups. When complete, these cups have a straight upper
body, with a change of angle or a curve and a lower body tapering to a small pushed-in

base ring and a domed base. The later, thicker-walled group has a variety of body and
base types, including cylindrical, biconical and globular forms and a simple concave base

or a separately blown foot with a cracked-off and ground edge. It is often difficult to
identify the exact form from small fragments, although the thickness of the walls and the
domed base distinguish the thin-walled cups from other colourless wheel-cut cups.

An almost complete thin-walled wheel-cut cup was found in an early second century
burial at Stansted, Essex (unpublished) and other examples have been noted in late first
or second century contexts in settlements. One came from a late first early second century
pit at Wroxeter, Shropshire (Bushe-Fox 1914,34, pl. XXIII), and others are known from
Gorhambury, Hertfordshire (Neal eral.1990,201,fig.163,no.35), Lincoln (unpublished)
and the vicus at Castleford, West Yorkshire, which produced numerous cups, mainly
from mid second century contexts.

.O
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No.15 (Fig. 57) is a rim fragment from a blue/green, deep tubular-rimmed bowl,
Tubular-rimmed bowls occur in Britain and elsewhere in the Roman world at various
periods from the first to the late fourth centuries. Deep bowls with large rim diameters,
made in blue/green and strongly coloured glass, were one of the most common tableware
forms in the north-west provinces during the later first and early second centuries. The
complete vessel has a vertical or slightly everted tubular rim, the edge being folded out
and down and occasionally also rolled in, to form a double fold, the upper body is
cylindrical or slightly concave, sometimes with vertical or diagonal ribs. The body has a
strongly rounded change of angle and a nearly horizontal lower body and base, and a
vertical or diagonal base ring is applied to the base. There is often a post mark on the
edge of the base, indicating where the vessel was held whilst the rim was finished.

These bowls occurred in the north-west provinces in Neronian contexts and continued
in use until the third quarter of the second century or later. Amongst the earliest recorded
examples of blue/green tubular rimmed bowls are rim fragments in the Neronian
assemblage at Kingsholm, Gloucester (Price and Cool 1985, 50 no.47, fig.19) and the
rim and body of a blue/green bowlin a pit dating to AD 70-100 at Richborough, Kent
(Bushe-Fox 1932,85, no.63, pl. XV). The date that these bowls went out of production
remains unclear, although evidence from the Antonine rubbish pit at Felmongers,
Harlow, Essex suggests that they were still in use in the period AD 160-170. (Price 1987,
188, 202, nos 4 6, fig.1 ) and they were also noted in late second early third century pits
at Stonea, Cambridgeshire (Price 1996,400, nos 36-40, fig.129).

At least five late first early/mid second century conical and globular jugs are
represented in the Little Chester assemblage (nos 2, 4-5, 16-19). The jugs are found in
the north-west provinces in considerable quantities in the last third of the first century
and the first two thirds of the second century AD, and were undoubtedly produced in the
region. They were made in strong colours such as dark blue, yellow/brown, yellow/green
and purple, and most commonly in blue/green glass. The two jug forms have certain
features in common, including a horizontal or diagonal folded rim with the edge bent
out, up, in and flattened, and long cylindrical necks (nos 16-11). Conical jugs have a
straight or slightly convex body expanding out either to a concave base or to a rounded
change ol angle with the lower body tapering in to an open pushed-in base ring and a
concave base, and globularjugs have a wide globular or discoid body, an open pushed-
in base ring and concave base. The handles are generally angular (nos l8 19) and applied
to the body and attached to the neck below the rim. Handles on conical jugs frequently
have one central rib and a lower handle terminal formed into a three-pronged claw
attachment, the central projection often being extended and decorated with tooled or
pinched projections, and handles on globularjugs have either several narrow vertical ribs
or one prominent central vertical rib. Some variations in colour and form within these
groups ofjugs appear to have chronological significance. Dark blue jugs are not common
after the early Flavian period, while yellow/brown, yellow/green and blue/green jugs
continue in use in the late first and second century. It has also been noted that the
proportions of the necks and bodies of conical jugs change over time. Jugs with shorter
wider necks and taller narrower bodies generally belong to the first century, such as the
jug from the Flavian burial at Radnage, Buckinghamshire (Harden et al. 1987, 140, no.
68), while the jugs with longer narrower necks and shorter, wider bodies such as the one
found at Turriff, Grampian (Thorpe 1933 4) generally occur in second century contexts.

255
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Three pieces of a dark blue conical jug with narrow vertical ribs were found (no. 2).
Dark blue jugs are unusual after the early Flavian period. Other dark blue, ribbed conical
jugs known from Britain include an example found in a Flavian burial at Grange Road,
Winchester (Harden 1967) and other fragments have been noted on Flavian forts in
northern Britain and southern Scotland, including Malton, Ribchester and Camelon (all
unpublished). Nos 4 and 5 came from yellow/brown jugs, no. 5 being a body fragment
from a conical jug without ribs. Three or more blue/green jugs are represented by nos

16-19, but the body form is unknown. It is impossible to establish whether the ribbed
body fragments (nos 7-7a,pale green;nos 20 20a, blue/green) come from globular jugs

or jars as the body fragments from these forms are identical.
Jars with globular bodies and vertical or out-turned tubular rims were also produced

in large quantities in the last third of the first century and early-mid second century AD
and are found on sites throughout Roman Britain. Globular jars were produced in the

same range of colours as conical and globular jugs and have a similar distribution in later
first to early-mid second century contexts. These jars functioned as tablewares for
presenting and serving liquids or fruit and as a secondary function they were used as

cinerary urns or as accessory vessels in burials. They have been recorded at a wide range

of military and civil settlements, as at Usk, Gwent, where fragments of sixteen blue/
green, dark blue, yellow f green, yellow/brown and polychrome jars were found in
Neronian-early Flavian and later contexts (Price 1995a, 156-7 no. 30, 169-71 nos 7l-5
figs. 44-5), and at Colchester, Essex, where fragments of thirty-one jars in a similar
range of colours were found (Cool and Price 1995, 106-9 nos 732-64, fig.7.2). Finds
from burials include a blue/green jar with prominent ribs used as a cinerary urn at
Thornborough, Buckinghamshire (Price 1975, 2l-2,fig.10, 3), and an almost complete
yellow/brown ribbed example in a cremation burial at Shefford, Bedfordshire (Kennett
1910,201).

No. 3 is a slightly convex, thick-walled, semi-opaque dark blue body fragment of
unknown form. Both cast and blown opaque glass vessels occur in early-mid first century
contexts in the Roman world, but they were never very common in Britain. The largest
group of opaque blue vessels in Britain comes from pre-conquest and Claudio/Neronian
contexts at Camulodunum, where both cast and blown vessels were found, including a

wheel-cut drinking vessel (Harden 1947,298-9, nos 43-46). Other examples include
three fragments from a blown vessel from Chichester (Price and Cool 1989, 132, l37,nos
9b d) and a pale blue body fragment from the West Bight, Lincoln (unpublished), but it
is rarely possible to identify the blown vessel forms closely.

Forty-seven blue/green bottle fragments have been recorded at Little Chester,
representing 40oh of the total glass assemblage. It is not unusual on late first and second

century sites lor blue/green bottles to make up 30 50% of the vessel glass assemblage,

although at some sites the proportion is much higher. Examples of both cylindrical and
prismatic bottles have been identified. Twenty-six cylindrical bottle fragments were
found in five locations and thirteen prismatic bottle fragments were found in eleven

locations.
Blue/green bottles flrst appeared in the Claudian period but did not become common

until the Flavian period. They were in very widespread use during the first and second

centuries AD and are virtually always the commonest vessel on Romano-British
settlements during this time. Even on sites where the occupation begins or continues
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beyond this period, blue/green bottles are often represented in the assemblage, and
individual pieces are sometimes found in very much later contexts. For example, a
prismatic bottle fragment occurred in the very late fourth century assemblage at Overton
Down, Wiltshire (unpublished ).

The most common bottle forms were cylindrical and square, although rectangular and
hexagonal forms also existed. These bottles were nearly always produced in varying
shades of blue/green, although pale green (no. 24b) and nearly colourless examples are
also known. There is considerable variety in the quality of the glass used in the
production of bottles. First century bottles were generally produced in good quality
glass, as were the majority of second century bottles, although thin-walled, poor quality
smaller bottles with more localised distribution patterns are sometimes found in mid
second-century contexts. It is probable, judging from the heavy scratching and signs of
wear visible on fragments, that some bottles, especially the thicker and more robust
examples, had a long period of use before breakage, and many may have been in
circulation well into the third century.

These containers were in use in many parts of the Western Roman Empire, although
regional variations in form and frequency have been noted. They were used as general
containers and the range ofrim and neck diameters suggests that they contained a variety
of products. Those with narrow necks were used to store liquids (no.23), whilst the
wider necked bottles which are sometimes large enough for a hand to enter (Fig. 57.22),
could have contained semi-liquids, such as honey, or small solid items such as nuts,
grains, fruits or pickles. Secondary uses for these bottles are evident, as numerous
examples have been found intact in cremation burials where they were often reused as
urns or as vessels accompanying the burial. Other examples of re-use are known, such as

a fragment of bottle glass from Lincoln which was carefully chipped around the broken
edge and may have been used as a counter or a small lid.

All forms of bottle have similar rims, necks, shoulders and handles and so are
distinguished by their body and base. Generally, the rim is horizontal and is folded out,
up, in and flattened. The neck is cylindrical and the broad angular ribbon handle is
applied to the shoulder and attached below the rim. The handle is usually reeded with
narrow ribs which are often combed down into points on the edge of the shoulder to
create a firm join.

A minimum of four cylindrical bottles has been identified from the 26 fragments found
at Little Chester. This bottle form first appeared in Britain on early post-conquest sites
such as Camulodunum (Harden 1947,306, no. 98c), but was not very common until the
late Neronian period and was particularly prevalent in the Flavian period. They are
frequently found on Flavian military sites, as at Brompton, Shropshire (unpublished),
Newstead, where a nearly complete tall bottle came from a first century pit (Curle l9l l,
271-2, fig. 36), at the legionary fort at Inchtuthil, which was occupied probably from
AD 83-6, where at least six tall bottles were found (Price 1985, 307), and elsewhere.
They also occur at late first-early second century settlements with civilian occupation;
for example, at Blackfriars Street, Carlisle, 187 fragments of cylindrical bottles, including
a fragmentary low, wide bottle, were found mainly in Flavian-Trajanic contexts (Price
1990, MF2 76-7, fig.163, no. 59), and at Fishbourne, although cylindrical bottles were
recorded in all occupation periods, the single largest group came from the periods I and
II construction deposits, dated to AD 43-75 (Harden and Price 1971,363, table II).
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Production appears to have come to an end early in the second century, as cylindrical
bottles are very uncommon after this date.

It is frequently difficult to identify the precise prismatic bottle form from small body
and base fragments. Square bottles, which were the most common prismatic bottle form,
have been noted on early post-conquest sites. They became very common in the late first
century, and continued in use until the late second or early third century. Hexagonal
bottles were also quite common in the late first and second centuries, although they were

never as numerous as square bottles. Rectangular bottles, which were in use in the second

and third quarters of the second century, were never very common but have occasionally
been found in burials.

Prismatic bottles were blown into multi-piece body moulds with raised base designs.

These base marks aided the strength and stability of the bottles and it is possible that
they may also have acted as some form of trade mark. Although a few plain bases are

known, the bases were almost always decorated with concentric circles and other
geometric designs. The most common design consists of two or more concentric circles,
although no. 28 has two straight sides of a hexagonal moulding with an internal central
moulding and a faint central dot inside. It also has a pontil scar in the centre of the base,

indicating that the bottle was held on the pontil, after being removed from the mould,
whilst further work was carried out on the vessel. A very similar base design has only
been noted on a hexagonal bottle from Colchester (Cool and Price 1995, 194 no.2143,
fig.l l.8). Thus, although no base edges or walls survive to indicate the exact bottle form,
it is arguable that no. 28 is the base of a hexagonal bottle.

Mid second und third century vessels

No.l is a small colourless neck and body fragment with an opaque yellow curving trail.
The fragment is too small for the vessel form to be identified precisely, although it is
likely to come from a flask or jug. A variety of trailed decoration is found on a wide

range of later second and third century vessels. It is usually in the form of simple,

unmarvered horizontal or spiral trails, although more complex curved, nipped and
scored ('snake-thread' trails) in the same colour as the body or in contrasting colours
also occur. Most of the vessels decorated with coloured trails are colourless and the
commonest colours used to trail the vessels were blue, yellow and white, although
turquoise was also used. Several forms of jugs and flasks have simple, horizontal trails
wound around the necks and more elaborate curvilinear plain and/or scored trails on the
main body of the vessel and it is likely that no. I comes from one of these forms.

Fragments with 'snake-thread' trails have been found quite frequently on settlement

sites in Britain, although it is often not possible to identify the vessel form from the
surviving pieces. Some of these have been discussed in connection with finds at Whitton,
south Glamorgan (Price 1981, 154-5, no. 8, fig. 66, pl. XVIIB) and Colchester (Cool and
Price 1995, 6l-2, no. 276, fig.4.2). Finds from burials in the Rhineland, especially in the
region around Cologne, indicate that a wide range of vessel forms, including cups, jugs,

stemmed beakers and flasks was decorated in this manner (Fremersdorf 1959 passim).

No. 8 (Fig. 57) is a rim and upper body fragment of a colourless cylindrical cup, with
a fire-rounded rim. These cups (Isings 1957, Form 85) were the most common drinking
vessel of the late second and early third century. They are found in domestic glass
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assemblages throughout the north-western provinces, especially in the Rhineland and in
northern and central Gaul.

The complete cup had a vertical or slightly in-turned or out-turned fire-rounded rim, a
cylindrical upper body, a strong carination, a horizontal lower body and base and either
a tubular pushed-in base ring usually with an inner circular applied trail, or two
concentric trails lorming a characteristic double base ring. There are two forms of this
cup; the undecorated form with a vertical or slightly in-turned rim, as no.8, or the form
whose rim is often out-turned, the base ring trailed and there is a horizontal trail below
the rim and anotherjust above the carination.

Some of the earliest recorded finds in Britain come from Felmongers, Harlow, Essex,
where a rim fragment was found in a pit which contained samian dated to c. AD 160-70
(Price 1987, 192 and 204, no.79, fig. 2) and from Lullingstone villa, Kent where at least
four cups were found in late Antonine contexts (Cool and Price 1987, 112). The form
reached its zenith ofproduction and use in the late second and early third century and,
although it is unclear when these vessels ceased to be made, some examples are known in
burial contexts dated to the second and third quarters of the third century at Brougham,
Cumbria (Cool 1990, 170, fig.l ).

Large numbers of cylindrical cups have been found on many sites throughout England
including York (Harden 1962, 137, H.G.202.6, fi9. 88; Charlesworth 1976a, l6-7, nos
49-51, flg.13; Charlesworth 1978,57, no.279, fig.30; Cool 1995,1574-5, 1654, nos
5983-8,5990-1, fi9.742; Price 1995b,363, nos 5l-4,figJ44), Gloucester (Charlesworth
1914,76, nos 7-9 fig.29 and unpublished), Colchester (Cool and Price 1995,85, nos
465-540, fig.5.12), Brougham, Cumbria (Cool 1990, fig.1, no.l ), Lincoln (unpublished)
and Winterton Villa, Lincolnshire (Charlesworth 1976b,248, nos.l5-20, figs.l33 4 and
unpublished).

The greenish/colourless, ribbed base fragment (Fig. 57.12) comes from a third century
convex cup. This form had a slightly out-turned rim with a fire-rounded edge and a
convex body tapering in to a slightly concave or thick flat base. The cups were decorated
in various ways - with horizontal abraded lines, pinched or tooled decoration, indents
and frequently a combination of motifs including narrow vertical ribs, lugs or small
points. The Little Chester piece has traces of five ribs terminating at the edge of the base,
although it is too small to reveal whether any other decoration was present. There is a
pontil mark on the base indicating where the vessel was held on an iron whilst the rim
was finished and the decoration applied.

These cups were possibly in use by the end of the second century, but they are much
more common in third century contexts. Three examples, one plain, one with abraded
lines, tooled points and ribs and the other with oval indents and tooled lugs, came from
the cemetery dated to the second and third quarters of the third century AD at
Brougham, Cumbria (Cool 1990, nos 2,5 and 6, fig.l). Others have been found at
Verulamium, King Harry Lane, Hertfordshire (Price 1989,42,44 and 48, nos 280 and
284, fig.26), from a burial dated AD 270-300120 at Colchester (Cool and Price 1995,

87-8, nos 543-500a, fig. 5.l4) and from Malton, North Yorkshire (unpublished).
It is difficult to identify the precise vessel form from the surviving base fragment

(no. l3). It is produced in colourless glass with a yellowish tinge and has a concave,
thickened base. Similar bases have been noted on a range of cups, flasks and jugs in the
late second and third centuries AD.
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No. 14 is a small blue/green bowl with an out-turned fire-rounded rim and a convex
side and was probably in use in the late second and third centuries AD. These bowls are

known in colourless, greenish/colourless and blue/green glass and although there are

difficulties in distinguishing the base and body fragments from other vessels, this form
was never very common.

A similar blue/green bowl was found in an early fourth century burial at the Butt Road
cemetery, Colchester, Essex, although the bowl itself was probably earlier (Cool and
Price 1995, 100-1, no. 693, fi5. 6.a). An example with an out-turned rim but with a

higher base ring was found in a cremation at Brougham, Cumbria dated to c. AD 250-70
(Cool 1990, fig.2.7) and another came from a late second century context at the General
Accident Extension Site, York (unpublished).

Window glass

A single fragment of greenish/colourless window glass has been recorded at Little
Chester. Roman window glass was either cast or blown and fragments of these two types
of window are easily distinguishable. The fragment (no. 29) has the distinctive
combination of matt and glossy surfaces, the rounded edge and the uneven thickness
being indicative of a cast window. Cast panes were produced by pouring hot glass onto a
flat surface, with enclosing straight sides to contain the spread of glass (Boon 1966). The
upper surface is glossy and often undulates slightly, particularly towards the borders of
the pane, and the side in contact with the flat surface has a rough grainy appearance. The
rounded edges often have evidence of having been manipulated into shape by pointed
tools. Cast panes were produced in the first-early third centuries and were then replaced
by blown panes which were thinner and more transparent.

The Glass Objects

Five glass beads and a glass counter or gaming piece were found during the excavations.
There are considerable problems associated with the dating of Roman beads, largely
because many bead forms appear to have been in use throughout the Roman period.
Although some beads, such as glass melon beads can be dated to the later first and
second centuries, the majority of Roman bead evidence derives from well-dated late
Roman assemblages. As a result of this, the earliest dates of many bead forms remains
tentative and many forms are seen to be most common in the third and particularly the
fourth centuries (Guido 1978).

No. 30 is a long, dark green cylindrical bead with longitudinal striations which are a
common feature of translucent cylindrical beads. These beads were most commonly
produced in dark green, dark blue and blue/green glass and are relatively common finds
on urban and rural sites throughout Britain. One of the earliest cylindrical beads is a
translucent green example from a deposit dated AD 160-230 at the bath house at
Caerleon (Brewer 1986,149, no. 35, fig. a8). Others are known from a post-AD 275

context at Frocester Court Villa, and from Barnsley Park Villa (Gloucestershire) and on
necklaces from the fourth century cemetery at Lankhills, Winchester (Guido 1978,

207 9).
No. 31 is a dark blue square-sectioned bead. These beads usually belong to the late

third to late fourth centuries in Britain, although a few have been noted in second century
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contexts (Guido 1978,96,212-15,fig.37,6-7). They were usually made in dark blue or
green glass, although blue/green examples are also known. Square-sectioned beads are
sometimes found on fourth century necklaces, as at Lankhills, Winchester (Guido 1979,

299,363, grave 336) and Colliton Park, Dorchester, Dorset (Guido 1978,213).
Segmented beads (nos 32-3) are also most commonly found on fourth century sites,

although earlier examples are known, such as an opaque blue bead from a late first
century context in the legionary bath house at Caerleon (Brewer 1986,148, no.l l, flg. a8 )
and a green bead from a second century context at Usk (Price 1995a , 107 , ll0, no.32,
fig. 31). These beads were also most commonly produced in dark green glass, although
blue and other colours were occasionally used. They were produced from a long tube,
lormed either from a thread wound around a wire, or from a drawn cylinder, which was
pinched whilst hot at several intervals into segments (Guido 1978, 9l-3, 201-4,
fig.37.1-2). Sections, usually of between two and five segments, were broken off as

individual beads, and the ends ofeach bead often show evidence ofthis breakage.
Small globular beads, such as no.34, are extremely difficult to date with any precision,

as they are known in both late Iron Age and Roman contexts (Guido 1978,69-7l, grolp
7) and are found throughout the Roman period on a wide range of sites.

No. 35 (Fig. 57) is a fragment of a large counter or gaming piece. Plano-convex
counters are found on sites of all periods of Roman occupation, although they are most
closely associated with flrst and second century occupation and are particularly common
on military sites. They are most commonly found singly or in small groups on occupation
sites, although at Caerleon 48 counters came from various non-drain contexts in the
legionary fortress baths (Brewer 1986, 155-6, fig. a9C). Sets and large groups of
matching counters are occasionally found, often in burials with rich collections of grave
goods, especially in the late Iron Age and early Roman periods. A set of counters is
known from the Claudian warrior burial at Stanway (Crummy 1992 3,3) and a set of
decorated counters was found with a games board in the fourth century mausoleum at
Lullingstone Villa, Kent (Cool and Price 1987, 139 141, no. 391, fi,g. 57').

Counters were produced by dropping a small blob of hot glass onto a flat surface.
They were most commonly made in very dark glass appearing black and opaque white
glass, although examples in other colours, such as translucent and opaque blue, yellow/
brown, purple, blue/green and opaque yellow, are also known. No. 35 is poorly made in
opaque pale yellow glass and has large opaque yellow inclusions and many bubbles.
Counters are usually 10 20mm in diameter, and therefore the counter from Littlechester
with a diameter of 30mm is an extremely large example, and is comparable with the
largest counters known from Roman Britain, including an opaque white counter with a
diameter of 30mm from Lincoln (unpublished).

Catalogue

Abbreviations:
RD: rim diameter. RT: rim thickness. PH: present height. WT: wall thickness. L: length.
Dims: dimensions. Diam: diameter. All measurements in millimetres.
Note: zero prefixes to catalogue numbers are to be omitted for reference purposes.
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Polychrome

00r LC (303) GL82
Neck and body fragment, ?flask/jug. Colourless with opaque yellow trail. Cylindrical
neck, expanding out. One unmarvered horizontal trail at base of neck. Many small
bubbles.
Dims: 12 x 12. WT:0.5-1.

Dark blue

002LC (1744) GL4t
Three body fragments, ?conical jug. Straight side expanding out. Two fragments with
narrow vertical ribs. Light iridescence.
Dims (of largest fragment): 28 x 26.WT:2.

003 LC (108) GLIT
Body fragment. Semi-opaque. Slightly convex, thick-walled. Heavily scratched. Some
small bubbles.
Dims:38 x23.WT:4.

003a LC (96) GLl9
Body fragment. Convex. Heavy iridescence.
Dims: 16 x 19. WT:2.

Yellowlbrown

004 LC (419) GL39
Neck fragment, jug/flask. Dark yellow/brown. Cylindrical neck, tapering out to rim
(missing). Scratches on outer surface.
PH:20. WT:2.5-3.5.

005 LC (s6)GL67
Body fragment, ?conical jug/bowl. Straight sided. Bubbly
Dims: l8 x 19. WT:2.

Yellowlgreen

006 LC (84)GL42
Body fragment. Pale yellow/green. Convex. Strain cracks. Small bubbles.
Dims:29 x 7. WT: 1.5.

Pale green

007 LC ( 136) GLl2
Three fragments (two joining), globular jugljar. Convex side. Two vertical narrow ribs
Heavy iridescence.
Dims (of largest fragment):25 x 33. WT: 0.5-1.5.

007aLC (69) GL54
Body fragment, globular jugljar. Convex side. Vertical rib. Heavy flaking iridescence.
Dims: l3 x 18. WT:0.5.
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Colourless

008 LC (3r4) GLTs (Fie. 57.8)
Rim fragment, cylindrical cup. Colourless. Vertical fire-rounded rim. Straight-sided
upper body. Few small bubbles. Dull weathering. Strain crack.
PH:31 RD:c. 80. WT: 1.5-3.

00e LC (96) GL44 (Fig. s7.e)
Body fragment, cup. Straight side, expanding out slightly at top. Three wheel-cut lines

on upper body with bands of abrasion above and below, single wheel-cut line lower
down body with abrasion above and below. Dulled surfaces.

PH:47.WT: l-1.5.

010 LC (169) GL24
Eighteen fragments, six joining in three groups, ?cylindrical cup. Straight side and curved
change of angle. Two bands of three close-set wheel-cut lines. Many strain cracks,
affected by heat.
Dims (of largest fragment):20 x 13. WT: 1.5.

011 LC (68) GL2l
Body fragment, cup. Straight side, expanding out slightly in lower body of fragment.
Two close-set wheel-cut lines on lower body of fragment.
Dims: 14 x 25. WT: L

01la LC (202) GL63
Body fragment, ?cup. Straight side. Dulled surfaces.

01lb LC (403) GL78
Three body fragments (two joining), ?cup/beaker. Straight side. Some small bubbles.
Affected by heat.

0l lc LC (219)GL70
Body fragment, slightly convex.

012 LC (223) GL29 ( Fig. s7. I 2)
Base fragment, ?cup. Colourless with a greenish tinge. Convex wide lower body, small
slightly concave base. Traces of five vertical ribs terminating at edge of base. Pontil scar.

Light iridescence. Scratches on exterior surface and base edge slightly worn.
PH:7.5. BD:c.26. WT: l-2.

013 LC (4s) GL68
Base fragment, ?cup/flask/jug. Colourless with yellowish tinge. Concave, thickened base.

Base edge worn. Light iridescence.
PH: 6. WT: l-2.

Bluelgreen

0t4LC (300) GL80
Rim and upper body fragment, small bowl. Out-turned rim, edge fire-rounded; convex
side. Small bubbles. Rim edge worn. Strain cracks.
PH: 15. RD:90. WT: 1.5.
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015 LC ( l7s) GLls (Fig. s7.1s)
Rim fragment, bowl. Vertical wide tubular rim, edge bent out and down. Lightly
scratched. Some small bubbles.
PH: 15. RD:c.160. WT:2.

0l5a LC (ll3)GL22
Body fragment, ?bowl. Convex body, expanding out slightly to rim (missing). Scratched.
Light iridescence.
PH:30. WT: 1.

016 LC (401) GL73
Rim, neck and handle fragment, jug. Horizontal folded rim, edge bent out, up, in and
flattened. Cylindrical neck. Trace of upper handle attachment with small return trail on
rim. Dark impurities in rim. Light iridescence. Some bubbles, elongated in neck.
PH: l9 RD:40. ND (internal): 15. WT:4.

017 LC(410)GL79
Rim and neck fragment, jug. Horizontal rim, edge bent out, up, in and flattened.
Cylindrical neck. Handle scar and return trail on neck and rim edge. Light iridescence.
PH: 10. RD: 34. ND (internal):20. WT:2.5.

018 LC (96) GL45
Neck and handle fragment, jug/bottle. Narrow cylindrical neck expanding out to upper
body. Folded ribbon handle attachment on neck. Heat distorted.
PH: 31. ND (internal):20-30. WT:4.

019 LC (40) GL66
Handle fragment, jug. Pale blue/green. Upper section of angular ribbon handle and
folded handle attachment on cylindrical neck. Horizontal tooling marks on handle. Red/
brown solid impurity. Strain cracks. Light iridescence.
Dims:44 x 34. WT:4-6.

020LC(69)GL20
Body fragment, globular jtgljar. Convex side. Two vertical ribs. Some small bubbles.
Light iridescence.
Dims:29 x 17. WT: l.

020aLC (l2l) GL69
Body fragment, globular jugljar. Pale blue/green. Convex side. One vertical trail.

020b LC ( r7r ) GL48
Two body fragments, ?jug/flask. Convex. Bubbly.

020cLC (84) GL47
Two body fragments, ?jug/flask. Convex. Very bubbly. Yellow/brown impurity. Light
iridescence.
Also 14 blue/green body fragments

020d LC (43) GL9 - convex lower body fragment, bubbly

020e LC ( 136) GLl2 - convex
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020f LC (97) GL58 - convex

0209 LC (222) GL60 - straight side tapering out, very bubbly

020h LC (303) GL83 -4 fragments, 3 joining, convex

020i LC (219) GL70 - convex, very bubbly

020j LC (l2l) GL69 
-2fragments, 

convex, very bubbly

020k LC (409) GL8l - convex

020lLC (104) GL55 
-convex

020m LC (407) GL77

o2tLC (16) GL4
Base fragment, cup/bowl. Out-splayed tubular pushed-in base ring, flat base

PH:6,BD:70. WT: 1.5.

Bluel green bottles

Rims, necks, shoulders and handles

022LC (lOs) GL23 (Fig. s7.22)
Rim and neck fragment, bottle. Horizontal rim, edge bent out, up and in. Wide
cylindrical neck. Small return trail from handle attachment on rim edge. Very bubbly.
Yellow/brown impurity. Strain cracks. Light scratching on internal and external surfaces

ofneck.
PH:22. RD: 92. Internal ND: 52. WT: 4.

023LC (40) GL66
Rim and neck fragment, bottle. Horizontal folded rim, edge bent out, up, in and
flattened. Cylindrical neck. Many small bubbles, strain cracks. Affected by heat.
PH: 16. RD:70.Internal ND:28.

024LC (228) GLso
Neck and shoulder fragment, bottle. Cylindrical neck, part of straight horizontal
shoulder. Light iridescence.

PH:4. WT:3.

024aLC (174A) GL4l - shoulder fragment

024b LC (97) GL57 - shoulder fragment? bottle. Pale greenish/colourless. Light
iridescence.

02s LC (23) G53 (Fis. s7.2s)
Handle fragment, bottle. Lower part of broad ribbon handle with vertical reeding. Parts
of at least eight shallow vertical ribs. Strain cracks, light iridescence. Heat distorted.
Dims:25 x27.WT:4-11.

Cylindrical bottles

026LC(fi4)GL49
Two shoulder and upper body fragments. Many vertical scratches. Light iridescence.
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24 cylindrical bottle body fragments:

026bLC (174A) GL4l - 20 fragments, many vertical scratches

026cLC (136) GLs6

026dLC (105) GL59 - heavy vertical scratching

026eLC (96) GL33 -lightly scratched

026f LC (17 4) GIA9 - pale blue/green

Prismatic bottles

027 LC(222)GL26- Ditch
Shoulder and upper body fragment. Scratched. Light iridescence.

027aLC (40) GL66 - shoulder and parts of two straight sides
Also l0 body fragments:

027bLC (40) GL66-pale green

027cLC (400) GLl2 - bubbly, lightly scratched, flaking iridescence

027d,LC (84) GL47 - heavily scratched

027eLC (219) GL70 - pale green, scratched, parts of two straight sides

027f LC(219)GL70

027gLC (304) GL76 - parts of three straight sides, yello{brown impurity

027hLC (84) GL34

027i LC ( I 38 ) G52 - heavily scratched, strain cracks

027jLC (401) GL74 - strain cracks

027kLC (303) GL83 - greenish/colourless

028 LC (2tt)GL62
Base fragment. Base design shows parts of two straight sides of hexagonal moulding with
internal circular moulding and faint central dot inside. Pontil scar. Strain cracks.
Dims:42 x 29. WT:3-9.

ll'indow fragments
Cast, greenish/colourless

029 LC (9) GL35 - edge fragment, tooling marks

Meltedfragments

029aLC (419) GL40 l7 (Glass under femur)
Blue/green melted body fragment

029b LC (174A^) GL4l - 3 fragments, 2 blue/green, I pale green
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Objects

030 LC U/S GLr4
Long cylindrical bead. Dark green. Chipped at one end. Horizontal striations.
L: I l. Diam:4.

031 LC (6s) GLl6
Complete square-sectioned bead. Dark blue. Tapering at one end.

L:7. Dims:3 x 3.

032LC(219)GL3r
Fragment, segmented bead. Dark green. Parts of three segments. Heavy iridescence.

L:5. Diam:4.

033 LC (55) GL8
Fragment, segmented bead. Turquoise. Parts of two segments.
L:6. Diam:3.

034 LC (31s) GL32
Fragment, c. 50oh, small globular bead. Dark blue. Scratched.
L:6. Diam:6.

035 LC (241)GL2s (Fig. s7.3s)
Fragment, c. 60oh, large plano-convex counter. Opaque pale yellow with large opaque
yellow inclusions. IJneven, pitted lower surface, very bubbly with strain cracks. Possibly
affected by heat.
PH:9.5. Diam:30.

ANGLO-SAXON AND MEDIEVAL POTTERY (Figs 58-60)
by Glyn Coppack

Excavation recovered eight groups of late Saxon and medieval pottery, ranging in date
from the late ninth or early tenth century to the early years of the fourteenth century.
This material considerably extends the range of medieval pottery known from Derby
(Hall and Coppack 1972; Coppack 1980, 232-89), and indicates substantial late Saxon
and medieval occupation in the vicinity of the south-east corner of the Roman fort of
Derventio at Little Chester.

The pottery fabrics recorded (using the type series established for Derby at Full Street:

Coppack 197 2, 44-47 ) were:

Derby Brown Sandy Ware

A hard, sand-tempered, brown-grey fabric, usually with a pale grey core.

Thetfurd-type Ware

A hard, flnely sand-tempered, grey to dark grey fabric with surfaces slightly darker than
the core.

Torksey Ware

A hard to very hard dark grey to black, sand-tempered fabric, typically with grey/brown
margins and a red/brown core.
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Linco ln S he ll- temp er e d War e

A soft, fairly smooth fabric, which can be either oxidised or reduced, tempered with
finely crushed oyster and mussel shell, and occasionally with a little quartz as well.
Colour varies greatly, from black, through grey to brown and even pale orange. The core
is always reduced. Vessels are invariably coil-made and wheel finished.

Lincoln Harsh Shell-tempered Ware

A fairly hard, slightly sand textured shell-filled fabric, similar to, but recognisably
different from, Lincoln shell-tempered ware. Surface colours vary from grey, through
buff, to reddish orange, and the core is normally dark grey. All vessels seem to be hand-
made and wheel finished, often smoothed with a rag which drags out the surface shell-
tempering.

N o t tingham S he I l-t emp er e d War e

A harsh, shell-filled fabric, normally brown-buff in colour, and often with a grey core.
Often, the surfaces have lost their exposed tempering that is clearly of fossil shell. The
texture of this ware indicates a small quantity of fine sand tempering. All vessels are
hand-made, with knife trimming and wiping on the outer surface.

Stamford+ype Ware

A hard, fine, smooth ware ranging in colour from white to pale grey, often with a dark
grey core and a 'metallic' sheen to the surfaces. Some vessels have a watery yellow or
yellow/green glaze.

Derby Splashed Ware

A hard, slightly gritty, pale orange ware, olten with red-orange surfaces and a dark grey
core. It is distinguished by its lorm of glazing, isolated splashes of yellow/green glaze.

N o t t ingham S p las he d War e

A hard, finely sand-tempered pale orange to red/brown fabric that is usually fully
oxidised. The splash-glazing is virtually colourless on early vessels, giving way to a bright
green copper-stained glaze in the later twelfth century, and a greenish brown glaze inlate
examples.

Lincoln Splashed Ware

A finely sand-tempered pale orange to orange/buff fabric, often with a grey core and
occasionally reduced inner surface. Early splashed glazes tend to be yellowish green in
colour, with darker greens towards the end ofthe sequence.

Derby Grey Gritty Ware

A hard, reduced gritty fabric tempered with coarse quartzose sand, usually dark grey in
colour.

Burley l{ill-type Ware

A hard, sand-tempered, orange/red fabric. Early vessels tend to be fully oxidised but
later vessels frequently have a dark grey core and even inner surface. Onjugs, the glaze
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varies from apple green, through a drab olive green, to brown; on cooking pots and

bowls a yellowish green glaze is common. This fabric was produced in kilns at Burley
Hill and Allestree outside Derby.

Nottingham Off-white Sandy Ware

A heavily sand-tempered fabric, ranging in colour from a pale grey/white to a dirty off-
white, usually with a pale grey core. Vessels have a lustrous dark olive green glaze.

Unless otherwise stated, all fabrics are wheel-thrown.

Group One (Fig. 58)

Found in soil on the berm sealed by the rubble platform outside the south-east corner of
the fort LC(42b).
1. Base of a Derby brown sandy ware cookitg pot with heavy knife trimming of the

basal angle.
2. Cooking pot rim in Thetfurd-type ware.

3. (Not illustrated) Body sherd of a cooking pot in an unidentified limestone tempered
ware.

The likely date of this deposit, which must date the construction of the rubble platform,
is either at the very end ofthe ninth century or early in the tenth century.

Group Two (Fig. 58)

Found in the dark soil filling of Ditch 3 LC (56), LC (63), and LC (250).
4. Cooking pot rim in Torksey ware.
5. Inturned bowl rim in Lincoln shell-tempered ware.
6. Rouletted bowl rim fragment in Lincoln shell-tempered ware.
7. (Not illustrated) Cooking pot base in Lincoln shell-tempered ware.
8. Annular loom weight.
The likely date for this group lies in the early tenth century, suggesting that it is closely
contemporary with Group One.

Group Three (Figs 58 and 59)

Found in dark soil on the berm not sealed by the rubble platform but otherwise

undistinguishable from the context of Group One LC (17),LC (18), LC (24) andLC
(42).
9. Cooking pot rim in Lincoln shell-temperedware.
10. (Not illustrated) Inturned spouted bowl in Lincoln shell-tempered ware.

I l. Bowl rim in Lincoln shell-tempered ware.

12. Cooking pot rim in Nottingham shell-temperedware.
13. Cooking pot rim in Nottingham shell-tempered ware.

14. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type wqre.
15. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.

16. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.

17. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.

18. Cooking pot rim and lower vessel wall in Stamford-type ware.

19. Bowl rim in Stamford-type wqre.

20. Bowl rim in Stamford-type wqre.
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21. Cooking pot rim in Derby grey gritty ware.
22. Cooking pot rim in Derby grey gritty ware.
23. (Not illustrated) Jug rimin Derby splashed ware.
24. Cooking pot rim in Derby splashed ware.
25. Bowl rim in Nottingham splashedware.
26. Cooking pot rim in Burley Hill-type ware.
27. (Not illustrated) Cooking pot rim in Burley Hill-type ware.
28. (Not illustrated) Cooking pot rim in Burley Hill-type ware.
29. Annular loom weight.
The date range of this group begins in the tenth century with the Lincoln shell-tempered
vessels, which are heavily abraded, and the loom weight which is in an identical fabric to
that in Group Two. The Nottingham shell-tempered and Stamford-type vessels, however,
show a progression through the later eleventh and early twelfth centuries which continues
into the late twelfth century with the Derby and Nottingham splashed ware vessels. Even
more developed are the Burley Hill-type vessels which can hardly predate the early
thirteenth century. Generally, this deposit appears to have been built up slowly through
time, though the earliest pottery within it is roughly contemporary with Groups One and
Two.

Group Four (Not illustrated)

Recovered from the dark soil fill LC (72) and LC (77) of Ditch 5 to the south of the
rubble platform.
30. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.
31. Rim of a yellow glazed pitcher in Stamford-type ware.
32. Cooking pot rim in Derby grey gritty ware.
This small group of no more than five vessels (there are body sherds from two further
Stamford-type vessels) appears to date from the late eleventh to early twelfth century,
overlapping with the middle range of pottery in Group Three above. This is hardly
surprising as Ditch 5 bounds the area that produced Group Three.

Group Five (Figs 59 and 60)

Recovered from the fill of latrine pit LC (315) on the site of the Roman colonnaded
building.
33. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.
34. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.
35. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.
36. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.
37. Cooking pot base in Stamford-type ware.
38. Bowl rim in Stamford-type ware.
39. Lower body sherd from a yellow-glazed pitcher in Stamford-type ware.
40. Cooking pot rim in Lincoln harsh shell-tempered ware. A further eleven sherds from

the lower body ofthis vessel were also recovered.
41. (Not illustrated) Three sherds from a jug in Lincoln splashed ware.
This group contains a range of vessels that can all be paralleled in contexts of the flrst
half of the twelfth century.
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Group Six (Fig. 60)

Recovered from a metalled surface LC (209) above Ditch 4, a lens of dark soilLC (224)
below it in the upper filling of the ditch, and occupation LC (201) on the surface of the
metalling.
42. Jug rim in Derby splashed ware, not glazed in this instance.
43. Jug rim in Nottingham splashed ware.
44. Bowl rim in Derby grey gritty ware.
45. Cooking pot rim in Burley Hill-type ware.
46. Cooking pot rim in Burley Hill-type ware.
47. Pancheon rimin Burley Hill-type ware.
48. Pancheon rimin Burley Hill-type ware.
49. (Not illustrated) Base of a baluster jugin Burley Hill-type ware.
The Derby and Nottingham splashed wares would indicate a date in the first quarter of
the thirteenth century, a date consistent with the Burley Hill-type vessels.

Group Seven (Fig. 60)

This group (? which also produced post-medieval and modern sherds?) comes from the
filling of a trench LC ( I 30 ) on the east side of the rubble platform.
50. Cooking pot rim in oxidised Torksey-type ware.
51. Cooking pot rim in Stamford-type ware.
52. Neck sherd from a jug in Nottingham off-white sandy ware.
53. (Not illustrated) Lower wall sherd from a cooking pot in an unidentified coiled

dark grey/black sandy ware.
The only vessel that can be used to date this deposit is 52, in a fabric which has a currency
throughout the second and third quarters of the thirteenth century in Nottingham.

Group Eight (Fig.60)

This group was recovered from rough metalling LC(58) on the berm between Ditches 2a
and 3, and from the dark spoil LC(144) below the metalling.
54. Inturned rim of a bowl in Torksey ware.
55. (Not illustrated) Body sherd with rouletting from the shoulder of a cooking pot in

Lincoln shell-tempered ware.
56. Cooking pot rim in Derby grey gritty ware.
57. Rim and upper handle attachment from a jug in Burley Hill-type ware.
Vessels 54 and 55 must be residual, dating from the late tenth or eleventh century. Both
the cooking pot in Derby grey gritty ware and the Burley Hill-type jug are in forms with
a currency in the late thirteenth century.

Discussion

The late Saxon and medieval pottery from Little Chester is an important addition to the
ceramic profile of the Derby area. In particular, the material discussed here extends
substantially the range of tenth and eleventh century material which was barely
represented in the Full Street assemblage, and it provides a link with the reasonably well
dated late Saxon pottery industry of Lincoln.

Groups One and Two, with the earliest material in Group Three, comprise unexcep-
tional collections of late Saxon pottery which might be found almost anywhere in the
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northern-eastern East Midlands or as far north as York represented by the local late
Saxon fabric, Lincoln shell-tempered ware, Torksey ware, and Thetford ware. Derby lies
well to the west of the normal distribution ol the non-local fabrics, and their occurrence
here is perhaps a little surprising. The importance lies in the closed nature of Groups One
and Two and the significance of their context and date. The Lincoln shell-tempered ware
is 'early' in the series as defined at Lincoln and at Goltho ( Beresford 1987 , 137 , figs I 3 I
and 132). Significantly, the early Lincoln shell-tempered wares from Goltho were
stratified below the first phase of the 'manorial'complex which was originally dated too
early by the excavator but which can hardly be later than the early tenth centtry Qters.
comm. Jane Young). Thus the context is early Danelaw, the most likely context for the
development of both the Lincoln and Torksey industries. Though the groups are small
and from a limited part of the site, they remain the best evidence for the reuse of Little
Chester at this period. They also provide the first secure context for dating Derby brown
sandy ware.

The next secure group, Group Five, is roughly contemporary with Groups 3 and 4 at
Full Street, with the same range of Stamford-type ware. Again, dating is supported by
the inclusion of Lincoln products, of which the most important are the three sherds from
a Lincoln splashed ware jug. Lincoln splashed ware jugs do not appear until the
beginning of the twelfth century and are found in deposits immediately sealed by the
ringwork castle at Goltho and probably contemporary with its building (Beresford 1987,
154-158 and 167). The earliest splashed ware jugs in Lincoln are, in fact, Nottingham
products Qters. comm. Jane Young), and it is perhaps surprising that early Nottingham
products that were widely traded do not appear in this group. Nor do the Derby orange
or grey gritty wares or Derby splashed ware which at their earliest are indicators of early
twelfth century date at Full Street (Hall and Coppack 1972,72_74). perhaps the heavy
preponderance of Stamford-type ware with two Lincoln vessels is more indicative of
status than date.

The pottery lrom Group Six (and including the later material in Group Three), is
generally indistinguishable from the series defined at Full Street and extends the range of
forms found there. Ranging throughout the thirteenth century, what is significant is that
there is no material post-dating the final quarter of the century. Predominant are Derby
grey gritty ware, which last occurred tnpit26 at Full Street, and Burley Hill ware, though
without the plastic decoration that is typical of the final quarter of the century. Imported
vessels are rare: a single Nottingham splashed ware jug in Group Six, and a jug in
Nottingham off-white sandy ware in Group Seven which conveniently bracket the date
range of the latest groups. As at Full Street, it is the Burley Hill-type wares that dominate,
with only two vessels in Derby grey gritty ware, and a single jug in Derby splashed ware.
The later material in Group Three that must be contemporary simply confirms this.
There is a distinct difference between the regional flavour of the early groups and the
local nature of the thirteenth century deposits which cannot be simply explained by the
development of local industries. There is also a distinct lack of obviously late twelfth
century material from the site which must suggest a break in occupation and possibly a
subsequent change in status.
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THE COPPER ALLOY OBJECTS (Figs 6l-63)
by Michael Dawson

With additional notes and identifications by Christopher Sparey-Green and

comments on the enamelled stud by Justine Bayley. The note on the ingot was

provided by Ian Riddler.

This report covers all finds ofcopper alloy other than the brooches for which an updated

report is provided below and the finds from the Anglo-Saxon cemetery, Period 6,

reported above.

Romqn Periods l-5
1. Fragmentary hairpin, the terminal with spool, bead, spool and pyramid decoration.

LC (100) Ae22, Period 1.2.

2. Object with diamond and spatulate terminal. This pin is comparable to examples

with lozenge-shaped heads of Anglo-Scandinavian type (Rogers 1993, 1363, no.

5371_2).It was not securely stratified, deriving from the surface of late Roman

metalling.
LC (41I ) Ae 86, Period 4.2.

3. Bronze pin or rod with ring-shaped terminal containing fragment of ring.

LC (165) Ae 18, Period 2.

4. Pin fragment, the end grooved.

LC(97) Ae26, Period 1.2.

5. Rod fragment, similar to No. 4 but larger.

LC (70) Ae 36, Period 3.

6. Pin fragment.
LC (174) Ae 12, Period l.l. (not illustrated).

7. Finely made 'dumb-bell' shaped object with a single grooved moulding at the

narrow end. Although apparently complete it is possible that this is the terminal of
a longer shaft which has snapped at the grooved moulding.
LC (80) Ae37, Period 3.

8. Terminal: perhaps part of apron mount. (c/ Webster 1982, fi5. 39.129).

LC (69) Ae2l, Period 1.3.

9. Scabbard mount.
LC (226) Ae 47, Period 5.2.

10. Remains of seven small undecorated rivets, of which two are illustrated. Each stud

has a raised central boss and a small angular flange around the edge. (c/ Cunliffe
1971,fig.46.109).
LC(174) Ae12, Period 1.1.

ll. Bronze enamelled stud, the centre having traces of white enamel, the outer, and

probably also the middle, band containing alternating blocks of yellow and blue.

Similar studs are usually considered to be either decorative flttings on lorica
segmentata or military helmets (cl Robertson 1975,fig.37 .6).

LC(253) Ae 56, Period4.l.
12. Pear-shaped stud.

LC (258) Ae 49, Period 4.1.
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13. Undecorated stud.
LC (412) 4e77, Period 5.1.

14. Undecorated stud, with two rivets for attachment and probably of military origin.
LC (68) Ae 30, Period 3.

15. Stud fragments.
LC (67) 4e27, Period 4.1 (not illustrated).

16. Badly distorted remains of circular mount.
LC (68) Ae 32, Period 3.

17. Circular mount, with vertical wall, the base pierced by at least one perforation.
Possibly the lower part of a seal box. Traces of textile remain, perhaps from the
thread.
LC (162) Ae 16, Period I . I .

18. Undecorated flat disc. 53mm diam.
LC (401) Ae 43, Period 5.1.

19. Indented finger ring (c/ Dawson 1985, l4l, no. 16, although there the indentations
are more regular and on the edges ofthe hoop rather than the face).
LC (222) Ae 39, Period 5.1.

20. Bead or decorative suspension ring.
LC (85) Ae20, Period 3.

21. Key ring - these are a familiar class of find on Roman sites (c/ Crummy 1983,
fig.89 2164.2165.2169 and Wilson 1968, pl.xlv 198).
LC (244) Ae 54, Period 4.2.

22. Small hook, probably from box or casket.
LC (67) Ae 35, Period 4. I (not illustrated).

23. Plate fragment.
LC (401 ) Ae 90, Period 5.1.

24. Pyramidal stud, with yellow enamel set in flat top.
LC (69) 4e28, Period 1.3 (not illustrated).

Post-Roman Periods 6-8 Contexts

The following objects may be either unstratifled and derived lrom Roman levels or
contemporary post-Roman. The most significant amongst the latter is no. 25 which is
certainly an ingot of late pre-conquest type. They are catalogued in the approximate
order ofthe context date.

Later Anglo- Saxon Occupation

25. Small ingot. This copper alloy ingot corresponds in size with the mould described
below (Stone Object 29). Similar ingots are known from Viking period contexts in
northern Europe, as at Birka and Lund (for example Martensson 1976,fi9. 139;
Graham-Campbell 1980, nos 430-l ).
LC (94) 4e29, Period 7-8.

26. Undecorated tweezers, only one arm intact. (cf. Yiner 1982, fi5.26.25).
LC(79) Ae 87, Period 7-8.

21 . Plate fragment, with two perforations. Possibly part of a buckle.
LC (63) Ae 88, Period 7.
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28. Small ring, 8mm diam. circular section lmm diam. such fittings have a wide range
of uses from bucket mounts ( Robertson 197 5, fi9. 34.3) to scabbard suspensions.

LC ( l8) Ae 4, Period 8 (not illustrated).
29. Flat disc, 36mm diam.

LC ( 18) Ae 10, Period 8.
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30. Bronze tube fragment.
LC (18) Ae 11, Period 8.

31. Post-medieval dress-making pin. Now bent; 32mm long.
LC (201) 4e42, Period 8.

Post-Medieval Period 9 Contexts

32. Strip fragment.
LC (8) Ae 3, Period 9.

33. Fragment of disc with raised edge.

LC (8) Ae 5, Period 9 (not illustrated)
34. Tubular lace-end.

LC (9) Ae 2, Period 9.

THE ROMAN BROOCHES
by Donald Mackreth

These brooches were first published with those from the North-West Sector and other
sites (Mackreth 1985). The relevant pages and figures are given below and the
opportunity is taken to give any new evidence which has come to the writer's notice since
then. All are made from a copper alloy.

Co lche s ter Deriv ative s

I . ( Mackreth 1985, 294, fig. 129.36)
In addition to the two from Colchester dated AD 49-61 (Hawkes andHull1947,
32l,plate96,l20-l), and ignoring those which must have been residual in contexts
dating after AD 175,we have 45-60 (Woods and Hastings 1984, 108, fig. 10.1.5),
before AD 75 (Campion 1938, nos 4 5),late first-early second century (French
7994, 133-4, fig.72.7), c. 100 (Lambrick 1980, 60, fig. 12.3 ). The conclusion is that
this variety is unlikely to have lasted much beyond AD 70 75.LC (105) Ae 19,

Phase 1.1.

2. (Mackreth 1985,287,fig. 126.18)
This brooch seems to be in its correct horizon on this site. LC (175) Ae 17 Phase
1.2.

3. (Mackreth 1985,299,fig. 130.43)
In the twenty years since the writing of the original report the dating for this variety
has improved: Newstead, AD 80 c. 200 (Curle l9l l, plate 88, 12, l6); Exeter, late
first century (Holbrook and Bidwell 1991,240, fig. 103.35); Chichester, late
first-early second century (Down and Rule 1971, 81, fig. 5.14, 302e); Prestatyn,
AD 90 135140 (Blockley 1989, 98, fie.40.24); Castleford dated AD 100 250 (Cool
and Philo 1998, 55, not illustrated); Castleford, AD 100-400 (ibid.,55,fig.16.125);
Leicester, AD 130 225? (Clay and Mellor 1985, 69, fig. 38.7); Mumrills, AD 140 c.

163 (MacDonald and Curle 7929,555, fig.I15.7); Cappuck, AD 140 c. 200
(Stevenson and Miller 1912, fig.ll .2); Derby, ?mid second century (Brassington
1980, 18, fig. 8c); Leicester, mid second-early third century (Connor and Buckley
7999,253,fig.120.29); Carlisle, AD 150-190 (McCarthy 1990, 113, fig. 103.26);
Carlisle, late second-early third century (ibid.,113, fig. 103.24); Castleford, after
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AD 190 (Cool and Philo 1998, 55, not illustrated); South Shields, AD 205-c. 230

(Bidwell and Speak 1994, 179, fig.l.2,7); Leicester, early third century (Kenyon
1948,252, fig. 82.8); Old Winteringham, third or fourth century (Stead 1976,198,
fig. 100.120); Carlisle, late third-early fourth century (McCarthy 1990, l13,
fig. 103.23); Carlisle, late third-midllare fourth century (ibid., ll3 fig. 103.25);
Caernarvon, late third-midllate fourth century (Casey and Davies 1993, 168,

fig. 10.2,21); Old Winteringham, after AD 320 (Stead 1976,201, fig. 102.33);
Wroxeter, fourth century or later (Ellis 2000, 155, fig. 4.35,34).
None appears to be mid first century, none need be first century at all. There is also,
considering the quantity of dating, a fall offin the fourth century which may mean
that scarcely any were being made by then. LC (69), Ae 9l Phase 1.3.

4. (Mackreth 1985,285, flg. 125.16)
The dating here adds little to what is known. LC ( l3l ) Ae 25, Period 3.

5. (Mackreth 1985,283, fi5.124.7)
This adds nothing to the known date-range. LC (67) Ae 33, Phase 4.1.

6. (Mackreth 1985,297,flg. 129.42)
The only significant dating to come to the writer's notice since 1985 when the
brooch was originally published is: Manchester, c. 160 into the early third century
(Bryant et al. 1986,65, fig.5.5. 3102); Wierden with pottery of the second half of
the second century and the third (van Es and Verlinde 1977, 80, fig. 28.28);
Hockwold cum Wilton, the late second century into, possibly, the late fourth
(Gurney 1986,64, fie. 40.8); Esch, two examples, AD 200-250, but possibly AD
225-250 (van den Hurk 1977, 108, fig. 25-6, plate 4.3); late third and fourth
century (Pryor et al. 1985,164, fig. I I 1.6).

Brooches like this should not date much after the late third century as it seems that
the form was reserved for emperors, one of the most famous representations being
Justinian in the mosaics in San Vitale at Ravenna. LC (219) Ae 44,Phase 4.2.

7. (Mackreth 1985,291,fig. 128.30)
There is nothing significant to add to what was published in 1985. LC (305) Ae 45

Phase 4.2.
8. (Mackreth 1985,287,fie. 125.17)

Nothing particularly new has emerged concerning the dating of this type. LC (62)
Ae 34, Phase 7/8.

THE IRONWORK (Figs 64-66)
by Michael Dawson

Introduction

The iron work comprises a range of finds of a non-military character, but including items
derived from the fittings of buildings, vehicles and harness. There is one stylus from the
late Roman levels. One curved-back knife (no. 8) derived from the early Roman levels

while the straight-backed knife (no. 39) came from the lower fill of Ditch 3 dating to the
early post-Roman period. The larger knife (no.38) might be of similar date, but was

unstratified. There are four latch lifters or keys and the spring from a barrel padlock (nos
3, 4, 6 and 36). The fragment of a bridle (no. 37) derives from Roman levels while the
possible linch pin (no. 29) was stratified in an early medieval pit. The only item of
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agricultural equipment, the sickle or hook derived from disturbed levels and cannot be
closely dated. The spur (no. 37) was not stratified while the patten derived from the pre-
railway ground surface and was probably of post-medieval and possibly nineteenth
century date.

Roman deposits, Periods 1-5

l. Inlaid point, perhaps a dropper for unguents or the rounded terminal of a probe
(cf. Fox 1972,95,5 for the probe form). However, Justine Bayley of the Ancient
Monuments Laboratory reports the presence of wood in the broken end and
grooves from lost inlay round the base ofthe rounded head.
LC (222) Fe 95, Period 5.1.

2. Stylus, with spatulate head and metal inlay, 6.5mm short of the point. The inlay,
which takes the form of five rings around the point, is the only decoration and is
found on the stylus where it broadens slightly to provide a grip for the writer.
Justine Bayley reports the presence of copper and zinc and the inlay can thus be
identified as brass. For similar styli see Henderson 1949,153,304-16 and pl. LIX;
West with Plouviez 1976,82,fig.39.21, but without the inlay. One gold inlaid stylus
was found at Scole (Rogerson 1917,142,fig.61 .7, and another, no. 6, which was
presumably inlaid but the inlay is now lost).
LC (260) Fe 24,Period 4.2.

3. Key for simple lever lock, the blade having teeth to engage more than one lever or
avoid protective wards.
B 4650 (219) Fe ll4,Period 4.2.

4. Tumbler lock lift key, with two teeth. (cf. Manning1974,164, fig. 7l no. 388.390).
LC (325) Fe 25, Period 5.2.

5. Iron split loop, probably used as suspension loops from ceilings or part of door
hinges.

LC(223) Fe 108, Period 5.1.
6. Tapering rectangular bar, the end turned at right angles and pierced for use as key

for barrel lock.
LC (222) Fe 79, Period 5.1.

7. Short heavy square section bar upon which is set a stem ending in a loop. Perhaps
part of the linkage on a horse bit. (cf. Ulbert 1959, taf . 27.25 - 'Teil einer
Pferdetranse').
LC (221) Fe 100 Period 4.2

8. Iron knife.
LC ( 104) Fe 89, Period 1.2.

9. Two right-angled fittings.
LC ( 145) Fe 92, Period 1.4 (not illustrated).

10. Bar, square section. 67mm L, 8 x 8 mm.
LC (136) Fe 94, Period 1.3 (not illustrated).

I l. Round section bar with flattened end into which a suspension hole has been driven.
LC ( 165) Fe 59, Period 2 (not illustrated).

12. Angled staple of a drop hinge.
LC (84), Period 1.4 (not illustrated).

261
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13. Twenty hobnails, presumably from a single shoe sole, not surviving.
LC ( 103), Period 4.2 (not illustrated).

14. Coulter fragment.
LC(219) Fe ll9, Period 4.2(notillustrated).

15. Iron bar or binding.
LC (23) Fe 82, Period 2 (not illustrated).

16. S-shaped hook, one end of which has been flattened without forming the complete
S. (l Manning 197 4, 17 4, fi9. 7 4.519).
LC (83) Fe 88, Period 1.4 (not illustrated).

17. Socket fragment lOmm internal diameter.
1.4147 (84), Period 1.4 (not illustrated).

18. Two strips of iron, corroded together, and possibly the remains of a pair of shears,
although the angle of intersection between the blades is quite acute and suggests
two knife fragments.
LC (84), Period 1.4 (not illustrated).

19. Angled staple of drop hinge.
LC (221) Fe 97, Period 4.2 (not illustrated).

20. Ring of round section, with external diam. 28mm and internal c. 45mm.
LC (221) Fe 99, Period 4.2 (not illustrated ).

21. Piece of iron binding, pierced by a rivet hole.
LC(222) Fe 78, Period 5.1 (not illustrated).

22. Possible wall hook, this S-shaped piece has a flattened top to facilitate driving into
a wall
LC(223) Fe 107, Period 5.1 (not illustrated).

23. Iron strip, tapering at one end.
LC (260) Fe 164, Period 4.2 (not illustrated ).

24. Right angled fltting.
LC (303) Fe 155, Period 4.2 (not illustrated).

25. U shaped fitting, probably a joiner's dog.
LC (314) Fe 170, Period 5.2(not illustrated).

26. Flat strip, probably binding.
LC(412) Fe 171, Period 5.1. (notillustrated).

27 . Circular iron plate with a slightly off centre shaft protruding. Probably part of an
iron tie (l Webster 1975,243,fi9.129 no.228).
LC (417) Fe 151, Period 4.1 (not illustrated).

Anglo-Saxon to Medieval deposits

28. Fragment of iron ring, 34mm diam (ext c. 4mm diam. round section).
LC (228) Fe 76, Period 6 (Not illustrated).

29. Thin, square section bar ending in spatulate head with a small rectangular
protrusion similar to a fitting from Bar Hill ( Keppie and Mannin g 197 5, fig. 3l no.
3) where Manning thought this piece to be part of a decorative lining from a door.
It seems more likely that our example is in fact a linch pin of Manning's Type 2a.
(see Mannin g 1972, 772 for general discussion).
LC (315) Fe 135, Period 7-8.
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Fig.65: Little Chester: iron objects, nos 7,8, 29,30,34,36. Scale l:2
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Fig. 66: Little Chester: iron objects, nos 37-40. Scale 1:2.

30. Right angled staple, part of drop hinge.
LC (232) Fe 145, Period 7-8.

31. Needle; probably for sewing leather or wool.
LC (315) Fe 143, Period 7-8 (not illustrated)
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32. Flat sectioned bar, possibly a binding, with rounded end, 20 x 6 x 6lmm.
LC (329)Fe 142, Period 7-8. (not illustrated).

33. This badly corroded object exists now only as a drawing. It had a flat loop at one

end whilst at the other end of a square section stem it had a point.
LC (224) Fe 104, Period 8 (not illustrated).

34. Artefact of flat section, tapering towards one end.

LC (209) Fe 21, Period 8.

35. Short pin with fanned head. This may be a model stylus similar in function to small

votive axes.

LC (220) Fe I 5 Period 8 (not illustrated ) .

Post-medieval levels: Items possibly redepositedfrom Roman levels

36. Springofabarrelpadlock.
B 475214852 (400) Fe 52, Period 9.

37. Prick spur, undecorated simple spur, both suspension loops are now badly
corroded. (cl Shortt 1959 for general discussion of types). Unfortunately this
particular example was undecorated and badly corroded and it does not fall easily

into any of Shortt's groupings. The closest example is that from Aislingen (Ulbert
1959,taf.27 no.24).
LC (45) Fe 10, Period 9.

38. Knife blade.
LC (300) Fe 63, Period 9.

39. Iron Knife, with straight back and rectangular-sectioned tang. A common type of
the early post-Roman period.
LC (250) Fe 23. Period 7

40. Hoop of patten.
LC ( l0) Fe 5, Period 9.

41. Fragment of knife blade and tang. The tang has remnants of a bone handle.

LC (300) Fe 54, Period 9 (not illustrated).
42. Remains of a knife tang, the tang, which tapers towards the blade is enclosed in a

handle of bone fixed by two iron and two bronze rivets. The undecorated handle is

in two halves.
LC (400), Period 9 (not illustrated).

43. This sickle or reaping hook, although badly corroded, with the tip of the blade

missing, has a flattened tang that is marginally slimmer than the blade. Unlike
other examples from, for instance, Fishbourne (Cunliffe 1971,133, fig. 59.33,34,35),

the Little Chester hook does not have a very wide blade. The example from Derby
falls into Rees Type Ila(1979,463) and is most similar to the Hunsbury hook.
There is no evidence for the method of fastening the handle to the tang of this tool
and it appears likely that the handle was secured by means of two ferrules, given

the nature of the parallel-sided tang.
LC (300) Fe 136, Period 9 (not illustrated).

44. (i) Flat iron strip, probably a binding.
(ii) Small wedge-shaped object.
LC (45) Fe 128, Period 9 (not illustrated).
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EVIDENCE FOR METALWORKING
by Justine Bayley

The evidence for metalworking included iron smithing slag, vitrified hearth lining, two
crucible fragments (at least one of which had been used to melt a copper alloy), and a
gritstone bar ingot mould (see stone no.29). A lump of galena (lead ore), two 'spillages'
and a sheet fragment of lead metal were also found, though none of these need be
associated with lead-working.

Only small quantities of debris were recovered, suggesting that metalworking was not
carried out in the excavated area. The finds came from contexts of all periods, again
suggesting they were re-deposited. All that can be said is that at least a small amount of
iron smithing and copper alloy melting was carried out in the Roman settlement. The
stone mould came lrom a late Saxon context and is more likely to be late Saxon than
Roman as moulds of this type are not common Roman finds.

WORKED BONE OBJECTS (Figs 67-69)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

The small series of bone objects is unexceptional, comprising only four objects and ten
pins. Two objects, nos I and 2, are paralleled on military sites, although the fragmentary
toggle need not be part of specifically military horse equipment.

The rest are typical of any civilian site. The pins are fairly closely paralleled at
Colchester but no. 12 and, particularly, no. l3 are not exemplified by the typology there
(Crummy 1983, 19-21 , 162-3). Two pins, nos 5 and 6, may be awls or alternatively short
pins for dress fastening but the rest are probably for female hair dressing. They either
have waisted shafts, as nos 7 and 8, or are only slightly tapered, as no. 12. Two hair pin
fragments occurred in the early levels but the remainder of those illustrated and six other
fragments came from later Roman levels on site B and would be consistent with the
civilian activity in that area.

A series of very plain tapered pins as no. l4 is notable, since all seven fragments are
more suited to use as pegs, styli or picks, perhaps as an eating implement for extracting
shell fish. At Little Chester these simple pins are distinctively late or post-Roman, as is
also the case at Colchester.

Catalogue

Fig.67

l. Fragment of finely-carved bone or ivory (?) buckle of early Roman pattern.
LC (409) BO 29,Period 6 (an inclusion, possibly casual, in flll of Anglo-Saxon
burial ).

2. Fragment of toggle, slider or cheek piece from a horse bit. There is extensive scribed
decoration on the rounded surface, heavily worn around the rectangular
perforation.
Similar objects occur in the military levels at Cirencester (Viner 1982, 103, fig. 30,
nos 70 and 95 ) and in the vicus at the Watercrook fort (Potter 1916, 38, fig 9, no.
I I ).
LC(162) BO 18, Period 1.1.
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Fig. 67: Little Chester: worked bone, nos l-4. Scale l:1

3. As no. 4, one side scored by a single line. LC (84) BO 6, Period 1.4.

4. Plain turned counter. LC (40) BO 4, Period 2.

4
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Fig. 68: Little Chester: worked bone, nos 5-9. Scale l:1.

Fig.68

5. Short pin or awl, with simple annular moulding. The shortness of the shaft suggests
a use for holding clothing rather than for hair dressing. Pins with very short shafts

5

7
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Fig. 69: Little Chester: worked bone, nos 10-14. Scale l:1.

occur in the late Roman cemetery and early post-Roman levels at Poundbury
(Greep 1987, I 12, fig. 24, 26 ar,d 28). LC ( I 65 ) BO 8, Period 2.

Pin, scriber or awl head, both sides scored with a simple cross design. Rather than
merely decoration the flat head may have served to aid handling as a tool.
LC (40) BO 3, Period 2.

14

6.
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7. Simple, round headed pin, with tapered shaft, Crummy type 3 (Crummy 1983,

19-22). A long-lived type in use during the third and fourth centuries.
LC (214)BO 23, Period 5.2.

8. As no. 7, the point broken. LC (222) BO 14, Period 5.1.
9. Head of pin, with simple angular mouldings and tapered shaft. Crummy type Type

5 of fourth century date (Crummy 1983, 23-24).
LC (221) BO l6(b), Period 4.2.

Fig 69

10. A simple conical head above a single groove. LC (70) BO 5, Period 3.

ll. Asno. 9withmultiple angularmouldings. LC (18) BO l, Period 8.

12. Decorated head and shaft of pin, with reels above and below a cylindical band with
cross-hatched decoration. A variation on Crummy Type2 (Crummy 1983, 2l ).
LC (83) BO 7, Period 1.4.

13. Head of pin with pine-cone decoration.
LC (401) BO2l, Period 5.1.

14. Simple, flat-headed pin with tapered shaft. Not necessarily for personal use but a
peg, stylus or point (Crummy 1983, 162-3, fig. 199) (cf. also Dool 1985, 214,
fie.93.53).
LC(2211223) BO 13, Period4.2.

STONE OBJECTS AND COAL (Figs 70-78)
by Christopher Sparey-Green with note by Ian Riddler

The sources of the stone have been identified by Mr Robin Heath, then of Derby College
of Art & Technology.

The following describes, firstly, the portable stone objects recovered from the site for
study and drawing but, secondly, covers the foundation stones from the Colonnaded
Building which have been studied and relaid on site (Plate 20). A note covers the deposits
of coal retrieved from the Roman levels.

The stonework can be divided into fragments of quern, whetstones, palettes, roof tiles
and miscellaneous objects. Most are derived from Roman levels or are rubbish survivals
from that period. The only exceptions may be a whetstone (no. 18) and the possible
mould (no.29) which should date to the early post-Roman period. Of the 20 fragmentary
querns, eight were of Niedermendig Lava and 12 of gritstone from the Derby region.
There was besides one block of gritstone (no.I I ) which was probably a quern broken in
manufacture. A fragmentary cylindrical block with central, conical hopper in the upper
surface may be part of a Hunsbury type quern. Three of the lava querns had a feathered
grinding surface but only one gritstone quern was flnished in this way. The best preserved
example of lava quern (no. 2) is comparable in form and tooling to examples from the
fort at Strageath of Antonine date, approximately contemporary to the present example
(Frere 1989, lBl-3, nos 7-8). It is noteworthy that, although a perfectly serviceable
stone was available locally, almost half the querns were of lava, presumably imported
from the Rhineland. As in the case of the numerous examples present on East Anglian
sites it is possible that they represent a marketable ballast from ships trading with the
continent. Several of the querns are approximately 40cm in diameter, similar in size to
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Fig. 70: Little Chester: stone objects, nos l-3. Scale 1:4

the standard hand-operated type recognised by Frere as intended for the use of a
contubernia, but numbers 2 and 10, with diameters of almost 50cm, were considerably
larger, a size still workable as a hand mill.
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Fig. 7l : Little Chester: stone objects, nos 5-6. Scale I :4.
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Fig.72: Little Chester: stone objects, nos 8*10. Scale 1:4.

Seventeen whetstones or rubbers were recovered from all phases of the site. With the
exception of two Swithland slate hones, the remainder were of local Millstone Grit or
fine grained sandstone. Three of the latter were examples of the mass-produced type
sawn from slabs of the parent rock (nos 13, 14, 16).
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Fig. 73: Little Chester: stone objects, nos I I - 12. Scale 1:4.
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The small palettes (nos 19 and 20) presumably were used for mixing cosmetics or
ointments but the size and hollowed form of the larger example (no. 22) places this more
in the category of a small mortar or mixing bowl.

The Swithland slate roof tiles (nos 23 and 24) had been used in the colonnaded
structure, scattered fragments and some small complete examples occurring in the
building's destruction levels. Of the l3 tile fragments retained all were leaf-shaped, the
smallest 22cmlong by lTcm wide, the largest at least 25cm long (probably originally
32cm) by 22cm wide. The variation in size suggests that the tiles may have been graded
from the eaves to the ridge, rather in the manner of roofs in the Cotswolds in more recent
times. Nail holes were present at the blunter end. None was recovered in Period I or II
but small comminuted fragments survived as scattered debris in period 5-9 levels on
both Sites A and B. It may be significant that no fragments are recorded from the
Pickford's Garage site so the use of these tiles may have been restricted to late Roman
structures on this site, principally the colonnaded building (Langley and Drage 2000,

265-269). Similar tiles were recovered from the Jewry Wall site in Leicester (Kenyon
1948,274, pl.25c).

The presence of large water-worn pebbles in the Period 7 and 8 deposits outside the
line of the east wall of the fort is noteworthy. These had presumably been brought to the
site from a riverine or coastal location although their parent material is uncertain, only
one pebble, of an igneous rock, possibly lamprophyre, having been examined. They
appeared not to have served any obvious purpose in the settlement of this zone, not
bearing any obvious marks of use as pot-boilers and being too small to have served as

rubbers. Their location suggested they had served as hand-held projectiles or large sling-
shot thrown against defenders of the wall and then falling to the foot of the wall.

Catalogue

Quern stones

l. Part of a lower stone of lava, retaining pivot hole and tooled surface on upper
surface. Diameter at least 360mm.
LC (83) St 49. Period l.

2. Part of an upper stone of lava. Diameter c. 500mm.
LC (136) St 25. Period l.

3. Lower stone of Millstone Grit, with perforation for pivot. Diameter 320mm.
LC (136) St 69. Period l.

4. Fragmentary upper stone of Millstone Grit, with slots for handle and pivot bearing.
Diameter 440mm. (cf. no.6 below. Not illus.)
LC ( I 36 ) St 84. Period I .

5. Fragmentary upper stone of Millstone Grit. There are two slots in the upper edge,
suggesting that the handle had been replaced. The slot for the pivot bearing survives
on one side of the central aperture. Diameter 4l0mm.
LC (136) St 87. Period l.

6. Fragments of an upper stone of Millstone Grit, with flat top and slot for handle
and pivot. Diameter 350mm.
LC(97) and (136) St 86 and 90. Period l.
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1. Fragment of roughly tooled upper stone of Millstone Grit, with trace of pivot
bearing slot on one side of central aperture. Diameter 400mm.
LC (23) St 73. Period 2 (not illust.).

8. Fragment of Millstone Grit upper stone, with raised rim round central aperture.
Diameter 380mm.
LC (401 ) St 72. Period 3.

9. Fragment of Millstone Grit upper stone, with dove-tailed slot for pivot bearing.
Diameter 460mm.
LC (200) St 80. Period 5.

10. Fragment of Millstone Grit upper stone, with tooled grinding surface. Diameter
490mm.
LC(242) St76. Period4.

11. Fragment of roughly flnished disc of Millstone Grit, possibly an unflnished quern
stone. 120mm thick, diameter 420mm.
LC (26) St 75. Period 4.

12. Fragment of Millstone Grit upper stone of tall pattern with deep conical aperture
for hopper. Possibly a Hunsbury type quern and similar to one from Willington
(Wheeler 1979,|M, fig. 56.3). Height 220mm. Diameter 260mm.
LC (26) St 85. Period 4.

Whetstones

13. Fragment of whetstone, with neatly cut sides. Fine-grained sandstone, probably
Upper Carboniferous.
LC (138) St 13. Period l.

14. Fragment of neatly cut whetstone. Fine-grained Millstone Grit.
LC (84) St 9. Period L

15. Fragment ol irregular whetstone, with grooves from sharpening points. Fine
grained sandstone, probably Upper Carboniferous.
LC ( I 65 ) St 22. Period I .

16. Fragment of neatly cut whetstone. Fine grained sandstone, probably Upper
Carboniferous.
LC (253) St 34. Period 3.

17. Palette or whetstone, with scored grooves on one side. Fine grained sandstone,
probably Upper Carboniferous.
LC (253) St 59. Period 3.

18. Whetstone, with hour-glass perforation at one end. Swithland slate.
LC (58) St 38. Period 8, possibly a rubbish survival.

Palettes

19. Cosmetic palette, finely made with chamfered reverse. Swithland slate.

LC (401 ) St 33. Period 5.

20. Badly flaked palette. Keuper Marl.
LC (42a) St 17. Period 7, probably a rubbish survival.

21. Large irregular palette or whetstone with scratch marks. Fine grained sandstone.
LC (401 ) St 53. Period 5.
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Fig.74: Little Chester: stone objects, nos 13-18. Scale 1:2.

22. Large palette or mortar, with two concave sides worn from use. Possibly Coal
Measures Sandstone.
LC(417) St70. Period4.

16
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Fig. 75: Little Chester: stone objects, nos l9-21. Scale l:2.
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Fig. 7 6: Little Chester: stone objects , nos 22-25. Scale 1 :4.
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Fig. 7 7 : Little Chester: stone objects, nos 26-27 . Scale I :4.

Roof tiles

23. Leaf shaped roof tile, with perforation for nail. Swithland slate.
LC (300) St 78. Period 9, a rubbish survival.

24. A larger, fragmentary, example of the above.
LC (242) St 79. Period 5

281
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Miscellaneous

25. Fragment of gritstone slab, with recessed area the edge of which is marked by an
irregular, rounded border or beading running at an angle to the worked edge ofthe
slab. This may be a fragment of the border of an inscription or bas-relief, the angle
of the border to the edge of the block suggesting a pedimented upper margin to a
bas-relief such as a tombstone.
LC (35) St 83. Period 4.

26. Gritstone slab of rectangular section, with a straight edge and rounded corners.
LC (68) St 41. Period 3.

27. Section of Gritstone slab, with rounded edge. Thickness 70mm. Radius 360mm.
LC (35) St 82. Period 4.

28. Section of Gritstone slab, with part of a stepped, circular recessed area. The face

may be slightly concave.
LC (300) St 74. Period 9, possibly rubbish survival.

29. Ingot mould formed from a small block of Millstone Grit, the mould consisting of
a sub-rectangular slot in one face. The recess measures at least 50mm long by
lTmm wide and 9mm deep and is of rounded V-shaped profile. The surface of the
recessed area is blackened, as iffrom heat.

Ian Riddler comments;- Simple stone ingot moulds are commonly found in Viking
period contexts although they are by no means exclusive to the Viking world. Stone
was generally used for casting ingots of precious and semi-precious metals, as well
as providing mould reservoirs for simple forms of object. Copper alloy ingots could
also be cast in clay or iron moulds (Graham-Cambell 1980, 123). Several moulds
have come from Middle Saxon contexts at Hamwic and York ( Keen 197 5, 179 and
fig. 15, l-2;Bayley 1991, 125-7; Bayley in Garner 1993, 11l, flg. 13; Morton and
Bayley in Hinton 1996,84-5,fig 33; Rogers 1993, 1236-7). Later examples of stone
moulds are known from Chester, Lincoln, Whitby and York, as well as Haithabu
and Kaupang, Denmark and sites in northern Scotland (Rutter in Mason 1985,

64-5; Wilson 1967,37 note 4; Roesdahl et al. 1981, G5 and YMWT-I0; Bayley
1992;Graham-Campbell 1980, no.426; Blindheim 1975, fig. l6). In Scandinavia,
soapstone was generally preferred for moulds, where it was available, and in a
number of cases moulds have been produced from broken fragments of soapstone
vessels (Jankuhn 1943,117). The same situation also occurs in Dublin (Wallace
1987,218).In a similar manner, a mould from London was cut into a Roman tile
(Pritchard 1991, 166-7) and can be compared with examples from York and
Haithabu (Roesdahl et al. 1981, YMWI0; Ruger 1970,74 and abb.l).
No detailed examination has been made of the mould surface, but such analyses

are not always successful and can be misleading.
Compare with Copper Alloy object no, 25 which was from an adjacent context and
is of similar date. Prior to hammering, such an ingot could have been formed in a
mould of this type.
LC (42b) St 42. Period 7.

Coal

Significant quantities of coal were recovered from the site. Twenty-nine groups were
recovered from Periods 1.3 through to the later Roman Period 5. The most significant
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Fig. 78: Little Chester: stone objects,nos2S-29. Scale l:4

quantities came from the spread of burning and occupation debris beneath the Period 2
rampart and incorporated into it. Many of the fragments from later deposits may have
been derived from this early occupation, other pieces deriving from the Period 3 fiIl of
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Ditch 4 or the Period 4 fiIl of Ditch 2a. Pieces were recovered from the Period 3 timber
buildings on Site B and the Period 5 levels in the colonnaded building. The lack of finds
from later levels confirmed that this material was not intrusive and that from the end of
the Roman period until the post-medieval period little coal had been imported to the site.

Previous work at Little Chester has produced stratified Roman coal, in particular the
dump of coal noted in the North-West Sector and dated to the late second or early third
centuries (Wheeler 1985, 63). On the Racecourse industrial site coal was recovered from
a second century well and an adjacent roadside ditch (Dool 1985, 158, 177-9). No
detailed identification of the coal finds from the present site was undertaken in view of
the frequency of coal deposits in the area. Wheeler presumed finds from the North-West
Sector to come from open mines 6.5km to the north of the site, while Smith has seen a

source in the Lower Coal Measures occurring in the North Derbyshire Coalfield between
Belper, Ilkeston and Nottingham (Smith 1997, 318). Recent analysis of samples from
nearby Roman sites has shown that the fort at Brough on Noe received coal from the
Middle Coal Measures of Yorkshire but that Ratcliffe on Soar and Willoughby on the
Wolds to the south-east had coal from the Lower Coal Measures of the north or south
Derbyshire fields (Smith 1997, 308-310). Discoveries of coal layers beneath or
incorporated in the surface of Ryknield Street at New Tupton and other sites in that area
show the extraction of surface coal in that area, probably from outcrops beneath the
Permian limestone to the east of the road line at that point. The road would then have
provided a route for its transport south to Little Chester, 30 km distant (O'Brien and
Todd 1976).

On the present site the coal was in derived contexts but it was presumably used in some

domestic context and was not associated with slag or metal-working debris; its occurrence
on the Racecourse site could suggest an industrial use there. The products of combustion
would undoubtedly have limited its use but it can be proved to have been used elsewhere

for domestic heating and some secondary iron-smithing processes (Dearne and Branigan
1995, 8l-5).

The Stone Foundation Blocks and the Colonnaded Building (Figs 7, 8, 11, 79-80)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

The context of the foundation blocks within the colonnaded building on Site B is
described above (pp. 5l-54; Figs 7, 8 and l1; Plates 9-10 and 20) but the foundation
stones and the building plan as a whole deserves a fuller study. The original positions of
the blocks within the building plan are shown in Figure 7 and two appear on detailed
sections and plans (Section P-Q, Fig. 8 and T-U, Fig. I I ). The catalogue below includes
the more significant displaced blocks, nine of which are shown in Figures 79 and 80. All
the blocks have now been relaid as a feature of the new development adjacent to Well l,
although it should be noted that some blocks from other sites have been incorporated in
the layout.

The Stone Blocks

Drawings of the blocks have been produced from site plans, photographs and
examination of the blocks as relaid. There are basically two types, the square bases with
shallow, circular rebates and deeper central mortice holes and the linear blocks with
square and, in one case L-shaped, mortice-holes. All were made from Millstone Grit. In
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Fig. 79: Little Chester: stone loundation blocks. Scale 1:10.
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Fig. 80: Little Chester: stone foundation blocks. Scale l:10
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Plate 20: May 1996, Well dressing ol Well 1 . The relaid stone bases ol the colonnaded building
are visible in the right foreground, the eastern defences are buried beneath the tree and
houses in the centre distance.

the following catalogue the best preserved blocks found rz situ are described by their
relevant context numbers, the displaced blocks are numbered according to the contexts
of which they formed part.

Catalogue

Square Bases (Fies 79 80)

1. (24})Damaged by machine, the block originally of square plan at least 40 x 35cm
and at least 17cm high. Circular rebate approximately 30cm diam., mortice
hole 9cm diam. and Scm deep.

2. (302)Square block 55 x 50cm in plan and l7+cm high. Circular rebate 30cm diam.,
mortice hole 12cm diam. and 7cm deep.

3. (306)Square block 50 x 47cmin plan and 13 + cm high. Circular rebate 32 cmdiam.,
mortice hole 12cm diam. and 8.5cm deep.

4. (310)Square block, damaged, approximately 45 x 45cm in plan and 20+cm high.
Circular rebate noted on site as approximately 30cm diam., mortice hole 1Ocm

diam. and 8cm deep.
5. (311)A square base possibly displaced and reused in a post-Roman foundation.

50 x 50cm in plan and l6+cm high. No circular rebate extant, the upper
surface roughly chiselled flat mortice hole lOcm diam. and 7cm deep.
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6. (325 ) Displaced base in well 2, possibly collapsed from position over the well. Square
block, damaged, approximately 54 x 45cm and 15+cm high. Flat top, no
circular rebate, mortice hole l0cm diam. and 7cm deep.

Rectangular Blocks

7 . (271)Rectangular block, west end damaged. 65 +cm long, 28cm wide, lTcm high.
Mortice damaged but approximately 6cm square. See Figs 7 and 11 for plan
and section.

8. (272)Rectangular block, east end damaged.65+cm long,25cm wide and lTcm
high. One rectangular mortice 8x5cm and one L-shaped slot formed by one
mortice 6x8cm and another 5xlOcm set at right angles to the axis of the block.
The latter was presumably intended to key with some structure to the north
within the interior of the building

9. (273)Rectangular block, 55cm long, 25cm wide with one mortice 6cm square. On
removal this was found to be half of a square block with circular insert.

10. (27a)Rectangular block 85cm long, 25cm wide with three mortice holes each 6cm
square and between 28 and 30cm apart.

ll. (3ll)Roughly finished rectangular block,56cm long and 34cm wide, height
unknown. Two rectangular mortice holes, each 6 x 4cm and 30cm apart.
Reused, the upper surface roughly tooled.

The Colonnade d Building

The colonnaded building covered an area of at least 7 by I lm and may have been more
than l6m long. There may also have been a second or linked structure of similar type
extending beyond the site limits on the east. The foundations were heavily altered and
partly demolished in Period 516 and later. Some foundation blocks, notably (273) and
those forming part of ( 3 I I ), show signs of alteration and re-use suggesting the alteration
of the building or the incorporation of stones robbed from a previous structure. In the
former case the block was part of the original layout of the building and may only reflect
the use of quarry waste for a smaller, rectangular block, but in the case of (3ll) the

blocks were set at a higher level and had been roughly chiselled to provide a level base
for a timber foundation, probably part of a structure of Period 5/6. The possibility
remains that the original building had been constructed from the re-used elements of
another structure of different plan, the elements deriving, for instance, from the basilica
or courtyard colonnade of a military building such as a principia.

Interpretation of the structure is hindered by the possibility that several bases had
been removed leaving robber pits (230), (231), (323) and (324) while others may have
been lost without trace. The most distinctive feature is the series of bases on the east

opening onto an open gravel surface but the variations in the intercolumniation between
2.3 and 3.7m hinders any attempt at reconstruction. The south and west sides would
appear to have had a continuous foundation as also the northern end where (321 ) could
have supported linear foundation blocks that had been lost. Alternatively, this could have

been an internal cross wall and the structure have continued northwards where slight
foundations survived in an area of heavy disturbance. The linear blocks could have
supported a timber frame for a solid wall or possibly a balustrade, the latter possibly

indicated by the presence nearby on Manor Farm of a moulded pilaster base with slots
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cut in the side to receive vertical timber frames (Bailey 1890, 176). Within the interior,
the displaced base (3ll) and the robber pit (323) suggest at least one row ofsupports
existed on the western side, with perhaps another on the east side, the line of which is

suggested by the L-shaped cut in block (272).That would allow an interior divided into
three, two aisles 1.85m wide and a central space 5.5m wide.

The surviving plan of the colonnaded building is difficult to parallel as a basilican barn
or strip building of the type found in extra-mural settlements. Nor can it be easily
recognised as, for instance, the colonnaded court of a mansio or bath building. The
individual structural elements may be comparable, however, with stone bases employed
as roof supports or elements in the wall foundations.Large square bases most commonly
served as internal roof supports in basilican barns such as the extensive and heavily
altered structure of the late third or early fourth century incorporated in the villa at
Great Casterton (Corder 1954, 13-14). They also occur as supports for internal floors in
three signal stations on the north-east coast of Britain including Filey (Ottaway 1995,
8-9; Ottaway 2000,83-5). Others from the Severn at Wroxeter have been claimed as a
support for a bridge structure (Wilson 1964, 159, 165, pl. XII.3). In all these cases,

however, the bases were approximately square and any rebates or insets were square cut.
The church building associated with a baptismal font in the shore fort at Richborough
was supported on rectangular stone blocks set at approximately 3.5m intervals, but these
blocks had no inserts for uprights, so could only have served as pads supporting a timber
framed structure (Brown 1971,228-9). Bases with circular rebates and mortices seem

rare if not unique and suggest a building of some sophistication, the bases cut to receive
not stone columns but the dowelled end of wooden columns adzed or lathe-turned to a
circular cross section. Possibly the ready availability of suitable timber promoted this
constructional method at Little Chester, despite the equal availability of gritstone.

The rectangular blocks each with two or three small slots may be a local development
of a more robust sleeper beam for the vertical elements of timber framed wall or, less

likely, the base for a balustrade-type barrier. These are of a form similar to the 'park
railing stones' used in late fourth century buildings within the fort at Haltonchesters and
inthe vicus at Chesterholm, amongst other sites on the Wall (Welsby 1982,109-10,124).
Their use at these sites is seen as foundations for a continuous, solid wall of timber
frame - and presumably wattle and daub construction, the stones serving as a form of
sleeper beam. In relation to the development of timber architecture on the site, the stone
bases may represent a refinement over time of the earlier buildings identified on Site A in
Period I (above p. 25) . Instead of crude boulders to support the timber framework of a
building, the stone blocks become the lowest element of the frame, providing both a firm
foundation for the structure against lateral movement but also a base which would be

less prone to rot. The earlier type has been recognised by Burnham in a study of building
types in small towns (Type iic) and has been recognised elsewhere at both Wanborough
and Neatham (Burnham 1988, 39). This method could have been a precursor of the
more refined, purpose-made 'park railing block' system, but also showing some of the
characteristics of ground-sill buildings (type iid) and stone-founded timber buildings
(type iie), the blocks being both the sill beam and the stone foundation.

The closest comparison to the row of column bases may be street colonnades, as at
Kenchester and Wroxeter, but there they formed the frontage for strip buildings set at
right angles to the street and adjoined road side drains (Hayter 1920, 99; Bushe-Fox
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1913,7,8, I I ). At Wroxeter the bases were associated with the road side colonnade and
were intimately linked to substantial strip buildings extending back from the road. Some
bases here also had 'edge cuts' interpreted as slots for trellis work, suggesting that the
linear morticed blocks might indeed have supported a balustrade (Bushe-Fox 1913, I 1).
A comparison could also perhaps be drawn between this form of construction and the
sub-Roman architecture identified in Wroxeter where stone rubble platforms supported
timber-framed buildings, the plan of which was recovered from the positioning of
significant support blocks as well as the patterns ofwear (Barker et al. 1997,169-191).
At Kenchester areas of stone paving associated with morticed bases, set back from the
road on Site 4, also suggest that there structures were erected re-using elements of the
colonnaded buildings (Jack and Hayter 1926,24, pl.l). The evidence here for the
displacement of blocks and their re-use in foundation (3ll) is significant and supports
the interpretation of a similar phase of sub-Roman activity.

The Little Chester building is an unusual if not unique structure and presumably an
open-sided building with a slate roof and, at least on one side, round-section timber
columns and possibly balustrades or barriers between the columns on two sides. If the
Manor Farm pilaster base came from this building then a more refined architectural
fagade existed somewhere within it, perhaps on the front towards Ryknield Street.

CLAY BUILDING MATERIALS (Figs 8l-82)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

Thirty groups of Roman brick and tile were recovered, few of which were stratified or of
any size. The material has been treated to a very simple numerical analysis of numbers of
fragments and has not been weighed. Only those pieces of intrinsic interest because of
their keying patterns are illustrated here.

The Roman tile comprised2T fragments of flue tile, eight fragments of brick or tile, l0
of imbrex and one of tegula. One noteworthy feature is relatively high number fragments
of flue tile, the majority of which were in medieval or post-medieval levels. This feature is
repeated at the Pickford's site where over 80% of the flue tile was in post-Roman contexts
(Martin 2000). This would indicate that a substantial heated building may have existed
in the area but was demolished and its structure scattered at a late date in the site's
history. The absence of quantities of well-stratified tile of any type on the present site is
in marked contrast to the quantities derived from the building on the Pickfords Site
which contained remains of clay rooflng tile, suggesting a roof of that material in at least
part of the building. The Period I buildings on the present site seem to have had roofs of
some organic material - unless they had been stripped for re-use in a comprehensive
manner. The most significant stratified fragment from these levels was alarge fragment
of a brick, 32cm square and 4.5cm thick, which occurred in the period 1.3 levels on site
A.

Of the 30 groups of Roman tile and brick fragments, 23 were from post-Roman
contexts, the majority of this re-deposited material coming from post-medieval contexts,
particularly on the berm. This suggests their derivation from some structure in the
external area but not from the wall itself since the lack of brick or tile debris in the
robbing debris suggested that there was no use of such materials in the wall itself.
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2

Fig. 8l: Little Chester: clay building materials, nos 1-2
Scale l:2.

Catalogue

l. Fragment from the corner of a rectangular box tile, at least llcm wide by l4cm
long, one face with linear and curving combed keying marks. Orange tile with
traces of burning.
LC (a03a) CTB 30 Period 4.2, occupation.
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Fig. 82: Little Chester: clay building materials, nos 3-5. Scale 1:2.

Flake of brick or tile bearing circular keying or signature marks.
LC(401) CTB 3l Period 6, fill of Anglo-Saxon grave.
Fragment of hollow tile with criss-cross incised keying marks. Tile at least 8cm
wide.
LC ( 18) CTB 5 Period 8, dark soil on berm in front of wall.
Fragment from the corner of a hollow tile at least l0cm wide by I lcm long with
dense wavy combed keying pattern. Orange fabric, unburnt.

4
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LC (3) CTB 3 Period 9, recent disturbance.
Corner fragment of hollow tile with curving combed keying pattern. At least 5cm
wide by 6cm long. Burning on exterior and traces of mortar on keying surface.
LC ( l0) CTB 16 Period 9, dark soil on berm outside wall.

BURNT CLAY DAUB (Fig. 83)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

The majority of fragments in a primary context were recovered from the burnt buildings
of Period I on site A, the remains being sealed beneath the Period 2 rampart or lying on
the berm between ditches I and 2. The greatest concentrations were in the latest
occupation levels and the immediately overlying layers of burnt building superstructure
(84) (133) (145) and (168). The remainder of pieces then occurring in later deposits
derived from these same contexts. No quantitative analysis of this material has been
carried out but four of the most significant fragments are illustrated here. These show the
use of both rectangular section lathes and of rods on a wooden framework for the
superstructure of the buildings, the frame then being daubed with clay. The external
smeared faces of the clay bore no sign of surface finish or paint.

Two burnt clay loom weights of mid-late Anglo-Saxon date are reported on in the
report on the Anglo-Saxon and Medieval pottery (above p.2a5).

Catalogue

I . Fragment of burnt clay, bearing on one side the impressions of a substantial timber
and a circular or oval sectioned rod, and on the other a slightly concave smeared
surface. The timber on the former face was represented by a flat surface at least
Scm wide, this surface bearing traces of working and the grain of the wood. From
the width of the impression this suggests a substantial squared timber, presumably
part of the building superstructure. The rod, of approximately 3cm diameter, had
abutted this surface, crossing it at almost a right angle, the junction between the
two having been coated with a layer of clay 4cm thick where it overlay the squared
timber. This fragment derived from a timber lrame building, with woven wattle
work laced over the major timbers.
LC ( 168) B.C. 8 Period 1.

2. This fragment was basically similar to no. 1, bearing circular sectioned rod and flat
timber impressions on one side and a roughly finished face on the other. The flat
surface bore the tooling and grain impressions of a squared timber, at least 6cm
wide, which had been crossed by three rods at almost right angles. The cross section
of the most complete rod was l.4cm. Viewed from the side, in section, the differing
angles of the rod impressions suggest they formed part of wattle work on the timber
frame. The thickness of the daub indicated a coating of 3cm over the main frame
timbers.
LC (168) B.C.8 Period 1.

3. Fragment of daub, being the impressions of three rods 1.5 to 2cm wide beneath
approximately 3-4cm of daub. Variations in the longitudinal alignment of the rods
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Fig. 83: Little Chester: burnt clay daub, nos l-4. Scale l:2.
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3

Mortar samples

Fig. 84: Little Chester: mortar sample histograms, nos l-3

4.

again showed they were part of a woven structure. The external surface was only
roughly wiped.
LC ( 133) 8.C.23 Period l.
A fragment bearing the impression probably of two flat surface timbers, each at
least 3cm wide. Variation in the longitudinal angles o[ the two surfaces suggests
these may have been woven lathes, covered by a 1.5 to 2cm deep layer ofdaub.
LC (4) and (8) 8.C.2 (Redeposited material in the robber trench of the wall).

MORTAR AND PLASTER (Fig. 84)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

Little mortar and plaster was recovered from the site, some 15 small samples being
examined, eleven of these being of cream or yellow sandy mortar and 4 of brick/lime
concrete. A small series of mortar samples associated with the wall was analysed, these
samples being subjected to mechanical analysis by Miss Morgan, then of Broomfield
College, Derbyshire College of Agriculture, in Morley.

The superstructure of the buildings of Period I was largely of clay and timber, the only
use of mortar being the floor ( 172) of the main room in the structure beneath the
rampart. The destruction levels for these buildings produced a little white painted plaster,
but not in quantities to suggest they had been part of the buildings on the site. The
structures of period 4 on Site B were also largely of clay and timber or clay and gritstone,
without the use of mortar in the superstructure or footings.

The main use of mortar was in the construction of the wall in Period 4,large quantities
surviving in rubble within the robber trench (8) but not elsewhere, suggesting that until
the destruction of the wall in the eighteenth century there had been little damage to the
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structure. The lack of mortar debris generally in the post-Roman deposits suggested that
no major Roman building had existed in the immediate vicinity.

The three samples were derived from the debris of the stone wall in the hope that its
construction could be related to deposits on the berm. In view of the small number of
samples from such a substantial structure few conclusions can, however, be drawn.

The three samples were:-
l. Sample of coarse yellow/cream mortar from mortar spread on berm, possibly a

mortar mixing area for the wall construction. LC (75) Mo.2.
2. Sample of coarse yellow/cream mortar from robber trench. Presumed to derive

from the core of the wall. LC (8) Mo. 3.

3. Sample of coarse yellow/cream mortar from rubble platform outside wall. This is

interpreted as the foundation for an addition to the wall but constructed from
materials derived from the partial destruction of the upper part of the structure.
LC(73) Mo.4.

The samples were all of similar type with over 50% of the sample consisting of coarse

sand above 0.2mm. Samples I and 3 contained particularly high levels of the coarsest

fraction (above 2mm). It may be noteworthy that the results from these samples are

similar to those from examination of soil sample I I derived from the berm, supporting
the interpretation of that deposit (122) as decayed mortar from the construction work
for the wall and sealed by the mortar mixing area (75) (Soil report, below p. 299).

WOODEN OBJECTS (Fig. 8s)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

A number of wooden objects was recovered, the majority from the flll of well I and 2,

but a plank was also recovered from the primary fill of ditch 2. Worked fragments from
the wells were accompanied by many twigs and other apparently unworked debris
(described below). The plank was an isolated object surviving in the waterlogged fill of
Ditch 2 on the south side of the corner of the Period 3 defences.

In one case the wood species was identified by Carole Keepax, of the Ancient
Monuments Laboratory, Department of the Environment (1977).
l. Wooden plank l2lcm long by l5cm wide and 0.5cm thick, thinning slightly to one

side. Drawn in its present fragmentary state but it appears to have been complete
as found, the sides parallel and ends squared off. The bottom right corner appears
to have been cut at an angle of approximately 45 degrees. There is one original hole
30cm from the end with the angled corner. The object is not readily identifiable, the
thickness suggesting it did not form part of any robust structure and it is

remarkably thin to have been used, for instance, as cladding for a building. The
wood was not identified.
LC (166) Period 3. From the primary fill of Ditch 2, dateable to late second or
early third century.

2. Oval handle or toggle, only half surviving, the central aperture retaining the end of
the shaft. The handle was made of oak.
LC (242) Period 5.1. Base fill of Well l, dating to mid or late fourth century.

3. Shaped beam, now lost, drawn here from sketch. Apparently largely complete, it
had a square inset, 7cm wide, cut into the central, thickest portion and traces of
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Fig. 85: Little Chester: wooden objects, nos 1-3. Scale l:4.
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two rectangular slots in the damaged ends, these being set at right angles to this.

Possible frame from well-head gear or part of a yoke? Wood not identified.
LC (330) Period 5.1. Base fill of Well 2, dateable to late third or fourth century.

UNWORKED WOOD
by Christopher Sparey-Green

A range of unworked wood fragments was recovered from Ditch 2 and particularly from
the two wells, the following identifications having been made by Carole Keepax of
Ancient Monuments Laboratory, Department of the Environment (1977).

Ditch 2

AML Sample768476: One fragment of twig, identified as possibly hazel.

LC ( 159) Period 3 OB 15

Well l
Three separate samples were derived from the basal waterlogged fill of the well, this
deposit producing pottery ofthe late third and fourth centuries and sealed by debris from
the destruction of the Roman building. The wood remains comprised:-

AML Sample768473: Fragments of large timbers from oak and possibly ash(Fraxinus
excelsior L.); twigs up to 3cms in diameter of oak, ash(?), c/ blackthorn,hazel; a number
of long spines resembling those of blackthorn (Prunus spinosaL.).
LC(242) Period 5.1 W.6.

AML Sample 768474: Mainly oak, with hazel and possibly y' blackthorn; all twig-
branch size.

LC(242) Period 5.1 W.10.

AML Sample768475: A sub-sample was selected for identification. This contained alder
(from a fairly large timber), twigs of willow (Salix sp.), oak and cf. blackthorn. Oak from
larger timbers was also present. Numerous spines resembling those of blackthorn were

included.
LC(242) Period 5.1 O.B.20.

Well2

Three samples were derived from the equivalent waterlogged levels in this well, the

organic remains associated with pottery of the late third century and sealed beneath the

apparent collapse of the well-head and foundation structure.

AML Sample768469: One large piece of worked oak (Quercus sp.) timber.
LC (330) Period 5.1 W4.

AML Sampl e 7 68470: One fragment of oak timber; twigs up to 3cms in diameter of oak,
alder, hazel (Corylus avellana L.), and cf. blackthorn (Prunus sp.); one unidentified
fragment.
LC (330) Period 5.1W5.

AML Sample76847l: One piece of oak timber.
LC (330) Period 5.1 W7.
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SOIL SAMPLES (Figs 86-88)
by Christopher Sparey-Green

Mechanical analysis of a series of soil samples was carried out by Miss Morgan of
Broomfield College, Derbyshire College of Agriculture in Morley. Twelve samples, S.S.
I - I I and 14, were removed from the area of the earth defences, five of these being from
the natural, the remainder from the rampart and ditch fills. In addition, a further three
samples of the natural, A C, were taken by Clive Champion and analysed by him. Two
further samples were taken, sample 12 deriving from the lower fll1 of a presumed cess pit,
sample 13 coming from the upper fill of Well 1. The following report is based on these
results, incorporating some conclusions about comparisons between samples made by
the specialists. The samples are reviewed here in two groups, the natural on the east side
of the corner of the Period 2 defences being compared with the rampart and ditch fills on
that side, the equivalent deposits on the southern side being compared with the natural
on that side.

The natural deposits were alluvial clays and silts, the deposits varying slightly between
the east and south sides, the former samples being characterised as heavy clay or clay
loam, the latter as heavy clay or loam (Fig. 86, samples A-C; Figs 87-88, samples l, 2,

7-9). As histograms 1, 8 and 9 show, the natural alluvium could contain a significant
fraction of sand, the banding of sands and clay being an expected feature in such a
location (Canti 2000). On the south side of the corner in Section E-F (Fig. 4), the clay
and loam appeared to overlie sand below water level.

In studying the soils it was hoped to assess whether the rampart might derive from the
cutting of Ditch I or represented an imported material. The rampart material, sample 3,

was a clay loam somewhat different to the heavy clay or clay loam exposed in Ditch I
(samples 2 and B ) but it was considered to bear comparison with the clay loam exposed
in the inner side of Ditch 2 to the south of the corner (Fig. 88, Sample 7). However, the
rampart material contained a high proportion of coarse sand not present in that sample,
derived, perhaps, from the sandier lenses in the natural. The layering of sand and clay in
the rampart was noted on the Pickford's site, although on the present site the cleaner
rampart material was interleaved often with layers of ashy debris from the Period I
occupation.

The samples derived from the fills of Ditch 2 were compared with the rampart sample
to test whether this seeming dump of clean loam could have derived from work on the
front of the rampart. Samples 4, 5 and 10 derived from this primary and inner fil1 of
Ditch 2, the former being loam or clay with a substantial fraction of sand, the latter a

heavy clay. The former were considered to be similar to the adjacent natural (sample 8),
but might also be comparable to the sandy clay loam of the rampart, which as noted
above could derive from the alluvium in this area. On the eastern side of the defences
sample l0 from Ditch 2 was seen as similar to sample 2,thenattral on the inner edge of
Ditch l, and thus the equivalent of the subsoil excavated for the adjacent wall trench.
This would support the origin for this flll as the spoil from the cutting of the wall trench
while its dissimilarity to sample 3 would preclude its origin from the cutting back of the
rampart front.

Other samples require little comment. Samples 6 and I I are similar if from very
different contexts, the latter being a sandy loam which accumulated on the berm prior to
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Fig. 86: Little Chester: soil samples histograms A-C.

the building of the wall, the former the silt which accumulated somewhat later in Ditch
2a. These significantly sandy materials may partly derive from sandy deposits on the
berm over the filled Ditch I and erosion into Ditch 2a.

ARCHAEOBOTANICAL EVIDENCE FOR ROMAN THATCH AND MALT
(Fig. 89, Table 25)
by Robert Alvey (revised and expanded by Wendy Smith)

I Introduction

Excavation of late second century AD features at Little Chester, Derbyshire (NGR SK
355 37 5) included the collection of four samples for archaeobotanical analysis. In a series

ofpreliminaryreportsandnotesdatingbetween l9T3andl9TT,R.C.Alveyreportedon
four archaeobotanical samples from Little Chester. Nothing was published at the time,
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Fig. 89: Little Chester: proportions of plant remains rn
sample OB 14 (Context I 68 ).

but his notes and original typed manuscripts are stored in the English Heritage Centre
for Archaeology archive. The following is a revised and updated version of these reports,
but unfortunately without access to the original archaeobotanical assemblages studied.l
Additional information on other forms of environmental evidence (primarily charcoal
and molluscs) recovered from these deposits will also be incorporated here.

2 Method

All of the samples were processed for charred plant remains using water flotation. The
resulting flot was collected in 1mm and 0.3mm mesh sieves. There is no record for the
collection of heavy residues from these samples, and Alvey only recorded the weight of
the sample from context ( 169), the charred grain deposits.

Alvey selected a random sample of cereal grain in order to record measurements of the
length, width and depth of the spelt (Triticum spelta L.) grains, as well as the oat (Avena

sp.) and brome grass (Bromus sp.) caryopses in the assemblage from context ( 169). The
measurements are fully reported in Alvey's archived 1975 report, but only the minimum,
maximum and average dimensions are presented here. In addition, Alvey recorded two
dimensions (termed A and B) in his original 1975 report for the spelt spikelet forks.
However, because the dimensions recorded are not clearly explained in his report, they
have not been included here.

3 Evidence for Thatch

Three samples were collected from what was described as 'a clay floor within a building',
located at the northern end of the structure. Alvey has reported results for only two of
these samples (LC (169), O.B. 11, AML Lab no. 168489 and LC (169), O.B. 12, AML
Lab No. 768490) in a note dated617l17 (held in the Centre for Archaeology archive).

8.Oo/.
0.00/o

unidentified

87.704
spelt grain
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These samples were not particularly rich, but the results are presented in Table 25. An
Ancient Monuments Laboratory Report made by Keepax and Girling (1977) on
charcoal remains from these deposits states that sample 768489 contained fragments of
oak charcoal (most likely from large timbers), unidentified charred seeds and cereal
straw and sample 768490 was entirely comprised of material that 'resembl[ed] charred
straw'. A third sample from this area (context ( 169), O.B. 13, AML sample No. 768491),
apparently was not studied by Alvey for charred plant remains but was studied by
Keepax and Girling (1977). They reported charred material from a 'deposit on roof tile'
which consisted of unidentifiable charred plant material without structural details, and a
few fragments of charred root or stem. The excavator's interpretation of all three
deposits as collapsed roof debris (primarily structural timbers and thatch) appears to be

consistent with the results reported in the 1970s.

4 Evidence for Malt
A further two deposits (LC ( 168) O.B. 14, ) of nearly pure carbonised cereal grain were
collected from between irregular sandstone blocks (527) set into gravel metalling, just to
the south of a building. The collapsed rubble of this building sealed these deposits. The
precise function of this area of the site is still not clear. Possible interpretations for the
function of (527) include a small extension to the building, a small lean-to structure, a
stall or a miniature grain store Qters. comm. Christopher Sparey-Green). In addition,
there was no evidence for an oven or hearth anywhere in this area of the site Qters. comm.
Christopher Sparey-Green). As a result, it is believed currently that the deposit sampled
from ( 168) is secondary, possibly representing a temporary rubbish disposal event. No
charcoal or mineralised wood seems to have been collected from this deposit, but Girling
(Keepax and Girling 1977) reported the recovery of two valves of oyster (Ostrea edulis
L.) shells from context LC ( 168).

Unfortunately, there is some confusion as to whether both of the deposits of pure
grain collected from (169) were studied by Alvey, since only one set of results was
recorded for this context. Regardless of whether the material (or indeed the results) from
two separate deposits of charred grain were combined or not, the data reported suggest a
fairly pure assemblage (i.e. an archaeobotanical assemblage primarily dominated by one
class of plant remains) was studied by Alvey in the 1970s.

4.1 Results

Table 25 and Fig. 89 present the results of the sample from the charred grain deposit (LC
( 168) O.B. l4). The identifications and quantifications have been maintained, but some
terminology has been updated or altered (e.g. spikelet parts has been altered to glume
bases). Nomenclature for the cereal crops follows the traditional binomial system
presented inZohary and Hopf (1994,24 and 58, tables 3 and 5) and the nomenclature of
indigenous taxa follows Stace ( 1997).

Since it was not possible to examine the original material studied, all identifications
have been presented as recorded. In the case of possible emmer (Triticum dicoccum
Schiibl.) identifications, it was not clear what part of the cereal crop was recovered.
However, since the convention Alvey followed in the original typed manuscript was to
only specify plant parts other than seeds, it will be assumed that possible emmer grain
was identified.
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Spelt (Triticum spelta L.) cereal grains dominate the sample, accounting for 87 .7o/o of
all identifications made. In addition, Alvey reported that all of the intact spelt grains had
germinated. Alvey also recovered 405 detached embryo shoots (coleoptiles), which most
likely were from spelt grains. The assemblage also contained small quantities of possible

emmer and a few free-threshing wheat (Triticum sp.) grains, as well as 99 spelt glume

bases. In addition to these remains of cultivated wheat crops, caryopses of oat (Avena

sp.), which could be either cultivated or wild, and brome grass (Bromus sp.), which is a
common weed of crop, and a small quantity of unidentified weed seeds were also
recorded.

4.2 Crop processing and the Little Chester grain deposit

The separation of cereal grain from its surrounding chaff requires a specific set of crop
processing sequences (e.g. Hillman 1981, 1984a,1984b, 1985; Jones 1981, 1984, 1987,

1996), which gradually remove the crop processing by-product (cereal straw, cereal chaff
and any accompanying weeds ofcrop) from the crop processing product (in this case, the
spelt grain). As Fig. 89 demonstrates, this assemblage is primarily composed of spelt
grain, accounting for 87.7% of all identifications made. By ancient standards, this
assemblage most likely represents the final product of the crop processing sequence
(sensuHrllman 1984a,1984b; Jones 1984) - or a fully processed, clean crop of spelt
grain.

The contaminants (or other plant remains) recovered with the spelt grain (see Table 25

and Fig. 89) also help to confirm this interpretation. Certainly the indeterminate wheat
and/or possible emmer grain, as well as oat and brome grass caryopses, are of a similar
size to spelt grain and therefore would most likely remain with the spelt grain throughout
the entire crop processing sequence, including sieving of the product to remove crop
contaminants. Unless these contaminants were hand-picked from the spelt grain, the
basic processing sequence of winnowing, threshing and sieving would not separate these

contaminants from the spelt grain (e.g. Jones 1996).

A number of spelt glume bases were also present. Two explanations for their presence

in the assemblage are possible. The glume bases could have entered the assemblage as a

loose contaminant, which was of a sufficient length to remain with spelt grains during
coarse and fine sieving (e.g. Hillman 1984a, 1984b; Jones 1984, 1996). Alternatively, the
spelt glume bases could represent a small quantity of incompletely processed spelt
spikelets, which remained intact throughout the processing sequence.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine whether the spelt was grown andlor
processed locally. The weeds of crop identified (brome grass and possibly oat) occur
throughout the British Isles and Europe.

4.3 Evidence for malt production at Little Chester

The recovery of nearly 12,500 charred sprouted spelt grains at Little Chester is only open
to one possible interpretation that this assemblage represents malt. If the grain had
accidentally sprouted in storage, it would not be necessary to burn the grain before
disposal.

Malting has several stages (see below), but critically this includes the heating of grain,
which could result in accidental charring. Finds of charred grain are very common on
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archaeological sites because heating is involved in several stages of the crop processing

sequence, as well as in food preparation (e.g. Hillman 1981, 1984a, 1984b; Jones 1984).

In her review of archaeobotanical material associated with Roman corn-driers, van der
Veen (1989, 305) determined that malt assemblages'would consist almost entirely of
grains which had germinated prior to charring and large numbers of detached sprouts or
coleoptiles'. Although apparently not directly associated with a corn-drier, the charred
grain deposit from Little Chester closely conforms to van der Veen's description of what
malt remains would look like in the archaeological record.

4.3.1 Historical evidence for malt and its implicationfor the Little Chester deposit

If the assemblage from context ( 168) is malt, does this tell us anything about the function
of this area of the site? Before answering this question, it is probably helpful to explore
what malt is first.

The process of malting transforms starch within cereal grain to sugars, which fuels
yeast during fermentation. Malt is produced by allowing the cereal grain to germinate
and then arresting this process at the point where the embryo shoot (coleoptile) is
approximately the length of the cereal grain, by heating the germinating grain (Corran
l915,ll-12). Malting has two primary results:

i) germination converts the starch stored in the grain to sugars (collectively known as

diastase), which yeast can feed on during fermentation (Corran 1975;Hagen 1999,
20s-209).

ii) malting results in a partial breakdown of the structure of the grain, which makes it
easier to crush (Corran 197 5,12) and, easier to digest (Corran 197 5,16).

Once made, malt can be stored for up to one year before use (Corran 1975,12).In order
to make beer or ale, the malt is coarsely ground and mixed with hot water at
approximately 65"C in a process known as 'mashing' (Corran 1915, l2). Mashing
produces a product known as 'wort'(a brown liquid essentially made of malt sugar) and
a by-product of husks of cereal grains, with little or no sugar content. The mashing by-
product was often used as a fodder in the Anglo-Saxon period (Hagen 1999, 105). In
addition, it is clear that malt can be traded and exchanged as a product (e.g. Hagen 1999,

212-213).
As a result, although the assemblage recovered at Little Chester can be identified as

malt, it is not clear whether the malt was produced on site or not. It also is not certain
that this assemblage represents accidental charring during malt production, as it could
also be possible that this deposit resulted from accidental charring of stored malt.
Regardless, of how the material became charred, the identification of malt remains in
this archaeobotanical assemblage does establish that brewing most likely was taking
place on site in the period. However, this does not clarify why this deposit was located in
this area of the site. At present, the only viable explanation is that the deposit represents

a dumping event.

4.3.2 Little Chester malt deposit and implicationsfor health

Although it is not possible to irrefutably claim that beer (or more likely ale) was

consumed at Little Chester, there are advantages to consuming beer in terms of the
health of the Roman inhabitants of the site. In a period when the cleanliness of water
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within settlements was uncertain, beer or ale provided one of the safest beverages to
consume. 'The processes of brewing - heating before mashing, . . . followed by
fermentation of the sugar to alcohol - produced a liquor that was not only quite sterile
in itself, as far as human pathogenic organisms were concerned, but also resisted any
attempt to infect it with hostile bacteria' (Corran 1975,35). Although the intoxicating
effects of alcoholic beverages may be seen as a disadvantage, the process of fermentation,
itself, is beneflcial to health as well. 'Fermentation is a critical food-processing method
for recent and modern traditional diets, because it can boost levels of important nutrients
such as essential amino acids, decreases harmful compounds, improves storage qualities,
and textures' (Samuel 1997, 580). As a result, the use of beer at Little Chester may have
resulted in the improved health of the site's occupants.

5 Conclusions

Archaeobotanical sampling at Little Chester has produced evidence for the use of thatch
and malt on site. Although it is easy to suggest that had more samples, of larger size,

been collected or more detailed sampling information recorded, we might have gained
further information about the diet and economy of the site, it should be remembered that
this fieldwork was carried out 30 years ago. For its day, the collection and recording of
information was of good quality and certainly produced enough detail to result in the
report presented here. Moreover, Little Chester appears to have produced one of the
largest assemblages of germinated grain from the Roman period known to date in Britain
(van der Veen 1989).

MAMMAL AND BIRD BONES (Fig. 90, Tables 26-28)
by Mary Harman with additional discussion by Jaco Weinstock

All of the bones judged in1972 to be lrom the Roman and early post-Roman levels were
examined, and those mammal bones identifiable were listed. The bones from eighteenth
and nineteenth century levels were looked at but not listed. The bird bones were identifled
later in the 1970s in consultation with Don Bramwell. The original tables and summary
lists drawn tp in 1972 have been updated in the light of a revised phasing scheme drawn
up in 1995, these tables for the numbers of bones from each period being summarised in
Tables 26-28. These tables and elements of the discussion about the dog skeleton and
bird bones have been contributed by Dr Jaco Weinstock of English Heritage. Copies of
the full lists are deposited in the site archives.

For mammals, the state of epiphyseal fusion and tooth wear was noted, and complete
bones or parts of bones were measured. Tables 26-28 show the total numbers of mammal
and bird bone fragments for each species identified at the site. The total number of
fragments is just over 1800, and from most periods there are too few to make any useful
comment.

The majority of the mammal bones are from cattle and sheep, with pigs in significant
but smaller numbers. There are a few bones from horses and dogs and rare ones from
wild mammals: deer, hare, and water vole. Periods I , 2 and 3 have only small numbers of
bones. In these periods, sheep are the most abundant species, followed by cattle and, in
much smaller amounts, pig (Fig. 90). In contrast, Periods 4 and 5 - where bone
assemblages are somewhat larger - are dominated by cattle, followed by sheep and pig
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Fig. 90: Little Chester: relative proportions of the main domestic species in the
different periods.

in that order. The character of the cattle bones in deposits from these periods is
distinctive: bones from the head, rib fragments, scapula, pelvis and the distal extremity
of the limbs (metapodials, phalanges) are well represented. Many of the vertebral
fragments are from the neck, or spinous processes from the thoracic area. These
collections are consistent with waste from slaughtering and butchering, the bones from
the best parts of the carcasses being comparatively scarce, and probably exported offthe
site. In the later Saxon and mediaeval periods, proportions of bones from different
species suggest that, in comparison with cattle and sheep, pigs were of greater importance
than in the Romano-British period.

Part of a dog skeleton was found in the filling of Well I (Period 5, fourth century).
Skeletons or partial skeletons of dogs, pigs, cattle, horses, and domestic fowl are a
common occurrence in wells and pits from Roman times. They have been reported from,
among other sites, Neatham (Done 1986), Dorchester (Maltby 1988), Winchester
(Maltby 1987), Oakridge II (Maltby 1993), and Silchester (Serjeantson 2000). These
remains probably represent, in most cases, the deliberate dumping of carcasses into the
structures when they became disused (Maltby 1987). In some instances, however, the
possibility has been considered that their deposition took place within a ritual context
(Done 1986; Serjeantson 2000).

In all periods, apart from incomplete skeletons, the majority of the bird bones were
from domestic fowl, with several lrom goose, similar to greylag goose and probably
domesticated. There are also a few bones from duck species similar to mallard but
possibly domesticated duck, and from a smaller duck, possibly teal. Other wild birds
represented by only one or two bones were woodcock, a large wader such as

oystercatcher, raven and a passerine, possibly starling. Much of a passerine skeleton,
almost certainly blackbird, was found in the Period 1 marl floor of the timber building
(177). Seventeen limb bones from two or more female sparrowhawks were found in the
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Table 26: Body-part representation of the main domestic species by period ( c : cattle, s : sheep, p:
piil.

late Anglo-Saxon or medieval cess pit (315). The sparrowhawk is one of four species

commonly employed in falconry - a widespread sport of the nobility in medieval
Europe - the other three being the goshawk, the peregrine, and the gyrfalcon. Usually,
only the females of the sparrowhawk were of much use in falconry (Cummins 1988); the
males, being c. 25oh smaller than the females, were probably too small to be effective. The
fact that the sparrowhawk remains from Little Chester are from females lends support to
the idea that they represent animals used in falconry.

NOTE
1 English Heritage archive records have established that two samples (768489-90 - the two fairly
poor samples reported here) from Little Chester were returned to Derby Museum in 1998. Sample
768491 (the rich deposit ofcereal grain discussed here) currently does not have a recorded location
on the database. The last paper record for sample 768491 is in 1977 , so it is suspected that it has

either been returned to Derby Museum at some point long ago or has been lost. Unfortunately,
there was not enough time available during the preparation of this report to arrange to inspect the
Little Chester archaeobotanical samples archived at Derby Museum or to track down the possible

lost sample.
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Table 27: Remains of mammals other than the three major domestic species, by period (h:horse,
d: dog, r-red deer, c: roelfallow deer, ha: hare, r:rabbot, w --water vole ).

Species 1 2 3 4 5 67-88
Duck
duck cf. Mallard
duck I Teal
Woodcock

I Woodcock
Wader
cl Blackbird
I Starling
Raven
Sparrowhawk

I

2

I
;
I

2

I

1

:f

t7

* partial skeleton

Table 28: Bird remains by period


